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ABSTRACT

This course is one of several subcourses that make up
the entire Army correspondence course on wheeled vehicle maintenance.
The subcourse is designed to provide the student with information
about the operation, malfunction diagnosis, maintenance, and repair
of wheeled vehicle clutches, transmissions, and transfer cases. It
provides the basic theory, and also includes on-the-job task
assignments. The subcourse is divided into six lessions covering the
following topics: fundamentals of gears; wheeled vehicle clutches;
fundamentals of conventional transmissions and power takeoffs;
maintenace of conventional transmissions and power takeoffs; wheeled
vehicle automatic transmissions; and transfer cases. Each lesson
contains objectives, text, task assignments, and review exercises.
Answers for the exercises are provided after the fina=1 lesson, along
with an examination and application task test. This subcourse is
designed for student self-study, but could be used in small group
learning situations. (KC)
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mTLTTARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.
The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the military
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or approval for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational
Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/
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an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This pfoject, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

AcCess to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.
The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and technical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in parser form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and 'other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
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IMPORTANT
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STUDY THIS SHEET

444.
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Your cooperation in following these instructions will

--enzble ma to make the rasadmum rating commensurate with your ability.
- -help us to process your lessons promptly and efficiently.
Scan the CHECKLIST OF TEXTS AND MATERIALS FURNISHED.
Scan the INTRODUCTION to the subcourse.

--Beginning with Lesson 1, scan the LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET. It lists the

lesson title, lesson objective, credit hours required, texts required, and
suggestions.

- -When the words STUDY TEXT follow the Lesson Assignment Sheet, the infor-

mation you must digest; is found in a text(s), memorandum, pamphlet, and/or
other separate material(s).

- -When the words STUDY GUIDE AND ATTACHED MEMORANDUM follow the

Lesson Assignment Sheet, the information you must digest is either
--found in texts and in this subcourse booklet, or
--found entirely in this booklet.
--When you are referred to a paragraph or an illustration in a manual, turn to the
specified paragraph at once and scan or study the text assignment as directed.
Continue this procedure until you reach the LESSON EXERCISE.

Adams easad
--Study and answer each question.
--CAUTION: Check to insure that all questions have been answered.
- -Your answers MUST be based on subcourse materials, NOT on your experience
or opinions.
tehkiidaiscs

If you require explanation or clarification of subcourse materials or questions, write
to the U. S. Army Ordnance Center and School, ATTN: Department of Army Wide
Training Support. Constructive comments are appreciated.
Include NAME and SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER on all correspondence.
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Course Description:

This course is one of several subcourses that make up the entire correspondence course
on wheeled vehicle maintenance.
The subcourse is designed to provide the student with
information about the operation, malfunction diagnosis, maintenance, and repair of
wheeled vehicle clutches, transmissions, and transfer cases.
It provides the basic theory,
and also includes on-the-job task assignments.
The subcoarse is divided into six lessons with objectives, task assignments, and
review exercises.
Lesson 1 - Fundamentals of Gears. An explanation of the construction, use, and types
of gears and gear trains, and the principles of operation of a simple planetary
gear set.
Lesson 2 - Wheeled Vehicle Clutches. An explanation of the construction and operation
of friction-type clutches; also a description of inspection, testing, adjustment,
and repair of clutch components as applies to the organizational wheeled vehicle
repairman.

Lesson 3 - Fundamentals of Conventional Transmissions and Power Takeoffs. An explanation
of the. construction, operation, and lubrication of transmissions and power takeoffs.
Lesson 4 - Maintenance of Conventional Transmissions and Power Takeoffs. A description
of.how to inspect, test, adjust and repair p ,arts, and the removal and installation
of assemblies.

Lesson 5 -Wheeled Vehicle Automatic Transmissions. A description of the construction
and operation of fluid couplings and hydramatic transmissions; principles of lubrication and oil pressure in automatic transmissions; inspection, testing adjustment,
and maintenance of hydramatic transmissions; and the removal and replacement of
assemblies and repair part components as applicable to the organizational repairman.
Lesson 6
Transfer Cases.
Construction, lubrication, and operation of transfer cases.
procedures for inspecting, testing, adjusting, and maintaining transfer cases; and
the replacement of assemblies and repair part components.

This subcourse is designed for student self-study, but could be effective in
group learning situations. Each lesson contains objectives, text, and review
exercises.
Answers for the exercises are 3rovided after the final lesson, along
with an examination and application task test.
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IMPORTANT - Study these directions before going further.
DIRECTIONS FOR THE STUDENT

Congratulations.. You are starting a new and different type of selftraining subcourse called a correspondence/OJT subcourse. It is different
from regular subcourses because it has tasks to be practiced on the job in
addition to the usual lessons to be studied. This way, you can learn both
the job skills and the job knowledge and become completely qualified in the
subcourse matter.
1.

2.
Of course, you must be able to get to the equipment to practice
these tasks. Some of you may not be able to do this. This is why you
were asked to pick onepof two options, or ways, that you wanted to take the

subCourse.

a. If you are enrolled in the correspondence only option, you
will study the lessons but you will not practice the tasks on the equipment.
This means you will learn only the job knowledge of the subcourse. You
will have to practice the job tasks sometime later when you can get to the
equipment in order to learn the job skills. You will test yourself after
each lesson by answering the lesson exercise questions using your answer
sheet. Then you will be tested at the end of the whole subcourse by taking
the enclosed multiple choice examination.

If you are enrolled in the correspondence/OJT option, you
will do the whole subcourse. You will study all the lessons and practice
all the tasks --listed in each study text on the equipment. This way you will
learn both the knowledge and the skills of the subcourse. Then you will be
completely qualified in the part of your military occupational specialty (MOS)
that is covered by this subcourse. You will test yourself after each lesson
by answering the lesson exercise questions using your answer sheet. And,
you will also take a subcourse multiple choice examination. Howevezr, in
addition to these tests, you will take an application task test after finishing
the subcourse examination. This application task test will be sent to your
unit commander who will see that you are tested on the job tasks. It is
important that you practice the tasks while you are studying the lessons so
that you will be ready for the task test when you finish the subcourse.
b.
e

c. You can understand that it is important to remember which of
the two options you are enrolled in because the work you must do and the
tests you must take will depend upon your option.

15

This subcourse is one of several subcourses that make up the
entire enlisted MOS correspondence/OJT course. If you are enrolled in the
entire course, you will take this and all the other. subcourses in order. If
you are not enrolled in the entire course, then you will only take this and
any other subcourses you asked for. Of course, you cannot become qualified
in the complete MOS job u.Vess you take the entire course. If you want to
take the entire course later, you will be given credit for the subcourse(s)
you have already passed.
3.

4.

Please check this subcourse packet to make sure that you have the

following things:
a.

A lesson booklet for each lesson listed in the introduction of

lesson 1.
b.

A lesson exercise response list and an answer sheet.

c.

A multiple choice examination.

If any of these things are missing, please let us know right away.

If you are enrolled in the entire enlisted MOS correspondence/OJT
course you must finish at least 60 credit hours or three subcourses each
enrollment year. Your enrollment year begins the day you receive your
first subcourse. If you are enrolled in certain subcourtses only, you must
finish each subcourse within 6 months after you receive it. However, you
should finish each subcourse as quickly as you can so that you will qualify
earlier for promotions.
5.

You must study the subcourse material starting with lesson 1 and
progress through the rest. Beginning with lesson 1, scan the lesson assignment sheet. It lists the lesson title, credit hours assigned to the lesson,
lesson objective, study assignment, and suggestions.
6.

a. Go through the lesSon exactly as you are told by the study
assignment and the suggestions in the lesson assignment. Also follow any
directions gi' throughout the study text.
b. Rea°. the lesson-through once; reread and study any portion that
you did not understand. After you are sure you understand the study material,
answer the exercise questions at the end of the lesson. Then practice the
job tasks on the equipment.

ii
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WHEELED VEHICLE CLUTCHES, TRANSMISSIONS, AND TRANSFERS

(18 Credit Hours)
INTRODUCTION

We now know that an internal combustion engine can develop rotary
motion power at.the flywheel on the back end of the crankshaft. We also
-know that anytime rotary motion power is available, it can be made to do

work..

Let's see how this type of power is applied to various types of machines.

If we think about a little 1-cylinder engine on a lawnmower, the power can
be delivered to the mower in one of two.ways: by connecting the two units
with a belt or by mounting the mower blade directly to the crankshaft of upright engines. Belt driven mowers contain a device for tightening or loosen-

ing the belt so that the mower can be started or stopped while the engine is
still running. Some rotary mowers having the upright engine use a mechanical device consisting of disks to connect and disconnect the engine from the
cutting blade.
These devices are most commonly called clutches. Their purpose is
to provide a means of connecting and disconnecting engine power from the
machine it is supposed to drive.
The automobile engine must also be disconnected from the vehicle's
wheels before the engine can be started. After it is running, the power
from the engine must be ready for use as the driver wants it. For instance,
he must be able to make the vehicle go by engaging the power smoothly and
gradually to prevent twisting or breaking vehicle parts and to keep from
jerking the people or load. Some means must also be provided so the
111
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O engine can make the vehicle go in reverse as well as forward. There must
be some way to vary the speed between the engine and the driving wheels so
the vehicle will be able to run at high speeds on level roads as well as move
heavy loads up steep hills.
Besides furnishing power to make the vehicle move many engines also
have to power such things as winches and hydraulic pumps. Units are provided on vehicles for taking power from the engine and applying it to these
devices as it is needed. Most Army trucks can be moved by power to all
wheels (front and rear) and this too requires additional units to place the
engine power at each of the wheels.

For the most part, the tasks described above are done by units called
clutches, transmissions, power takeoff's, and transfer cases. It is the job
of the mechanic to maintain these units so they will perform their job
correctly.
This subcourse is designed to provide you with a knowledge of the
construction, operation, and maintenance of these units. The subcourse
is organized as follows:

Lesson 1 Fundamentals of Gears.
ScopeAn explanation of the construction, use, and types of gears
and gear trains, and the principles of operation of a simple
planetary gear set.

Lesson 2 Wheeled Vehicle Clutches.
ScopeAn explanation of the construction and operation of frictiontype clutches; also a description inspection, testing,
adjustment, and repair of clutch components as applies to
the organizational wheeled vehicle repairman.
Lesson 3 Fundamentals of Conventional TransmissiOns and Power
Takeoffs.
ScopeAn explanation of the construction, operation, and lubrication of transmissions and power takeoffs.

Lesson 4 Maintenance of Conventional Transmissions and Power
Takeoffs.'

ScopeA description of how to inspect, test, adjust and repair
parts; and the removal and installation of assemblies.

t
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Lesson 5 Wheeled Vehicle Automatic Transmissions.
ScopeA description of the construction and operation of fluid
couplings and hydramatic transmissions; principles of
lubrication and oil pressure in automatic transmissions;
inspection, testing adjustment, and maintenance of hydramatic transmissions; and the removal and replacement of
assemblies and repair part components as applicable to the
organizational repairman.
Lesson 6 Transfer Cases.

ScopeConstruction, lubrication, and operation of transfer cases;
procedures for inspecting, testing, adjusting, and maintaining transfer cases; and the replacement of assemblies and
repair part components.

Examination or application task test.
ScopeThe examination is designed to test the student's overall
knowledge of the subject material covered in the aubcourse.
The application task test is designed to test the student's
ability to perform tasks associated with the subject material
presented in the subcourse.
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LESSON ASSIGNMENT SHEET
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Wheeled Vehicle Clutches, Transmissions, and Transfers

Lesson 1

Fundamentals of Gears

Credit Hours

Two

Lesson Objectives

After studying this lesson you will be
z'

able to:
1.

Explain torque.

2.

Describe the purpose and types
of gears.
A

-I

3.

Describe the operation of gears
and gear traino.

4.

Explain the principles of gear ratio
and torque ratio.

5,

Describe the construction of a
planetary gear set.

6.

Explain the operation of a planetary
gear set.

1-1
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Text
Text

Study Guide

Materials Required

Answer sheet and response list
Refer to the illustrations while
reading the text.

1 Suggestions

\_

STUDY TEXT
FOREWORD

Often a man finds himself alone and has to move some heavy object.
After several attempts he may find that he just doesn't have the strength.
Most any man knows that if he lacks the power for such a task he can use a
Long bar or a strong stick as a prying tool. In this way he can move objects
that are many times his own weight.
The average automotive engine does not provide enough twisting force
at the flywheel to propel a car or truck under all conditions without assistance.
Just as a pry bar is used by man to do work requiring more strength than
he has, devices must be provided for use by the engine.

The engine is aided by parts; called gears. Many different types of
gears are used and they are arranged in a large number of ways in order
to produce the desired results in each case. The mechanic must be
familiar with the different types of gears, their arrangements, and how
they work in order to determine if they are doing their job right.

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION TO GEARS
1.

/3

PRINCIPLES OF

TORQUE. A task that
is familiar to each of
us is the process of
winding our watch. To
do this we simply grasp
the winding knob between
our thumb and forefinger
and roll the knob. This

action causes a little
shaft to rotate inside of
the watch which, in turn,
causes the watch movement spring to wind.

a. Now let's think
of another form of winding
action: that of winding a

child's toy. Here again,

our intent is to wind a
spring so that the energy
produced by the spring
trying to unwind can make
the toy work. The key used
to wind toys consists of the
shank that fits onto the
winding shaft and a fairly
long finger grip to turn
the key. This device is
A signed for one purpose,
and that is to turn the shaft
that will wind the spring.
However, the toy spring
requires more effort to
wind than the watch spring
so the finger grip is larger
than the winding knob of
the watch.
i
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Suppose we were to try and turn the spring shaft without a key. By
gripping it extremely tight we might be able to turn it a little bit, but not
enough to wind the spring tight. What is the reason for us not being able to
wi:ad it tight?

(1) To begin with,
the inner end of the shaft is
fastened to one end of a coil
spring. The natural shape
of the spring forms loose
coils. When the spring is
wound, the position or
shape of the coil is changed
as they form tightly

together. However, a

large amount of work is
needed to make them take
the wound shape because
the spring steel tries tr.1
remain in an unwound
condition. The work
involved is the twist that is
applied to the winding shaft.
This, twist or rotating effort
applied to the shaft is called
TORQUE.
(2) Torque is the

twisting effort that is
applied ta.make anything
rotate. We usually think
of it as the work required
to rotate a shaft. However,
if you were to grasp one end

of a barrel, tip it on its

edge and roll it, you would
be applying torque to the
end you grasped.

1-4

(3)

The effort used to remove the screw cap from a jar is torque

(4) Another example
of torque is the use of a
wrench on a bolt, nut, or
stud. In this case you use
a tool to apply twist. But
let's stop and think why.
.We know that we could not
apply enough twist with our

fingers to tighten or loosen a
bolt and nnt, and" yet it becomes
quite simple when we use a
wrench. The reason it
'becomes simple is because
the wrench provides a lever
action. We also know that
if the wrench handle is long
we can turn the nut or bolt
much easier than with a
short handle.

/5

TWIST
,

OR
TORQUE
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(5) Now let's

think of the bolt or nut
as the spring, shaft on a
watch or toy. With a
wrench on the shaft the
spring can be wound

quite easily. A person
would feel a little
foolish winding his
watch with a wrench
though, so they place
a knob on the shaft.
The knob is actually a
device that is the same
as if we had many
wrenches sticking out in
all,Ldirections from the

shat. In other words,

the knob being larger
than the shaft .provides
a lever to help overcome
the torque required to wind

the spring. Keep in mind
that torque is twist, and
that we can increase twisting effort by using a lever.
c.

Now let's look at a couple of examples of where torque fits into *a
wheeled vehicle mechanic's life.
TWIST AREAS

4

(1)

Let's start

at the engine. When a
piston is forced down
orithe combustion stroke,
its connecting rod forces
the crankshaft throw
down. Because the
crankshaft itself is kept
from moving down by its

main bearings, the
throw forces the shaft
to rotate. However, the
shaft is hard to rotate
because the flywheel resists moving and one or more of the other pistons are
being forced up on the compression stroke. Therefore, the power stroke of
one piston must apply enough twist to the crankshaft to force the other s up
on compression stroke and still have power left over to do other work. You
can see that a great deal of torque is applied to an engine crankshaft.
WREN 4 AND 5 MOVE DOWN,

3 AND 6 ARE FORCED UP

/7
(2) The purpose of wheeled vehicles is to transport passengers or
cargo. The only way this can be done is for the vehicle wheels to move the
vehicle in the direction and speed desired by the operator. This means the
wheels must be made to rotate. To do this, torque is applied to the shaft
that drives the wheels the same as torqu is applied to a wrench for tightening
a bolt.

WHEEL AND

ME ASSY
TORQUE
SPRING

SUSPENSION ARM (REAR)

SUSPENSION ARM (FRONT)
WHEEL DRIVE ShAFT'4

SHOCK ABSORBER
BRAKE

BACKING PLATE

rr

d. The amount of'torque or twist 'that is applied to a shaft or any
other given point can be measured. To explain this, let's think about a stud
that is being turned into its threads in a piece of metal. For our example
we will say that the bolt or stud fits the threads tightly and therefore is
quite hard to turn even before it is tightened down.
(1) To explain the measurement of torque we will use a wrenSa
on the bolt. The wrench handle is
12 inches long and is marked at the
1-, 6-, and 12-inch positions.
Further, throughout our discussion
we will disregard the weight of the
wrench.

1-7

I) 6

INCHES
1

6

I FT

12

With the wrench
on the bolt we want to turn, wee now
know that some effort will be needed
(2)

41%)

INCHES
1

6

,...
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to turn the wrench. We will take a
1-pound weight to apply the effort.
If we place the weight on the 1-inch .
marking it probably won't be enough
to turn the bolt. However, you must
agree that there is some twist applied
to the bolt. In fad we know exactly
how much torque is being applied
1 pound-inch of torque
against the bolt because we have a
1-pound weight pulling down on the
wrench 1 inch from the center of the bolt. The term used to express torque
is pound-inch or pound-foot. Sometimes you may see these words reversed.
Actually, the reversed words (inch-pounds or foot-pounds) are used to
express power or work instead of torque. We will use the terms pound-inches
and
, pound-feet in this lesson. In our experiment we have placed 1 poundinch of twist or torque on the bolt.
TNCIES
1

6

( 3 ) As the weight is moved
out on the wrench handle, the amount
of twist being applied to the bolt will

12

increase. Remember the lever action
we spoke about. By moving the
weight further out on the handle we
are increasing the leverage. If the
1-pound weight was applied at the
6-inch mark it would be applying
6 pound-inches of torque.

6 pound-inches of torque

(4)

When the weight is

placed on the 12-inch mark it
would be applying 12 pound-inches
of torque. We can also say that
there is 1 pound-foot of torque
being applied because the 12
inches is equal to 1 foot. If the
wrench was 24 inches long and
the weight was placed on the
24-inch mark, we would be
applying 24 pound-inches or
2 pound-feet of torque on the
bolt.

12 pound-inches or
1 pound-foot of torque

1-8
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(5) If we remove the weight and grasp the wrench handle with our/7
hand at the 12-inch mark, we can probably turn the bolt. However, for
each pound of pressure we apply with our hand we are applying 1 pound-foot
of torque on the
because our hand is 1 foot from the center of the bolt.
When we pull the wrench to apply torque on the bolt and only,15 lb-ft of
twist is needed to turn the bolt, that is the greatest amount of torque that
can be applied with the wrench until the bolt becomes harder to turn.

Now.that we understand what effect torque or twist has on a shaft,
we will discu. ss the items used i:..stead of a wrench to turn shafts. These
e.

items are called gears.

GEARS. Automotive vehicles must have many components that can take
the power from the engine and deliver it to the wheels of the vehicle. Not
only must the power be simply delivered to the wheels, but the components
must be arranged to do several things.
2.

a.

Military wheeled vehicles are designed to do the following:
(1) Have great pulling power.

(2) Move at high and low speeds.
(3)

Travel in reverse as well as forward.

(4)

Operate on rough ground as well as smooth roads.

(5)

Deliver power to the front wheels as well as the rear wheels.

b. A simple shaft, belt, or chain from the engine to the wheels would
not allow all of these things to be done. Therefore, components often
referred to as gearboxes make up what is referred to as the power train
of a vehicle. These units contain various types of gears to do the job.
c. Gears are made in many
shapes and sizes. Their purpose
is to transmit power from one shaft
to another. The shafts might be
parallel to each other or at an
angle with each other.
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3.
TYPES OF GEARS. You can now see

that gears must be shaped for the
job they are to do. All gears have certain common features. Usually they
are a round wheel with teeth or notches formed some way on the outer edge.
They will have a hole in the center so that they can be mounted on a shaft.
a. The spur gear can be identified
by its straight teeth. Notice that the
teeth are all spaced evenly and run
straight across the outer face of the gear.
This type is called an external tooth gear
because the teeth are on
outside.
This is the most common type of gear we
will see. It can be used to transmit
power from one shaft to another as long
as the two shafts are parallel.

SPUR GEAR

TEETH STRAIGIC

When two of these gears are in mesh, one can turn the other.
The one that is doing the driving is called the pinion or driving gear and the
one being turned is called the driven gear.
(1)

DRIVING GEAR

DRIVE GE&R

Notice that when these
gears are in mesh, only one tooth of
each gear is in contact. This means
that the entire load is being driven
through one tooth in each gear. As
one tooth comes out of mesh, another
moves in to take its place. Therefore,
there are two things that aren't so
good about this gear. By having only
one tooth engaged at a time, large
loads might break off a tooth. Also,
the one tooth going into and out of mesh
at a time causes these gears to be noisy.
(2)
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Another type of gear is the
helical tooth gear. Notice that the
teeth of this gear are cut at an angle.
This makes the teeth longer and when
two gears are in mesh, portions of` two
or more teeth are in contact all the
time.

.4/

b.

HELICAL GEAR

TEEM AT AN ANGLE

(1) Since the force of a

load on this type of gear is spread
over a larger area, the helical tooth
gears can handle larger loads than
spur gears can. Also, because of
the way the teeth engage and disengage with each other these gears
are fairly quiet.

MORE THAN ONE
TOOTH IN CONTACT

3()

a

However, there is a big dis.advantage
to this type of gear. Whenever a helical gear is
driving another gear under load, the gears try to
slide sideways on their shafts because of the shape
driving gear will try to slide the
of the teeth.
This action is called side thrust, and
other way. This
when these gears are used the shafts must be designed to prevent the gears from moving sideways.
(2)

SIDE THRUST

1175-

4ock,

:1\Z

j
SIDE THRUST

There are times when gears must be
made to handle extremely heavy loads. In order
to use the helical principle where long tooth contact is available, a double helical gear called a
herringbone gear was designed. You will notice
that tiere is no side thrust on this type of gear
because of its shape. This gear is also fairly
c.

quiet.

When power must be delivered at an angle,
the teeth of the gears must be cut differently. This
d.

type of gear is called a bevel gear: Notice that two
of them in mesh will change the direction of power
by 90°. These gears are available in several designs.
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(1) The spur bevel has straight teeth the
same as the regular spur gear, except that they are

cut at a 45o az. gle to the side of the gear.

The skew bevel gear is cut similar
to the helical gear, except that the teeth are also
cut at a 45° angle to the side of the gear. The
advantages of the skew bevel gear over the spur
bevel gear are the same as those of the helical
gear over the spur gear.
(2)

(3) There are
other designs of this
type of gear such as
spiral bevel and hypoid
which are used in the
rear and front axles of
vehicles. These will
be discussed in a later
subcourse on axles.
SPIRAL BEVEL GEAR

HYPOID GEAR

SPUR BEVEL GEAR

1-13
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The worm gear is another
type of gear for delivering power at
an angle. The principle of this gear
arrangement is similar to a bolt and
nut. The worm shaft has a coarse
thread cut on it. As it rotates, it
winds the teeth of the worm gear into
it. This is very compact and quiet
and is often used where heavy loads
must be transmitted at aa angle.

Another type of gear is the internal tooth gear.
This is a ring with gear teeth cut on the inside. The
teeth are usually of the spur type (straight across). This
type gear is normally used for special purposes only.
f.

GEAR PRINCIPLES. The speed and direction of rotation of shafts that
are gear operated will depend on how the gears are arranged.
4.

a.

When two external tooth

gears are in mesh they will turn
in opposite directions. This
principle can be used to provide
forward and reverse gears on a
vehicle.
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When a third gear is added to a gear train it is called an idler gea.
The driving, and,driven gears will-..turn
, in the same direction. The idler
gear will rotate opposite from the driving and driven gears and will not
change the speed or torque of the driven gear..
.
b.

DRIVING GEAR.

PUT SHAFT

DRIVEN GEAR
..7

c. A large driving gear meshed
with a small driven gear will increase
speed, reverse direction of rotation,
and reduce the amount of torque
delivered.
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DRIVING
GEAR

.,.

44

d. A small driving gear
meshed with a large driven gear
will decrease speed, change direction of rotation, and increase the
amount of torque delivered.

DRIVEN
GEAR

e. An internal gear meshed with and driving an external gear will
increase speed and decrease torque. An external gear meshed with and
driving an internal gear will decrease speed and increase torque. Both
gears will always turn in the same direction.

SPUR GEAR
PINION

RING GEAR

L----------

BOTH TURN IN SAME DIRECTION ------'
1 -16
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A worm shaft driving a worm gear will deliver power at a 90°
angle. The worm shaft is always the driving or input member. Foy each
rotation of a single thread worm shaft the worm gear will rotate the distance
of 1 tooth. Speed and torque ratio of a worm gearset is therefore determined by comparing the number of threads on the worm shaft to the number
of teeth on the worm gear. Worm shafts are designed with single or double
threads.]
f.

WORM SHAFT
FRONT SCARING

WORM

DR:VE
SHAFT

r"ArIr

41"31.

NMI

r

WORM GEAR

IREAR WORM
/SHAFT BEARINGS

#40

ti

GEAR RATIO. The term gear ratio is used to express the comparison
of the speed of rotation between two gears. It is always stated with the first
number representing the rotation of the driving gear and the set.ond number
5.

that of the driven gear. Also, the first number represents the number of
times the driving gear must rotate to make the driven gear rotate one turn.
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Some examples of how gear ratio is stated are as follows:

(1) A 1:1 ratio indicates
both gears are rotating at the same

24 TEETH

24 TEETH

speed.

1:1 GEAR RATIO

(2) A 2:1 ratio indicates
that a small driving gear is in mesh
with a driven gear twice as big. The
driving gear must turn twice to turn
the driven gear once.

2:1 GEAR RATIO
a

6 TEETII--4
#12 TEETH

(3) A .6:1 ratio indicates
the driving gear is biggest. Fog
every 3 turns it makes, the driven
gear will rotate 5 times. Therefore the driv.kng gear only has to
make six-tenths of a revolution
to rotate the driving gear once.

15

25

TEETH

TEETH

3:5 GEAR RATIO
OR

.6:1

GEAR RATIO

b. The gear ratio between gears can be determined by counting the
teeth of the driving and driven gear. You must remember that when two
gears are in mesh, as the driving gear rotates the distance of 1 tooth the
driven gear will z otate the same amount.

1

.2y
TORQUE RATIO. To understand the torque ratio of gears it is necessary
to understand the principles of leverage as it applies to gears. If you recall,
we discussed applying torque to a bolt earlier in the lesson. To discuss torque
ratio between gears we must think of the force from a shaft to a gear, from
that gear to another gear, and from the second gear to the shaft it is mounted
on. To do this we will refer to the items as an input shaft and gear and an
output gear and shaft. The input is the driving merna3er and the output is the
driven member.
6.

INPUT SHAFP AND GEAR

a. Let's first look at the input member. This shaft and gear is
bringing the turning for'ce into the gear train. For our purpose here, we
will say that an engine or motor is driving the input shaft and is applying
25 pound-feet of torque on the shaft.

(1) To begin with, we can think of each tooth on a gear as being
the same as the lever or wrench we discussed earlier. Remember, when
two gears are in mesh, only one or parts of two teeth are touching each
other at any one time. Therefore, we must remember that the entire load
between two gears is on these teeth.

(2) Pot our discussion here we will think of the driving gear as
having just the one tooth that is going to' do the work. Further, to help understand it a little better, we will say that the gear is 2 feet in diameter so
the one tooth will be exactly 12 inches long.

25 lb-ft of torque
(3) We said that there was a torque of 25 pound-feet applied to the
shaft. This means that if the torque was in the direction of rotation as shown

by the arrow, it could lift 25 pounds out on the 12-inch mark or at the end of
the tooth. You see this is just the reverse of what we explained with the
wrench. Here the shaft is turning the gear, with the wrench we wanted to
turn the shaft except that we used a bolt instead for our example.
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..3.0 (4) By remembering the laws of leverage, we know that a smaller
mark (the
gear will deliver more torque than a larger gear. At the 6-inch lift
50 pounds
of
.
24-inch
gear)
the
tooth
could
size of a 12-inch gear instead
holding
a
because of a greater leverage. You can prove this yourself by
out
stick straight out at arm's length. Have someone hang a small weight
on the very end of the stick. You will notice how hard it is to hold the weight.
Now have the person take the weight off the end of the stick and hang twice
the same effort
as much weight on the center. You will see that it requires
to hold twice the weight in the center as it dies to hold the single weight- on
the end.
6 INCHES

25 lb-ft of torque
50 lb

(5) from this we can see that a small driving gear in comparison
load) than a big
to the driven gear can deliver more torque (drive a heavier
notice
that the driving
gear can. After you have gained experience, you will
gear. An exception
gear in almost all gear trains is smaller than the driven Then
the input or
to this is if you want increased speed instead of torque.
driving gear would be bigger than the driven gear.
.

.

tooth
b. Now we will mesh this one tooth of the driving gear with one
size.
of a driven gear. Both gears are of the same
DRIVEN GEAR

DRIVING GEAR
12 INCHES

12 INCHES

(1) When thinking of the driven member of a gear train, we think
of it exactly the same as a bolt with a wrench on it. The longer the wrench
is, the easier it is to turn the bolt.
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(2) We said that the input gear could apply a force of 25 pounds out
on the end. -This, ,then, is the amount of force it will apply to the tooth of
the driven gear. Because the tooth of the gear is 1 foot long, a torque of
25 pound-feet will be applied against the shaft on which the driven gear is

mounted.

DRIVEN GEAR

DRIVING GEAR

25 lb

25 lb-ft of tcmlue

25 lb-ft of torque

(3) Again, remembering our discUssion of the wrench, we know
that more effort is required to turn the bolt with a short wrench than with
a long wrench. Therefore, if we applied the input force of 25 pounds against
an output tooth 24 inches long, we would get twice as much torque on the shaft
as on a tooth 12 inches long.
DRIVING GEAR

25 lb-ft of torque

DRIVEN GEAR

25 lb

50 lb-ft of torque
4

(4) Here again we can compare the output gear to the knob you
use to wind your watch. As the knob is made bigger, it is easier to wind
the watch. The same principle applies with the driven gear in a gear train.
When the driven gear is bigger than the driving-gear you can increase torque.

c.

How does all of this apply to you as a wheeled vehicle mechanic?
Well, let's look at a few things about a wheeled vehicle that depend on gears.

To begin with, the vehicle engine can only produce so much
power. When it is running fast it produces more power than when it is
idling. The power developed by the engine is sent to the vehicle in the form
of twisting motion or torque at the flywheel at the end of the crankshaft.
(1)
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(2) When the vehicle is started from a standstill, a great deal of
torque is required to get it in motion. In addition, the engine is not running
at high speed at this time. Therefore, torque from the engine is applied to
a small driving gear which in turn drives a large driven gear. This increases
torque and helps the engine get the vehicle started.
(3) After a vehicle is in motion, less torque is requirecito keep it
in motion. When this occurs, the driving gear and driven gear can be nearer
to the same size. In other words, we want the gear train to develop speed
more than torque.
(4) When the vehicle comes to a hill, the ratio will have to be changed
again. Now the driving gear will have to b-smaller than the driven gear to
increase the torque. In doing so, we are giving up speed to increase torque.
d.

To sum up torque ratio we can compare it with gear ratio.
(I) If the driving gear is small with 12 teeth and is driving a large

driven gear with 24 teeth, we have a gear ratio of 2:1. In other words, the
driving gear has to rotate 2 times to make the driven gear rotate once. In
this gear train we double the torque and cut the speed in half.

ratio is

(2)
1:1.

If the driving gear is the same size as the driven gear the gear
The input and output torque and speed are the same.

If the input gear has 24 teeth and the output gear has 12 teeth the
gear ratio is . 5:1. In this gear train we are reducing torque and increasing
(3)

speed.
7.

OPERATION OF A

SIMPLE GEAR TRAIN

GEAR TRAIN. To understand how a simple gear

BEVEL GEARS

train works, refer to the
illustration. You will
notice that the intent is
to stir the bucket of

paint by turning the crank.
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a. When the crank is turned, shaft A will cause gear 1 to turn in the
same direction as the crank. The amount of torque applied on shaft A will
depend on how hard you crank and the resistance of the paint in the bucket.
b. Gear 1 and gear 2 are external gears in mesh and therefore will
rotate in opposite directions. tear 1 being larger than gear 2 will cause
gear 2 to turn faster than gear I and we therefore have a loss of torque.
Remember, is a gear train we must decrease torque to increase speed.
c.

Gear 2 and gear 3 are mounted on shaft B which is parallel to shaft
A. We have transferred torque from one shaft to another. Gear 3 is in mesh
with gear 4 and drives it in the opposite direction of rotation. However,
because gears 3 and 4 are bevel gears, the torque is being delivered to shaft
C at a 90° angle from shaft B.
d.

The rotary motion of shaft C is used to stir the paint.
SECTION 1I. PRINCIPLES OF PLANETARY GEARSETS.

INTRODUCTION. It is often necessary to design gear trains that will
provide many gear ratios. Of necessity, these trains must not be too large
and bulky. The answer to this requirement is planetary gearing.
8.

a. Notice the arrangement of
the components in the set. Because
of the resemblance of the planetary
pinions to the planets of the universe
circling around the sun, the set was
given the name planetary gearset.
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The center or sun gear
can be either a spur gear or helical
gear. It will contain a through shaft
so that it can act as either an input
or output member.
(1)

KAM Alf
SUN GLUV

(2) Normally, three planetary
pinions are in mesh with the sun gear
at all times. Some sets will have two
and others four. They are mounted
on and are free to rotate on individual
shafts on the planet carrier, which is
a framework designed to hold the pinions
in their respective positions. The planet
carrier can be rotated so that the pinions
walk around the sun gear. The carrier
Contains a shaft so that it can also act as
an input or output member.
(3)

rummy.

MANLY
CAM"

The outer internal gear is

in constant mesh with the planet pinions
and is called the ring gear. It can also
be an input or output member.

The principle on which the planetary gearset operates is based
on driving one unit, holding one unit, and taking the output from the free
b.

unit.
(1) If we place a brake band around the ring gear we can prevent
it from turning. If the sun gear is driven under this condition it will cause
the planet pinions to rotate. With the ring gear held from turning, the
planet pinions will have to walk around on the inside of the ring gear and the
outside of the sun gear. In doing so, the planet pinions will carry the planet
carrier around with them.
(2) If the planet carrier is held so that it cannot rotate and the
sun gear is driven, the planet pinions will force the ring gear to turn.

If the planet carrier is held and the ring gear is driven, the
planet pinions will force the sun gear to turn.
(3)

If the sun gear is held and the planet carrier is drivev, the
planet pinions will be forced to rotate and they will drive the ring gear.
(4)

In the actual use of planetary gears in such things as automatic
transmissions, disk clutches and brake bands control the holding and driving
members. Usually the bands and clutches are controlled automatically.
c.
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OPERATING PRINCIPLES. To fully understand the movement of each
member of a planetary system, consider the following:
9.

If the planetary
carrier and the sun gear
are held together, the
pinions cannot turn
because they are locked
by the sun gear. This
will cause the unit to turn
as one unit. None of its
parts will turn by themselves. This. will give
us direct drive just as if
we had a one-piece shaft.
a.

PLANET CARRIER AND SUN GEAR LOCKED TOGETHER

OUTPUT - DIRECT DRIVE

b. If the sun gear is held and the planetary carrier is turned, then \\._
the ring gear will turn. The pinions will "walk" around the sun gear
because the sun gear will not move. The pinions turn as they walk around
the sun gear. The pinions are in mesh with the ring gear; therefore, the
ring gear is pushed by the turning pinion. The ring gear will turn in the
same direction as the carrier.

PLANET CARRIER DRIVEN
SUN GEAR HELD

OUTPUT ON RING GEAR
OVERDRIVE (MORE SPEED,

MSS TORQUE)

I
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If the'ring gear is held and the sun gear is turned, then the carrier
will turn. The pinions are in meah with the sun gear. When the sun gear is
turned, the pinions will turn. The pinions are also in mesh with the ring
gear. The ring gear is held; therefore, the pinions walk around the ring gear.
This causes the carrier to turn with the pinions.
c.

SUN GEAR DRIVEN
RING GEAR HELD
OUTPUT ON PLANET CARRIER REDUCTION GEAR (LMS SPEED,
MORE TORQUE)

If the carrier is held and the sun gear is turned then the ring gear
turns in reverse. The pinions are in mesh with the sun gear. When the
sun gear is turned, the pinions will turn. The pinions turn in the opposite
direction of the sun gear. The pinions are also in mesh with the ring gear.
The pinions drive the ring gear because the carrier is held so it cannot turn.
When an external gear is driving an internal gear, the direction of turning is
the same. Therefore, the planet pinions turning opposite from the input
rotate the ring gear in reverse.
d.

NM&

It

SUN GEAR DRIVEN
PLANET CARRIER HELD
OUTPUT ON RING GEAR REVERSING REDUCTION GEAR (LESS
SPEED, MORE TORQUE, TURNS BACKWARD)

e.

.57

There are five basic rules of planetary gear operation:

(1) If the planet carrier is used as the output, the set operates
in reduction (slower speed, more torque).
(2) If the planet carrier is the input, the set operates in overdrive
(more speed, less torque).
(3)

If the planet carrier is held, the set operates in reverse.

(4) If any two parts are locked t

direct drive.

ether, the set operates in

(5)
no parts are locked together and if none are held, the set
operates in neutral.

f.

engine.

Here are a few more things you should also remember.

(1) An input member receives power from a source such as an

(2) An output member transmits power to the driving wheels of
a vehicle.

(3) A stationary member is one that is held, so it cannot turn, by
a band or clutch.
(4) Locked members are held together.
10.

SPEED RANGES OF A PLANETARY

SET. Using the first three of the above
rules, we can get six speed ranges.
Remember that when we reduce speed
we increase torque, and when we
increase speed we reduce torque.

CONDITION
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If the sun gear is !-_31d and the planet carrier is turned, the ring

gear will turn faster than the carrier (overdrive).

b. If the sun gear is held and the ring gear is turned, the planet
carrier will turn slower than the ring gear (reduction).
c. If the ring gear is held and the sun gear is turned, the planet
carrier turns slower than the sun gear (reduction).
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,d.

the sun
If the planet carrier is held and the ring gear is turned,
reverse).

gear turns in reverse faster than the ring gear (overdrive and
e. If the ring gear is held and the planet carrier is turned, the sun
gear turns faster than the cazrier (overdrive).
the ring
1. If the planet carrier is held and the sun gear is turned,
(reduction
and
reverse).
gear turns in reverse slower than the sun gear
SECTION III. CONCLUSION

_SUMMARY. From this assignment we have found that all gear trains,
both planetary and regular gear type, serve the same purpose; that is, to
11.

torque,
increase speed and decrease torque, decrease speed and increase
from
one
change direetion iiffriotionigive-a-reverseh and-carry torque
shaft or gear to another.
be shifted by hand. By
a. In regular gear trains, the gears mustautomatically
by the use of
using planetary gears, the shifting can be done
bands and clutches that are applied or released by oil pressure.
will be working with both types of
b. You, as automotive repairmen,
gears. Knowing how the unit operates usually makes it a lot easier to find
the cause 0/troubles and how to repair them.
a list of tasks
PRACTICE TASKS. Appendix B of this lesson contains
associated with the fundamentals of gears. They are representative of the
12.

tasks you will be required to perform as a wheeled vehicle mechanic. Perof an
form all of the tasks listed. Be sure you are under the supervision
practice
the
tasks.
you
officer, NCO, or specialist qualified in the MOS whenrestudy
the
appropriate
If you find you are having difficulty in certain taskc,
training material and practice the tasks until you become proficient in each
one.
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LESSON EXERCISE QUESTIONS

37

Instructions for.use of the answer sheet:

I. The procedure by which you will answer the exercise questions in this subcourse is probably
new to you. The information is presented in a programed instruction format where you immediately know whether or not you have answered the questions correctly. If you have selected an
incorrect answer, you will be directed to a portion of the study text that will provide you with
additional information.
2.

To use this system proceed as follows:

a. Arrange this subcourse booklet and your answer sheet (on reverse side of response list
cover) so that they are convenient. Each exercise question has three choices lettered a, b, and c.
Your answer sheet has three groups of numbers for questions 1 through 200. The numbers
indicated for each question represent the a, b, or c choices.

b. --Read thefirstexercise question and select the choice you think answers the question
correctly. Go to the question 1 area of your answer sheet and circle the 3-digit number that
corresponds with the choice' ou selected.
c. After you have identified the 3-digit number, locate it in the exercise response list.
If you selected the right choice, the first word of the response will be "CORRECT." This tells
you that you have answered the
Read the rest of the response which tells
why your choice was correct and then tto the next question.

d. If the word " CORRECT" is NOT the first word of the response, you have selected the
wrong answer. Reed the response and then turn to the area in your study text that is mentioned.
There you will find the` information necessary for you to make another choice. Line out the
incorrect 3-digit response on your answer sheet.
e. After you have reread the reference, select another answer and circle the 3-digit response
for that choice. Arlin check the number of this second choice with the response list to see if your
choice is now correct and to obtain more infatuation about your choke. If yoUr second choice
is still not correct, line out the 34igit response on the answer sheet and continue until the correct
answer is selected. When you have answered all of the questions in an exercise, count the number
of lined out responses and see how well you did.
f. You will notice that the lesson exercise question numbers continue consecutively from
lesson to lesson. This allows you to use one anafwer sheet for the entire subcourse.

EXERCISE

I.

What is a disadvantage of the spur tooth gear?

ix----

a.
b.

c.
2.

What statement is false with respect to the helical tooth gear ?
a.
b.

c.
3.

The teeth are machined at right angles
Only one tooth at a time bears force
It can only be used to transmit rotary motion

The teeth are set at an angle
It is noisy during operation
The tooth contact area is large

What gear when meshed with a similar gear will transmit power at a
900 angle?
a.

b.

J
t;)

c.

4.

In reference to figure 1, what statement is true about the driven gear? 4//

DRIVEN (4.74R
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Figure 1
.4 a.,
b.

It tarns in the same direction as the driving gear at half the speed
It turns in the opposite direction of the driving gear at twice the
speed

c.

140

It turns in the opposite direction of the driving gear at half the
speed

5.

What pressure will apply the most torque to a bolt?
a.
b.

c.

100 pounds on a wrench 1 foot long
60 pounds on a wrench 2 feet long
30 pounds on a wrench 3 feet long
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E 2.
What are the names of the components of the gear set?

NOTE. - QUESTIONS 6 THRU 11 PERTAIN TO FI
6.

a.
b.
c.

Ring gear, sun gear, and helical gear
R3,ng gear, sun gear, carrier and pinions
Spur gear, sun gear, carrier and pinions

Figure 2
1-32
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7.

If B and C are held together the set will'
a.
b.

c.
8.

What is the result when B is the output member of the set ?
a.
b.
c.

9.

b.
-c.

b.

c.

b.

c.

The set operates in direct drive
The set operates in neutral
The set operates in reduction

The effort applied to a shaft to make it turn is called
a.
b.

c.
13.

The set operates in reverse
The set operates in overdrive
The set operates in neutral

If none of the members are locked together or held, what is the result?
a.

12.

The set operates in neutral
The set operates in direct drive
The set operates in reverse

If B is the input member, what is the result?
a.

11.

The set operates in reduction
The set operates in overdrive
The set operates in neutral

If B is held and C is turned, what is the result?
a.

10.

operate in reduction.
turn in reverse.
turn as a unit.

power.
energy.
torque.

What is the result when an external tooth gear drives an external tooth
gear ?
a.
b.

c.

There is always a reduction in speed
There is always a reduction in torque
There is always a reversal in direction of rotation

1-33

1What is the result when an internal tooth gear rhives an external tooth

41
14.

gear ?

a.
b.

c.
15.

Direction of rotation is kept the same
The speed is decreased
The torque is increased

One disadvantage of a helical gear is
a.
b.

c.

heavy side thrust is produced.
it can only be used as a driving gear.
only one tooth at a time carries tire load.
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APPENDIX B
PRACTICE TASK LIST

Practice Objectives - After practicing the following tasks you will be able to:
1.

Identify the various types of gears used in power
train components.

2.

Determine the type and ratio of gears required for
specific jobs.

3.

Assemble gear trains for various speed and torque
ranges.

Study the power train components of a vehicle in your unit. Determine
the following:
1.

a.

The type of gears used.

b.

The gear combinations present.

c.

The approximate gear ratios in each gear train for each combination.

d.

The number of gear shafts in each component.

e.

The input and output members of each component.

Secure four external gears of various sizes. Place them on a table
surface in such a manner that they will represent the following:
2.

a.

Increased torque transmitted from one shaft to another.

b.

Increased speed transmitted from one shaft to another.

c.

Rotation transmitted in the same direction to another shaft.

Determine the gear and torque ratio of each of the three experiments
in paragraph 2.
3.

Secure a drawing or illustration of a simple planetary gearset. Mentally
go through the six speed ranges determining which member is to be held and
4.

which one driven.

Ma - -APO, KO- -2544
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Wheeled Vehicle Clutches, Transmissions, and Transfers

Lesson 2

Wheeled Vehicle Clutches

Credit Hours

Four

Lesson Objectives

After studying this lesson you will be
able to:
1.

State the purpose of wheeled
vehicle clutches.

2.

Describe the construction of
wheeled vehicle clutches.

3.

Describe the types of clutches.

4.

Explain the operation of wheeled
vehicle clutches.

5.

Describe the procedures for
inspecting clutches.

6.

Describe the procedures for
adjusting clutch linkage.

7.

Describe the procedures for
removing and replacing wheeled
vehicle clutches.
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Text

Study Text

Materials Required

Answer sheet and response list

Suggestions

Refer to the illustrations as you
read the text.
STUDY TEXT
FOREWORD

A clutch is a mechanical device for engaging or disconnecting two

members, such as shafts or wheels, so that they turn together or are free
to turn independent of each other, There are two broad classes of c.._ ecues
that are known as positive and friction.
The positive-type clutch may sometimes be called a jaw or dog clutch.
These clutches have two members that have matching projections or teeth.
The members are mounted independently on two shafts that are in line with
each other. The clutch is engaged by bringing the two members together
so the projections or teeth mesh, locking the members anti shafts together
so they turn as one unit. The clutch is disconnected by :roving the membera
apart so they are no longer in mesh. With the positive clutch, power cannot
be transferred from one shaft to another gradually.
The friction-type clutch is used in automobiles and trucks because with
it the engine crankshaft can be smoothly and grarulally connected to shafts
that propel the car. Unfortunately, friction clutches are not completely
trouble free and often require maintenance from a qualified mechanic, so
the mechanic must have a working knowledge of clutches.

SECTION I. CLUTCH CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

47

I. PURPOSE. The job of the clutch in a wheeled vehicle is' to connect and
disconnect the engine power to or from the gears and shafts that drive the
wheels. Since the internal combustion engine does not develop too much
torque when it is first started, it must be disconnected from the drive
mechanism until it has had time to develop enough speed and torque to start
moving the vehicle. The engine power can then be gradually applied to
provide smooth engagement which will lessen the shock on the driving parts.
After the clutch is fully engaged it must transmit all the engine power to the
transmission without slipping. The engine power must also be disconnected
from the drive system when the gears in the transmission are being shifted
from one gear ratio to another.
2. CONSTRUCTION, The main parts of the clutch are the driving members,
the driven members, and the operating members.
a. The driving members are attached to the engine crankshaft and
turn with it, They usually consist of two cast iron plates or flat surfaces
machined and ground to a smooth finish. Cast iron is used because it
contains enough graphite to provide some lubrication when the driving member
is slipping during clutch engagement. One of these surfaces is usually the
rear face of the engine flywheel. The other is a heavy flat ring one side of
which has a machined surfate. This'part is known as the pressure plate.
It is fitted into a steel 'cover which also contains some of the operating
members and is bolted to the flywheel. We will discuss the operating
members contained in this assembly later in the lesson.
't

Noy
A
B
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Pressure plate assembly

Disk assembly

D

Bestine dutch pilot
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The driven member is attached to and turns with the transmission
input or clutch shaft, also called main drive pinion. It is a disk with a
splined hub and is free to slide on the splines of the shaft, but it drives the
shaft through these same splines. The driven member may be called a
clutch plate or a clutch disk. We will call it a clutch disk to keep from confusing it with the pressure plate.

The clutch disk is usually made of spring steel in the shape of a
single flat disk or a number of flat segments. Facings are attached to each
side of the disk by means of copper rivets, These facings must be able to
withstand the heat produced by friction when the clutch is slipping. The
most commonly used facings are made of cotton and asbestos fibers woven
or molded together and impregnated with a binding agent. Very often
copper wires are woven or pressed into the material to give it more strength.
(1)

T9 make clutch engagement as smooth as possible and eliminate
chatter, several methods have been used to give a little flexibility to the
driven disk. One type of disk is "dished" so that the inner and outer edges
of the facing make contact with the driving members first and the rest of
the facing makes contact gradually as the pressure on the disk increases
and the disk flattens out. In another type, the steel segments attached to
the splined hub are slightly twisted, which also causes the facings to make
gradual contact as ate disk flattens out.
(2)

The driven member
of the clutch usually has a flexible
center to absorb the vibrations
caused by the crankshaft, which
would be sent on through the
drive assembly unless they were
eliminated. The flexible center is
usually made up of steel springs
placed between the hub and the
steel disk. The springs permit
the disk to momentarily turn
faster or slower than its hub.
At times the springs may be fully
compressed, the disk then returns
to its original position when the
(3)

,.

P
-.,

,

,

spring decompresses. This slight

backward and forward movement,
permitted by the spring, allows
the clutch shaft to turn at a more
steady rate than the 'crankshaft.
This reduces some of the vibration.
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c. The operating members consist of the components required to
apply and release the pressure which hold's the driving and driven members
in contact with each other; they include such things as springs linkage,
levers, bearings, etc, depending or the type of clutch.

3. TYPES OF CLUTCHES. There have been several kinds of clutches
used on automotive vehicles. They are made to be used on vehicles
ranging from small passenger cars to large tractors and tracked vehicles.
One way clutches are classified is by the typee spring used to
hold the driving and driven members together. A few of these are single
spring, diaphragm spring, and helical spring.
(1) In clutches where the diaphragm is us d instead of coil springs,
the diaphragm is a cone shaped of spring' steel. The diaphragm is mounted
between the cover and the pressure plate so that the diaphragm is nearly
flat when the clutch is in the engaged position. The action of this type of
spring is similar to that of the bottom of an ordinary oilcan. The outer rim
of the diaphragm is secured to the pressure plate and is pivoted on rings so
that pressure applied at the inner section will cause the outer rim to move
away from the flywheel and draw the pressure plate away. from the clutch
disk, releasing or disengaging the clutch. When the pressure,is released
from the inner section, the oilcan action of the diaphragm causes the in.ner,
section to move out and the movement of the outer rim forces the pressure
plate against the clutch disk, engaging the clutch.
a.

II

1r
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(2) In single spring
clutches, the pressure plate applies
pressure to the clutch disk through
an adjusting plate sleeve and a
series of toggle levers. When the
clutch release bearing moves
forward it applies pressure to the
lower portion of the toggle lever

through the adjusting plate
sleeve. This moves the toggle
levers away from the pressure
plate. The pressure plate is
then pulled away from the clutch
disk by springs.

(3) In helical spring clutches a system of levers pivoted n the
e
cover forces the pressure plate away from the driven disk and again
pressure springs when the clutch release bearing moves forward against
the inner ends of the levers.

2 -6

Automotive clutches are also classified by the number of plates or
disks used in their construction.
(1) The single plate clutch has one driven disk between the flywheel and the pressure plate. The flywheel is not considered to be a plate
even though it acts as one of the driving surfaces.
b.

CLUTCH COVER
FLYWHEEL
PRESSURE PLATE
eLUTCH DISK

(2) A double plate clutch is different only in that another disk and
plate have been added.
Pros2;trp-,:*

e,

4
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,
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(3) A clutch that has more than three driven disks is called a
multiple disk clutch. In this type of clutch, a large number of disks are
used, some have eleven driving and ten driven disks. The driving disks
have lugs, much like gear teeth, around their outside edges. These mesh
with internal splines in the clutch case. The clutch case is bolted to and
turns with the flywheel. The driven disks are mounted on pins which are
fastened to the clutch spider. This permits the disks and pressure plate
to be moved until they do not touch. When the clutch is engaged, springs
hold the driven and driving disks together. This causes the clutch spider to
turn; the spider then turns the clutch shaft to which it is splined.

2 -8

Plate clutches are usually used on light or medium weight .57
vehicles and multiple disk clutches on heavier vehicles.
(4)

4tt,,

Another way clutches are classified is based on whether or not
oil is supplied to the friction surfaces. If oil is supplied, the clutch is
known as a wet type; if not, it is a dry type.
c.

d. The main difference in the action of clutches is the length of time
it takes them to start a vehicle moving. A plate clutch will start a vehicle
moving faster than a multiple disk clutch. A dry clutch will act faster than
a wet-type clutch. A wet clutch gives a slow smooth engagement Which is
desirable on heavy vehicles.

4. CLUTCH OPERATION. Most of the clutches you will be working with
will probably be plate-type clutches, so let's see just what takes place in
the operation of a single plate clutch.

Note. - Refer to the foldout in the back of this pamphlet during the
discussion on clutch operation.
a. When the clutch is fully engaged, the driven disk is clamped
between the pressure plate and the engine flywheel by the springs.
b. When the clutch pedal is pushed,down, linkage from the pedal
moves the release yoke or fork on its pivot or hinge. This puts pressure
on the release bearing sleeve or collar containing the release bearing.

The race of the release bearing pushes against the clutch release levers
and moves them on their pivot pins. The outer ends of the release levers
move the pressure plate to the rear, compressing the clutch pressure
plate spring. This allows the driving members to turn free of the driven
members. When the clutch is disengaged, the release bearing turns with
the flywheel; the driven disk and the clutch shaft or transmission drive
pinion stop turning.
When the clutch pedal is allowed to return back out to the engaged
position all the parts of the clutch, except the release bearing and collar
or sleeve, turn with the flywheel.
c.
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SECTION II. CLUTCP MAINTENANCE
5. INTRODUCTION TO CLUTCH MAINTENANCE. Maintenance of

clutches by the organizational mechanic includes inspection, adjustment,
testing, and repair. The only repair by the organizational mechanic will
normally be the replacement of worn or damageii linkage. Inspection and
adjustment are probably the most important.

a. When inspecting the clutch, the mechanic should examine the
clutch linkage for worn, bent, broken, or damaged parts. Next he should
check the clutch pedal free travel. What is free travel? Well let's see just
what is meant by this term.
b.

Have you ever driven a vehicle that has a clutch p*edal?

how the pedal is easy to push down a little way, then gets hard toRemember
push.
The distance that the clutch pedal is easy to push down is called clutch pedal
free travel. Another way of saying this is, free travel is the distance the
clutch pedal must be pushed down before the clutch starts to disengage.

c. Clutch pedal free travel is caused by slack in the linkage; also,
the amount of mcvement needed before the release bearing starts
on the release levers. Clutch pedal free travel should be checkedpushing
often,

2 -10

as free travel gets less as the clutch wears. Insufficient free travel can
keep the clutch from fully engaging. If it is not fully engaged, it may slip
and wear out qUickly. Too much free travel will cause the clutch not to
completely release. This causes the gears to clash and makes it hard to
shift gears.
(1) Clutch pedal free travel can be measured by first measuring
the distance from the clutch pedar to the floor of the cab.

(2) Next push the pedal down until i. gets hard to move; again
measure the distance from the clutch pedal to the floor. The differenc,..
between the two measurements is the clutch pedal free tr-vel.

6. FREE TRAVEL ADJUSTMENT. Although different vehicles have
different linkage, free travel adjustment is always made by shortening or
itimgthening the linkage. An adjusting yoke is usually used to do this.
a. Now let's take a look at
how this should be done on a few
vehicles. To made a clutch
pedal free travel adjustment on

an M35A2, 2-1/2-truck, use the
following procedures:

CLUTCH
THROWOUT
SHAFT
CLUTCH
THROWOUT
SHAFT LIVER

PIN

CLUTCH

CONTROL
LEVER

ADJUSTABLE

CLUTCH

YOKE

CONTROL ROD

(1) Loosen the locknut
on the clutch control rod.

(2) Remove the pin
connecting the adjustable yoke
to the clutch throwout shaft

lever.

-

CLUTC-1
PEDAL
LEVER

0".
ORD E19312

Turn the yoke either farther onto or off of the clutch control
rod until you get the proper free travel, which for this vehicle is 1-1/2 to
2 inches.
(3)

(4) Connect the yoke to the clutch throwout shaft lever, replace
the pin, and tighten the locknut.
(5)

Recheck the clutch pedal free travel.

b. Now for the M151, 1/4-ton truck. To make a clutch pedal free
travel adjustment on this vehicle, use the following procedures:

(1) Remove the clutcn
return spring which is located on
the left side of the engine.

(2) Slip the rod out of the
equalizer shaft and turn the rod
either in or out until the proper
pedal free travel is obtained.
The free travel on this vehicle
should be 1-1/8 to 1-1/2 inches.

(3) Connect the yoke to
the clutch throwout shaft lever,
replace the pin and tighten the
locknut. Recheck the free
travel.
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c.

The M715, 1-1/4-ton truck, is another vehicle on which you may
have to make a clutch pedal free travel adjustment. To adjust the clutch
linkage on this vehicle, use the following procedures:
(1)

Disconnect the adjusting rod from the clutch pedal.

(2)

Turn the adjusting

bolt in or out, as required, until
the clutch pedal pad is at least
7-1/2 inches from the toe panel
and about 1-1/2 inches above
the brake pedal.

1

(3)

With the clutch pedal

up against the adjusting bolt, adjust
the length of the adjusting rod
(item 1) so that it can be connected
to the pedal. At this time there
must be a 49° angle between the
frame and the cross shaft lever
at the point shown in the figure.

1

2

Adjusting rod
Adjusting bolt

3 49 angle

6/

(4) To adjust the clutch pedal free travel, adjust the cross-shaftto-throwout lever link (item 4) so that the clutch pedal can be pushed
down 3/4 to 1 inch before the clutch starts to disengage.

7. OPERATIONAL CHECK. After the clutch pedal free travel has been
checked and adjusted if required, the vehicle should be road tested to see
if the clutch is operating properly. During the road test perform the
following:

Check the clutch for slippage. This can be done by setting the
parking bake, place the vehicle in high gear, and try to move the vehicle
by slowly engaging the clutch. The engine should stall. The cause of a
clutch slipping could be not enough pedal free travel, worn driven disk
facings, or a defective pressure plate assembly.
a.

Check for clutch chatter. This could be caused by oil or grease
on the clutch disk facings or by improper connections, To determine if it
is improper connections inspect the transmission mountings, propeller
shafts, universal joints, and engine mountings. Tighten as required. If
it is oil or grease on the disk facings, the clutch disk will have, to be
replaced.
b.

c. Check for noise. A squealing noise when the clutch is released
but goes away when the clutch is engaged is likely caused by a defective

release bearing.
SECTION III. CLUTCH REPLACEMENT

8. INTRODUCTION TO CLUTCH REPLACEMENT. It is not normally
the job of the organizational mechanic to replace the clutch. There are
several good reasons for this of which a couple are first, if he is
replacing the clutch he is probably using time that should be used in
performing routine maintenance, so part of this maintenance may not be
done. Second, he will probably not have all of the equipment he needs to
do a good job of checking and replacing the clutch assembly. We could also
mention a parts problem, for the unit does not stock parts for the clutch.

a. If the mechanic is working at the battalion level of maintenance
he may sometimes have to replace the clutch. Before he does, the
battalion maintenance officer must request and receive permission from
their direct support unit. When this happens, the direct support unit will
supply the required parts and possibly some of the equipment required.

b. If a clutch is to be replaced, the procedures used will be a little 63
different on different vehicles. In any case, the transmission and engine
must be separated. This may be done by removing the transmission and
leaving the engine in the vehicle, by removing the engine and leaving the
transmission in the vehicle, or by removing them together and separating
them after they are out.

9. CLUTCH REMOVAL. In the M151, 1/4-ton truck, it is not too much of
a problem to remove the engine and transmission together. Engine removal
is covered in another lesson and is also covered in the vehicle's -20 TM.
In this lesson on clutches we are going to say that the engine and transmission have been removed from the vehicle and mounted on an engine stand
or supported by wooden blocks, ready for the transmission to be Separated
from the engine. We will start with separating the engine from the transmission.
a.

Remove the transmission from the engine by using the following
procedures:
Oat

(1) Remove the four bolts
and lockwashers that secure the
transmission to the engine.

TRANSMISSION

(2) Remove the transmission from the engine. Remove
and discard the gasket.
GASKET
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4i1b.

Remove the clutch assembly by using the fallowing procedures:
(1)

Slip the boot off of the

release rod.

-.11/1

(2) Remove the screws
securing the flywheel housing cover
to the flywheel housing. Remove
the cover and discard the gasket.

W

Slip the clutch release
bearing out of the clutch release
lever.
(3)

HEARING

irN
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(4) Remove the screws and
lockwashers securing the flywheel
housing-to the engine. Remove the
housing and discard the gasket.

If the clutch release
lever requires replacement, remove
it by pressing it toward the center of
the flywheel housing to release the
lever from the trunnion. ball. Then
remove the lever and release rod
from the housing.
(5)

IIIIM

Loosen the bolts,
securing the pressure plate assembly
to the flywheel, evenly to release
the pressure plate spring tension.
Remove the bolts. Remove the
pressure plate and driven disk at
the same time.
(6)
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10. CLEANING AND INSPECTION. There are several things that can
cause the clutch to have to be removed such as a defective clutch disk,
pressure plate, or release bearing. In addition to the part known or

suspected of being at fault, all of the other components should be inspected,
so we will cover the inspection of all of them.
Before inspection the parts should be cleaned. Clean the pressure
plate and the surface of the flywheel using cleaning solvent and dry with
compressed air. Clean the cover and hub of the disk assembly with
compressed air or a clean dry cloth.
a.

Examine the disk for broken disk segments, loose or broken cover
rivets, or worn splines. Examine the facings for wear, warpage, cracks,
oil or grease contamination, or loose rivets. Replace the disk assembly
if any of these conditions exist.
b.

Examine the pressure plate for ridges, scoring, and heat checks.
Examine the bracket assembly for distortion or warpage. Examine the clutch
plate levers for looseness or binding. If any of the above conditions are
found, replace the pressure plate assembly. Examine the flywheel surface
for ridges, scoring, or heat checks. If any of these are found, the flywheel will have to be replaced.
c.

d. The clutch pressure plate
adjustment should be checked. To
do this place the pressure plate
assembly on the flywheel with a
6 x 6 inch gage block, 0.310 inch
thick, between the flywheel and the
pressure plate. Install and evenly
tighten the pressure plate assembly
mounting bolts. Torque the bolts
to 20 to 25 lb-ft. By using a depth
gage, measure the distance from the
top surface of the clutch pressure
lever to the top surface of the gage
block. This distance should be
between 1.644 and 1.618 inches.

LEVER ADJUSTING SOL-

0210 GAGE BLOCK
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If the levers require adjustment, remove the clutch lever
return clip and loosen the clutch
lever adjusting bolts.
e.

(1) Turn the clutch lever adjusting bolt until the proper measurement is obtained. Hold the adjusting bolt and tighten e adjusting bolt nut
securely.

Adjust all levers tothe same measurement. Recheck the
measurement of all of the levers, and check the adjusting bolt nuts for
tightness.
(2)

(3) Install the three clutch lever return clips and remove the
pressure plate from the flywheel.

f. Check the clutch pilot bearing in the bore of the flywheel. The
bearing is pressed WO the flywheel and should not be loose. Check the
ball bearings for looseness or roughness. If the pilot bearing is damaged,
it must be replaced.
g. To check the clutch release
or throwout bearing, hold the hub
and turn the outer race while applying
pressure to it. If it feels rough or
sounds noisy, replace the bearing.
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Inspect the clutch release lever. If the lever is bent, cracked,
badly worn, or the yoke springs riveted to the lever are bent or broken,
replace the assembly.
11, INSTALLING THE CLUTCH ASSEMBLY. After the clutch has been

inspected and the required replacement parts obtained, it can be installed
by using the following procedures:
a. Place the clutch disk and
pressure plate assembly in position.
Install the retaining bolts and lockwashers but do not tighten them.
Insert a pilot tool to aline the
clutch disk and using a torque
wrench tighten the bolts evenly to
15-20 lb-ft. Remove the pilot tool.

)
b. Position the flywheel housing and a new gasket on the engine.
Install the retaining screws and torque them to 20-25 lb-ft. Slip the clutch
rele- se bearing into the clutch release levers.
c. Install the flywheel housing cover, with a new gasket, and install
the retaining screws. Torque them to 8-10 lb-ft. Replace the boot seal
on the release rod.
d. Position the transmission on the clutch housing. The transmission
shaft must go through the release bearing, clutch disk hub, and into the
pilot bearing. Install the retaining bolts and torque them to 37-42 lb-ft.

Install the engine and transmission as outlined in another lesson
and the vehicle's -20 TM.
In this lesson we have covered the removal and replacement of
f.
the helical spring, single plate type clutch used in the M151, 1/4-ton truck.
The same procedures with only small variations are also used to remove
and replace the clutch of most other wheeled vehicles. By using the
appropriate vehicle TM you should be able to replace those clutches as
easily as the one on the M151.
e.
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SECTION IV. CONCLUSION
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12. SUMMARY. Remember that the clutch will wear during operation.
This will cause the clutch pedal free travel to change. Not enough fret
travel will cause the clutch to slip and burn out. Too much free travel
will cause the clutch not to release as it should. This causes gear clash
and hard shifting. One of the jobs of the organizational mechanic is to
inspect and replace any worn or broken parts of the clutch linkage. He
must also check and adjust pedal free travel. He is not usually authorized
to replace the clutch.
13. PRACTICE TASKS. ,Appendix B of this lesson contains a list of tasks
associated with Wheeled vehicle clutches. They are representative of the
tasks you will be required to perform as a wheeled vehicle mechanic.
Perform all of the tasks listed. Be sure you are under the supervision of
an officer, NCO, or specialist qualified in the MOS when you practice the
tasks. If you find you are having difficulty in certain tasks, restudy the
appropriate training material and practice the tasks until you become
proficient in each one.
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EXERCISE

Review the lesson exercise directions in lesson 1.

Note.

16. Which of the following are driving members of a clutch?
a.
b.

c.

Pressure plate and disk
Pressure plate and flywheel
Flywheel and release bearing

k7. Which is an operating member of the clutch?
a

Pressure plate

b

Clutch disk
Spring

.

fas
18. What type clutch willie
i

,.---

a.
b.

c.

acting?

Wet plate

Dry plate
Dry multiple disk

19. What type clutch is usually used on heavy vehicles?
a.
b.

c.

Single plate
Double plate
Multiple disk

20. What type clutch is-used in the M151 1/4-ton truck?
a.
b.

c.

Helical spring, single plate
Diaphragm spring, single plate
Single coil, single plate

21. What is one advantage of a wet-type clutch?
a.

Faster acting

b.
c.

Smoother engagement

Less slippage

22. What moves the clutch release levers when the clutch is being
disengaged?
a.
b.

c.

Pilot bearing
Clutch plate
Release bearing
2 -22
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23. Which of the following is NOT a purpose of the clutch?
a.
b.

c.

7/

Connect the engine to the power train
Increase torque
Make shifting easier

24. To what are the driven clutch members attached?
a.

Flywheel

b.

Pressure plate

c.

Main drive pinion

25. Why are springs used in the clutch disk?
a.
b.
c.

To reduce clutch slippage
To strengthen the disk
To smooth out the power flow

26. To what are the driven disks connected in the multiple disk clutch?
a.
b.

c.

The clutch spider
The clutch Blatt'
The clutch case

27. What does the release fork press against when the clutch is disengaged?
a.
b.

c.

Release bearing
Release levers
Release bearing sleeve

28. The action of what spring can best be ,compared to the action of an oilcan?
a.
b.

c.

Diaphragm
Coil
Leaf

29. What is one thing the organizational repairman should always check for

when inspecting the clutch?
a.
b.

c.

Warped disk,
Loose disk facings
Worn linkage
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72 30. What is used to make the clutch free travel adjustment on the M35A2
2-1/2-ton truck ?
a.

Shims

b.

Yoke

c.

Spacers

31. What can be caused by NOT enough pedal free travel?
a.

Gear clash

b.

Clutch drag
Clutch slippage

c.

32. Clutch pedal free travel is the amount of pedal movement
a.
b.

c.

before the clutch starts to engage.
after the clutch has disengaged.
before the clutch starts to disengage.

33. What must be done on all wheeled vehicles before the clutch can be
replaced?
a.
b.

c.

Remove the engine from the vehicle
Remove the transmission from the vehicle
Remove the transmission from the engine

34. Which wrench should be used to tighten the pressure plate retaining
bolts ?

a.
b.

c.

Box end
Spanner
Torque

35. To what is clutch maintenance usually limited at organizational
maintenance?
a.
b.

c.

Pressure plate and disk replacement
Pressure plate adjustment and repair
Linkage adjustment and repair

NOTE. - QUESTIONS 36 THROUGH 40 PERTAIN TO FOLDOUT 1.
36.

Which component of the clutch assembly forces the pressure plate
away from the clutch disk?
a.

Clutch baffle

b.

Release lever
Release fork

c.
37.

Which item disengages power developed by the engine to the wheels?
a.
b.

c.
38.

b.
c.

?

40.

Ring gear
Clutch disk
Flywheel

(

Which component keeps the release bearing from touching the release
levers when the clutch is engaged?
a.

39.

73

Clutch housing and cover assembly
Release bearing pullback spring
Clutch release lever and fork

To which item does the clutch pressure plate spring apply pressure?
a.

Flywheel

b.

Pressure plate

c.

Clutch disk

To what are the. driving members attached?
b.

Clutch plate
Clutch disk

c.

Cranks Balt

a.

1.

....:--------
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APPENDIX A
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TM 9-2320-218-20,
w/C2

Organizational Maintenance of 1/4 Ton,
4x4, M151 Series Trucks

Sep 71

TM 9-2320-218-34,
w/C1

DS and GS Maintenance Manual

Jan 72

TM 9-2320-244-20,
w/C1-2

Organizational Maintenance of 1-1/4 Ton,
4x4, M715 Series Trucks

Aug 71

TM 9-8000

Principles of Automotive Vehicles

Jan 56

Truck, Utility: 1/4 Ton, 4x4, M151 Series
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APPENDIX B

PRACTICE TASK LIST

Practice Objective

After practicing the following tasks
you will be able to:

I.
2.

Inspect the clutch linkage.
Check the clutch pedal free

travel.
3.

Adjust the clutch linkage.

Note. - Select two or more types of vehicles in your unit that have
conventional transmissions. Using your toolbox and a ruler,
perform the following tasks.
1. Inspect the clutch linkage.
a.

Check for worn linkage.

b.

Inspect for bent or damaged linkage and missing parts.

c.

Road test to check for clutch operation.

2. Check and adjust linkage and pedal free travel.
a.

Use a ruler to measure pedal free travel.

b.

Disconnect the adjustable yoke and shorten or lengthen the clutch
rod, as required, by turning the adjustable yoke.
c.

Reconnect the yoke and again check pedal free travel. Continue
this until the proper free travel is obtained.
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Wheeled Vehicle Clutches, Trans..

missions, and Transfers

Lesson 3

Fundamentals of Conventional Transmissions and Power Takeoffs

Credit Hours.

Two

Lesson Objective

After studying this lesson you will be
able to:
1.

State the types of wheeled vehicle

transmissions.
2.

Describe the construction of
wheeled vehicle transmissions.

3.

Explain the operation of wheeled
vehicle transmissions.

4.

Describe the power flow through
wheeled vehicle transmissions.

5.

Explain how the transmission
gears and shafts are lubricated.

6.

Describe the corstruction of
power takeoffs.

7.

Explain the operation of power
takeoffs.
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Text
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Study Text

Materials Rewired

Answer sheet and response list

Suggestions

Refer to the illustrations as you read
the text.
STUDY TEXT
FOREWORD

The term "cruising speed" is often heard when people are speaking about
aircraft operation. This is the air speed which the aircraft uses most of
the time while in the air to travel the greatest distance with the least
amount of fuel.

Wheeled vehicles in both civilian and military services are designed to
have a cruising speed. This is obtained when the vehicle is operating on
smooth hard-surface roads with the engine turning in the medium speed
range. At this time the gearboxes in the power trains are in the highest
speed range, which in most vehicles is direct drive from the engine to the
rear axle assembly.
You have probably noticed a truck inch along as it pulled a heavy load
up a long steep hill. In this instance, the engine does not have enough
power to keep the vehicle moving at its cruising speed. Yet, as you can
tell by its sound, the engine is still running as fast or faster than it does
at cruising speed in order to produce full power. The ability to change the
relationship between vehicle speed and engine RPM is provided by the
vehicle transmission. In this lesson we will investigate the fundamental
principles of gearboxes, such as the transmission and power takeoff.

3-2

TRANSMISSIGS

SECTION I.

1. GENERAL. When a vehicle is standing still a large amount of power is
required to start it moving. If the vehicle is in motion a large amount of
effort is not needed to keep it in motion. This is because a vehicle that it
moving will tend to stay in motion, and a vehicle that is standg still tends
to remain still. The vehicle engine has enough power or t 6ing force to
keep a vehicle moving on a good road, but to move from standing stop
more power is needed. More power is also needed wh n operating the
vehicle off the road on rough ground and when climbing steep hills.
a. To obtain the power needed so the driver ca keep the vehicle
operating properly under all conditions, a transmiss on is installed in the
vehicle. At the present time most military wheeled vehicles use what is
called a conventional-type transmission. This trans fission provides the
operator with a group of gear ratios that will increase e engine turning
power to meet all road conditions.
GEARSHIFT LEVER

TRANSMISSION

FILL AND
LEVEL PLUG
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DRAIN PLUG

1.200 (1) Since the engine does not deliver enough power at low speeds,
the operator must place the gears of the transmission in a gear ratio that
will keep the vehicle moving with the engine speed in the medium ranges.
Forcing the vehicle to pull a load at a low engine speed is called "lugging
the engine," which results in engine wear and possible damage.

(2) A means must also be provided to permit the operator to move
the vehicle in reverse. You cannot make the engine run backward, so the
transmission must provide a means of reversing the engine power output
with gears.
The transmission receives the twisting effort or torque of the
engine and either increases it with gears or passes it through directly.
Each shift position, except direct drive or overdrive, will provide an increase in the torque delivered by the engine. The shift positions are called
transmission speeds or ratios. The number of speeds and size of a transmission will depend upon the size and type of vehicle. For example, the
transmission of the military 1/4-ton truck, model M151, has four speeds
forward and a single reverse. A commercial sedan, which is a small
vehicle with a powerful engine, may have a transmission that has only
three speeds forward and a single rekrtrse. Large truck tractor-type
vehicles sometimes have transrnissiois that provide fifteen speeds forward
and three reverse speeds.
b.

c. It is possible to mount the transmission in several different locations, but on most wheeled vehicles it is bolted to the rear of the engine.
This construction makes a single solid unit of the engine, clutch, and
transmisb.._.n. The transmission on some vehicles is supported entirely
by the flywheel housing of the engine. Another means of supporting the
transmission is to provide mounts on the transmission housing assembly.
This supports the transmission and also acts as a rear engine support.
Rubber pads on the mounting surfaces aid in preventing engine and transmission vibration and noise from being sent to the vehicle body.

.
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2. TYPES OF TRANSMISSIONS. There are two types of conventional,

selective speed transmissions that are used in wheeled vehicles. These
are the sliding gear and the constant mesh types.
1

a. The sliding gear was the
first type used. The speeds of the
transmission were obtained by
sliding gears, that were mounted
on a splined main shaft, forward
or rearward to mesh with other
gears. The splined shaft contained
grooves running lengthwise that
allowed the gears to slide back and
forth freely. When the gear turned,
the shaft was forced to turn at the
same speed. These early sliding
gear transmissions used straight
spur tooth gears that made shifting
between speeds very hard. Also,
the straight spur tooth gears were
noisy in operation.

9,)

okts,
mow..

b. The constant mesh transmission is better than the sliding gear
transmission because the major working gears are always in mesh and the
shifting is done with gear clutches. A gear clutch consists of an external
gear with the teeth on the outside that mesh with a matching internal gear
that has teeth on the inside. The gear clutch shifts into mesh much easier
than two external tooth gears. Shifting into various ratios was made much
better by adding a synchronizer assembly to the constant mesh transmission.
The synchronizer adds a small friction clutch to the sliding gear clutch of
the constant mesh transmission. This clutch forces the two gears to rotate
at the same speed before the teeth mesh so that the shift is made without
gear noise. Presently, conventional transmission in milita.ry vehicles use
some of the features of each of the two types.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSMISSIONS. This lesson does not permit the

discussion of each type of transmission used in military vehicles. Therefore, the construction and operation presented here are based upon a simple
three -speed forward and one-speed reverse type transmission that is used
in smaller wheeled vehicles. It should be kept in mind that all conventional
transmissions are similar in construction, but as the vehicle becoLies
larger more speed ratios and heavier parts are needed.
a. The conventional transmission uses gears to increase engine
torque for delivery to the wheels. These gears must be made to very exact
measurements and operate quietly under hard use. Mounting of the gears
must be correct to within a few thousandths of an inch.
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The transmission case provides a firm base in which the
required shafts and gears are mounted. Most transmission cases are
made of cast iron, but a few models have been made of altuninum alloy to
reduce weight. Cait iron provides a strong long-lasting case that is low
in cost. Some of the drawbacks of cast iron are that it breaks easily, is
heavy, and not easily repaired.
(1)

i

1
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I

In addition to mounting all of the inner components, the c,
/4
also acts as a reservoir or storage point for the gearbox lubricating oil.
(2)

3e

Plugs in the bottom and side of the case provide a means of checking oil
level or draining the lubricant. These plugs can be identified by their
square-type head.
,

,yrikri
-._

BOLT.
LOCKWASHER

TRANSFER
ts.1
7#10

TRANSMISSION
DRAIN

The front of the case is machined to a smooth surface to
match the mounting surface at the rear of the engine flywheel 13.3using. On
some models, the front of the transmission contains a bell shaped housing
that becomes the rear of the flywheel housing. On most military transmissions, optnings and mounting surfaces are made on the right and left
sides of the ,:ase to allow for attaching additional gearboxes called power
takeoffs. W....an not used, metal plates are bolted over the openings to seal
the tr3n4rais7',ort case. Openings in the front and rear of the case , :e
machiLLf t tc, z smooth finish to provide an accurate mounting for shaft
bearings. The top of the case is open with smooth machined edges and
threaded mounting holes for the cover assembly.
(3)
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Inside the tranr.nission case there are three shaftr, all paral)ei'7
to each other. In the upper part of the case, directly in line with and to the
rear of the center of the engine crankshaft, are the input and main shafts.
Directly below the input and main shafts is the countershaft. The reverse
idler shaft is a short shaft that is mounted off to one side of the main shaft
b.

and the counter shaft.

-,

SHIFTER

INNER LEVER

INPUT
SHAFT

SHIFTER
SHAFT

COVER

TRANSMISSION

sn.

/

CASE

aJr/

REVERSE

..,

IDLER SHAFT
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At the front of the
input shaft is a small part of
(1)

the shaft called the pilot. The
pilot fits into the pilot bearing
in the center of the engine
flywheel and supports the front
INPUT SHAFT
of the input shaft. Just to the
rear of the pilot is a splined
area on the shaft. The clutch
14011=-7t
driven disk mounts on this
CLUTCH PACT
spline and provides the
connection between the transmission and engine. To the
rear of the spline is a long
smooth area of shaft that ends at a gear. This is the input drive gear that
will be just inside the front of the transmission case when the shaft is
mounted in position. To the rear of the input gear is another gear that
will normally be of slightly different size than the input gear. This is the
external gear portion of a synchronizer gear clutch. Both of the above
gears are made as a part of the shaft. The rear of the input shaft is hollow.
A smooth round opening is machined into the rear of the shaft to mount a
roller bearing. This bearing supports the front of the main shaft. The
input shaft is supported in the proper position by a bearing at the front of
the case.
(2) Most transmissions use a large ball bearing to support the
input shaft. The bearing is pressed onto the input shaft, and snaprings
insure that the bearing stays in the proper position on the shaft and in the
case. A bearing retainer bolted to the front of the transmission case holds
the input shaft bearing in position. The bearing retainer is usually a cast
iron flange with a long tube type sleeve extending forward from the center.
When in position this sleeve is around but not touching the input shaft. The
sleeve provides a surface to mount the clutch release bearing.

3-10
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6 Bearing
7 Roller bearings, needle (14)
8 Shaft
9 Washer (3)

1 Retainer
2 Seal
3 Gasket
4 Snapring
5 Snapring

10 Screw 13)

euost 0,41:\k
(3) The counter shaft is
mounted directly below and in line
with the transmission input and

TANG

iota:

rY

main shafts. On heavier vehicles,
this countershaft assembly is a
series of gears of different sizes
I
pressed on a steel shaft. Four or
more gears are used with the
7WORIPIP
THRUST
largest at the front. The large
WASHER
1Cmi1tterghes/c
gear on the front of the countershaft is in mesh with the input
drive gear. On some three speed transmissions, the countershaft gears
from front to rear would be the drive gear, second speed, first speed, and
reverse speed. Many transmissions use the same gear for both, low and
reverse. Countershaft bearings at the front and rear support an'U aline the
shaft assembly within the case. On smaller transmissions the countershaft
and gear may be made as two separate items. The countershaft on these
transmissions is pressed into the case and held in position by a plate or
1>-
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pin. This prevents the countershaft from rotating or turning. The gears
are forged as a single item and mounted on the shaft with roller bearings.
This allows the gear to turn while the shaft remains still. This gear sometimes is called a "cluster gear."
(4) TheImain shaft assembly is located to the rear and on the same
center line as the input shaft. On the front of the shaft is a short pilot section that fits into the roller bearing in the rear of the input shaft. This is
the front support for the main shaft.

Located behind the pilot section of the
shaft is a splined section that extends

BLOM r.G.
all the way to the rear end. Some
RING
shafts have a single size spline section
while others have splines of several
sizes along the main shaft. On some
shafts smooth machined surfaces are
located between the splined areas along
the shaft. These smooth surfaces are
ThIP.1) SPEED
GEAR
to mount gears that are not directly
connected to the Shaft. The design will
depend upon the manufacturer. Startrtf
ing at the front of the main shaft of the
simple three sliding gear transmission
is th front gear which will be the second and third speed gear. This gear is
mounted upon a splined part of the main
shaft so that it can be moved freely
forward and backward. To the rear of
the second and third speed gear is the
first and reverse speed gear. This is
also mounted on the splined part of the
main shaft. The rear of the main shaft
is supported by a large bearing, usually on the ball type which is mounted in
the rear of the case. A cast iron bearing retainer bolted to the rear of the
case holds the bearing in position. The bearing retainer acts as a mount for
an oil seal that rides against a sfi.mkoth part of the main shaft. The seal prevents gear oil in the transmission case from escaping where the main shaft
passes through the rear of the case. Outside the rear of the case, the main
shaft has a splined and threaded section to mount a drive flange or yoke that
is held in place with a large nut and cotter pin. Propeller shafts (drive
shafts) connected to the flange or yoke at the rear of the transmission carry
the engine power toward the rear of the vehicle.. Some military vehicles
have an additional gearbox called a transfer assembly bolted to the rear of
the transmission case. With this type of construction the bearing retainer
and drive flange are not used, since power flows directly into the transfer

ass embly.
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4. OPERATION OF TRANSMISSIONS. Each conventional transmission uses
the same method to control the gears, but the construction will vary from
control lever may be mounted in the top of the cover
model to model,
and come up through e floor of the vehicle cab, or the lever may be
mounted under the ste ring wheel on the steering column.

\\

Tactical mi tary/ wheeled vehicles use the top cover( mounted
control lever. Inside the transmission the shift control pail's may be mounted
in the top of the transmission case or in the coven assembly.

--A

a.

b. Most military vehicles have the shift mechanism mounted in the
transmission cover. This method of construction provides easier repair
..--and disassembly.
,c.i,
(1) Two or more shift shafts arillaced in drilled passages in
can move .; I
tie cover and are in line with the main shaft. The shift shafts
forward, bp.ckward, or stay in the center neutral position. With three
positions each shift shaft can provide two transmission speeds, with the
have
center neutral position. Most three speed forward transmissions will
two shift shafts in the control mechanism. Larger transmissions with more
..
.
speeds must have additional shift shafts.
(2) To hold the shift shaft in position, poppet balls and.sp
are mounted in passages drilled at right angle to the shift shafts. Tha
in the
poppet ball spring pushes the steel ball into the detents or recessesside of
Three
detente
are
made
into
the
shift shaft to prevent movement.
each shift shaft, thus providing one for each shift position.

at the correct position is a shift'
fork, which is held in place by a bolt or pin. The fork extends from the
gear.
shift shaft down into the case to fit into a groove made on a sliding
end
control
'
At the top of the shift fork is a slot made to receive the lower
lever.
(4) The control lever is mounted in the transmission cover with
a ball joint. The ball joint allows the control lever to be moved forward
and backward or right and left. A pin at the ball joint prevents the lever
from spinning in a circle. The upper part of the lever is outside of the
transmission and extends into the vehicle cab.
(3) Mounted on each shift shaft

\,

Located between the shift shafts and in line with the poppet
balls and springs is an interlock plunger. The plunger is a pin with
rounded ends that is as long as the distance between the shafts plus one
shaft detent or recess. The interlock is able to slide sideways between
the shift shafts. This interlock plunger prevents two shift shafts from
being moved at the same time.
(5)

t
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5. POWER FLOW. To increase the to que delivered by the en. ine, the
transmission depends upvi the basic pr ciple of a small gea riving a
larga-gear. Thd conventional sliding gear transiAis
vides several
speed ranges by sliding different size smaller gear in and out of mesh
with larger g ars. ,..To understand the complete operation, each speed of a
three speed rward and single reverse speed type transmission is
presented belo :
a. Neutral speed gear position and power flow are shown in this figure.
Any rime the clutch pedal is in the upper (released) position, the clutch is
engaged. At this time the clutch disk is locked between the driving members
of the clutchAssembly. With the clutch disk splined to the input shaft of the
transmissi6n, ether is a direct mechanical connection from the engine to
/i
the transmission.
3-14
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FIRST-AND-REVERSE
SPEED GEAR

OND-ANDTHIRD SPEED GEAR

MAIN SHAFT

EXTERNAL GEAR

REAR BEARING

MAIN
SHAFT

INPUT SHAFT

NEUTRAL
COUNTERSHAFT I
REVERSE GEAR

10---------COUNTERSHAFT DRIVE GEAR

COUNTERSHAFT FIRST ?.,
SPEED GEARS

COUNTERSHAFT
SECOND SPEED GEAR

(1) Power flow is from the engine to the transmission input' shaft
which turns at the same speed as the engine. Since the countershaft drive
gear is always in mesh with the input shaft main drive gear, it will also
be turning but in tie opposite direction from the main drive gear on the
input shaft.

The input gear is slightly smaller than the countershaft drive
gear; therefore, the countershaft gear will turn slower than engine speed
or at a reduction.
(2)

n

(3) The two sliding gears on the main shaft are not in mesh with
any of the gears on the countershaft in neutral speed. With no main shaft
gears in mesh with the countershaft gears, there is a break in the power
flow path. Power flow will end at the countershaft.

3 -15
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b. First speed gear position and power flow are shown in this figure.
When the vehicle operator desires to place the transmission in first speed,
941

the fist step is to release the clutch disk.

FIRST-AND-REVERSE
SPEED GEAR

ECOND-ANDINIRD SPEED GEAR
EXTEIMAI. GEAR

MAJPI SHIM
REAR ilEA11/40

MAW SH
'NPUT SHAFT

FIRST

COUNTERSHAPT1
REVERSE GEAR%

COUNTERSHAFT

COUNTERSHAFT DRIVE GEAR

moan

SPEED GEAR%

COUNTERSHAFT

SECOND SPUD GEAR'

With the clutch pedal down and the input shaft not turning,
the transmission control lever is moved into the first speed position. As
the ton of the control lever is moved to the rear, the bottom of the lever
inside the transmission is moving forward. The lower end of the lever
forces the first and reverse shift shaft, fork, and gear to move forward.
The first and reverse gear slides along the spline of the main shaft and into
mesh with the first speed gear on the countershaft.
(1)

When the vehicle operator releases the clutch pedal, the
clutch is engaged and the transmission is driven in first speed. Power
flows from the engine to the input shaft, countershaft, main shaft, and out
of the rear of the transmission. The small input drive gear is driving the
larger countershaft drive gear; therefore, an increase in power is obtained.
A second increase in power is gained with the smaller gear on the countershaft driving the larger first and reverse speed gear on the main shaft.
Since the first and reverse gear is splined to the main shaft, the double
increase in power is delivered to the main shaft for transmission output.
The direction of rotation (turning direction) changes twice in the power path.
When two external type gears are placed in mesh and turned, each will turn
(2)
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in a different direction. When looking at the transmission from the front,95
the input shaft will be Idriven in a clockwise direction by the engine. This
will force the countershaft to turn the opposite direction or counterclockwise. As the countershaft gear drives the gear on the main shaft, the
main shaft will be forced to turn clockwise, which is the same as the input
shaft.
c. Second speed gear position and power flow are shown here. The
shift to second speed is normally made with the vehicle in motion or moving,

and the shift is directly from first to second speed.
SECOND- AND -THIRD
SPEED GEAR

MAIN SHAFT

SECONO

COUNTERSHAFT DRIVE GEAR
COUNTERSHAFT SECOND SPEED GEAR

In the vehicle cab, the operator releases (disengages) the
clutch and moves the shift lever from the first, through neutral, and to
the second speed position. Inside the transmission case, the lower end of
the shift lever forces the firr t and reverse shift shaft fork and gear to move
rearward to the neutral p. .ition. When neutral position is reached, the
shift lever moves out of the first and reverse shift fork slot and sideways
into the slot of the second and third speed shift fork. The second and
third speed shift fork then moves to the rear. The second and third speed
gear is forced to slide to the rear along the main shaft spans:. until it is
in mesh with the second speed gear on the countershaft. When the proper
position is reached, the steel poppet ball is pushed into the detent on the
shift shaft by spring pressure to hold the gears in mesh.
(1)
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internal teeth mesh with the external gear at the rear of the input shaft and
locks the input shaft to the main shaft. The internal -type gear, inside the
front of the second and third speed gear, together with the external gear on
the rear of the input shaft, form a gear clutch.
I

(2) With the input and main shafts locked together, power from the
engine flows in the input shaft and out the main shaft when the clutch is

engaged. Ile countershaft will be driven during this speed, but the shaft
will transfer no power. In third speed, which is a direct drive in the three
speed. forward transmission there will be no increase in engine torque or
twisting force.
e. Reverse speed gear position and power flow are shown in this figure.
The wheeled vehicle should not be moving when the transmission gears are
shifted from neutral to the reverse speed. The operator releases (disengages)
the clutch and moves the control lever from neutral to the reverse position.
The bottom of the control lever forces the first and reverse shift shaft,
fork, and gear to move to the rear.
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The vehicle operator engages the clutch and power flows into
the input shaft, countershaft, second speed gears, and out the main shaft.
An increase in power is gained from the input to countershaft. There is
very little difference in the size of the second speed gear on the countershaft and the szcond and third speed gear on the main shaft that it drives.
With these gear nearly the same size there will only bea slight change in
engine torque. A larger increase is not needed at the second speed gears
because enough power increase is gained between the input and counter shaft
drive gear for the second speed. The total increase in engine torque is not
as great in second speed as with first speed; therefore, output speed is
greater: The power flow is into the input shaft, to the countershaft, and to
the main shaftithrough the gearing.
(2)

d.

Thiri speed gear position and power flow are shown in this figure.
To shift the tr usmission from second to third speed, the vehicle operator
releases (disengages) the clutch and moves the shift lever from second to
third position.

SECOND-AND-THIRDSPEED GEAR

MAIN DRIVE GEAR

MAIN SHAFT
INPUT SHAFT

THIRD OR DIRECT DRIVE

0411010

t---"--"" COUNTERSHAFT DRIVE GEAR

(1) As the lever moves to the rear at the top, it pivots or turns
on the ball joint in the top of the cover, and the bottom of the lever moves
forward inside the case. The bottom of the shift lever forces the second
and third speed shift shaft, fork, and gear to move forward. As the
second and third speed gear slides forward along the spline of the main
shaft, it moves out of second speed, through neutral, and into third speed
position. The poppet ball and spring hold the gears in the proper position.
As the second and third speed gear moves forward to the third position, its

A. the first and reverse gear moves to the rear it will mesh
with the reverse idler gear that is mounted to one side of the main and
counter shafts. The reverse idler gear is in mesh with both the first and
reverse sliding gear on the main shaft and the reverse gear on the cotmterV(1)

shaft.
40

During all of the transmission forward speeds, the output
shaft turned in the same direction as the input shaft. To drive the output
shaft in the opposite direction of the input shaft, an additional geir must be
placed in the gear train. This is the reverse idler gear. Wheri looking at
the transmission from the front, the input shaft turns clockwide, the
countershaft turns counterclockwise, the reverse idler gear turns clockwise, and the first and reverse gear and main shaft' turn counterclockwise.
Each of the driving gears in this irainis smaller than the driven gears,
thus a larger increase in torque is gained in reverse speed. Any time a
small and large gear are used to increase power in a gearbox, it is
necessary to give up speed or revolutions (turns) per minute. More engine
power is delivered to the vehicle wheels in reverse than in any other shift
position, but the vehicle will travel slower than in forward speeds.
(2)

f. Each shift has a detent or recess in the shaft in line with the
interlock plunger when in the neutral position Recall that the interlock
plunger is as long as the distance betwAen the.; shift shafts plus the depth
of one detent or shaft recess. When one of the shift shafts is moved from
the neutral position, the recess for the interck moves out of line with the
plunger passageway. The moving shaft forces the interlock plunger to
slide to the side and into the recess on the opposite shift shaft. This action
Jocks the shaft in the neutral position. The shift shaft that was moved from
neutral blocks the interlock plunger to prevent the movement of the other
shaft until both shafts are once again in neutral position. When the transmidsion has three shift shafts, two interlocks must be used to insure that
only one shaft moves at a time. This prevents the transmission from being
placed in more than one gear at a time. Placing the transmission in more
than one speed can cause a locked or jammed gearbox. When power is
40'
applied the gearbox could be damaged or destroyed.

6. LUBRICATION. The lower part of the transmission case contains gear
oil. The amount of oil in the transmission is determined by the level plug
in the side of the case. This oil in the bottom of the case covers much of
the countershaft gear assembly. When the transmission is in operation
and the countershaft gear is turning, oil is thrown by the gear over the
entire inside of the case. Oil seals at the input and output shafts prevent
oil from leaking out of the case. Some transmissions use metal plates
called oil slingers in front of the shaft bearings to direct oil back to the
center of the case. The lubricating oil reaches difficult places by way of
drilled passages in gears and shafts.
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7. VENTILATION. When a gearbox is placed into operation, the frictio9n
of the working parts gen :rates enough. heat to warm the entire item. As
the component heats up, the air inside the case expands. If some means is
not provided to let expanding air escape from the gearbox, a high pressure
will ba present in the case. Too much pressure inside the case will force
the lubricating oil past the oil seals to the outside, and possibly damage the
seals. A vent assembly is installed in die top of the gear cases to allow
excess pressure to escape.
8. CONSTANT MESH TRANSMISSIONS. Early model sliding gear trans-

missions were very difficult to. shift from one gear to another and were
very noisy during operation. Hard shifting was improved by using constant
mesh type gearing. Gears Mounted on the main sl 7,ft are placed in mesh
with the matching gears- on the cotnitershaf.. This causes the constant mesh
gears on the main shaft to be driven any time the transmission is in operation.
a. 'All of the constant mesh gears of the main shaft will have to be of
the free-running type. These gears are mounted on the main shaft by
means of a bearding rather than with splines. With this type of mounting
there is no-direct mechanical connection between the constant mesh gears
and the main shaft and the gears can run free when not in use. The gears
that run free on the mp.i.n shaft are connected to the shaft by means of a
sliding gear clutch. The sliding gear of the gear clutch is, mounted on
splines on the main shaft and allowed to move backward and forward.
b.

When the transmission control is moved, the sliding gear moves
into mesh with one of the constant mesh gears on the main shaft. This
gear then drives the main shaft through the gear clutcn.
S

c. To reduce the noise of the moving gears during operation, helicaltype gears are used in place of the straight tooth spur gears. On the
helical gear, the teeth are placed on an angle across the face of the gear.
This construction causes the gear teeth to slide into mesh with less noise.
A disadvantage of helical-type gears is that the angle of the teeth tends to
cause the gears to move endwise on their shaft which produces thrust under
a load. ,When helical gears are used in a gearbox, thrust washers or
hearings are installed to control the end thrust of the gears.
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9. SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSIONS. Hard and noisy shifting is caused
1

by the clashing of two gears brought together while turning at different
speeds. The constant mesh gear clutch type transmission improved the
early sliding gear model, but there was still some shifting noise. A
synchronizer assembly was added to the constant mesh type gearbox to
remove all gear clash when shifting the gears.
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a.

The synchronizer is a friction device which causes two gears to
turn at the same speed before they are brought into mesh. When two gears
are brought into mesh that are turning in the same direction at the same
speed, there is no gear noise. Small cone clutches made into the synchronizer assembly are applied before the teeth of the sliding gear ana the main
gear come in contact. A simple synchronizer consists of a hub and sleeve.
The hub is mounted on the main shaft by means of a spline that allows the
assembly to move forward and backward. A sleeve is sp/ined to the outside of the hub and is able to slide on the hub. The hub and sleeve are
held together in the neutral position by detent balls under spring pressure.
The detent balls and springs are mounted in passages drilled in the center
of the synchronizer hub, and the balls seat in the detent or groove on the
inside of the center of the sleeve. Inside of the inner edges of the hub are
bronze cone clutch friction surfaces. The gears mounted to the front and
rear of the synchronizer assembly have smooth steel cone surfaces that
face the matching bronze cones of the synchronizer.
"

MAIN SHAFT

SPLINES OR
SYNCHRONIZER

MAIN
SHAFT GEAR

SLEEVE

MAIN SHAFT

SLIDING SLEEVE

SLIDING GEAR

MAIN
SHAFT

BRONZE
CONES
(CLUTCHES)

b.

SLIDING SLEEVE

Most synchronizer assemblies are designed to operate either to
the front or rear for two transmission speeds, or remain in the center
position for neutral. In the neutral position, the hub is in the center of the
gears to the front and rear and the sleeve is on center over the hub.

/40.2. (1) As the vehicle operator moves the control lever, the shift
shaft and fork move the synchronizer sleeve toward the gear to be engaged.
With the poppet balls and springs holding the hub and sleeve together under
spring pressure, the entire assembly slides toward the gear. The first
part of the synchronizer to contact the gear is the bronze cone clutch
surface. As the cone clutch surfaces of both the synchronizer and gear
come together, the speed of the two items is made the same.
(2) The vehicle operator continues to apply pressure on the
transmission control lever and the sleeve of the synchronizer is forced
to override the poppet balls and slide along the top of the hub toward the
gear. The sleeve slides in mesh with a small external gear made as part
of the transmission constant mesh gear. This action locks the synchronizer
assembly to the constant mesh gear. Power, is then delivered from the
constant mesh gear to the synchronizer assembly, to the main shaft, and
out the rear of the transmission.

SECTION IL

POWER TAKEOFF

10. GENERAL. Military vehicles often mount special equipment that is
driven by the vehicle engine. Examples of these vehicles with special
equipment are wreckers, dump trucks, tankers, and trucks with winches.
To obtain the power to drive a winch or pump, a connection must be made
into the vehicle power train. This is done with a gearbox called a power
takeoff assembly. A power takeoff is bolted to a larger gearbox such as

the transmission, auxiliary transmission, or transfer assembly. The

power takeoff takes power from the larger gearbox as needed to drive the
special equipment. Many models of power takeoff assemblies are in use
on military equipment, and the size and number of speeds will depend
upon the item to be driven.

a.

The most simple power takeoff is the single speed, single gear
type. This assembly will drive an item of special equipment in one
direction at one speed.
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AMA. Larger power takeoff assemblies may have several forward speeds,
reverse speeds, and drive two or more pieces of special equipment.
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11. CONSTRUCTION
AND OPERATION."

The construction and
operation presented

here is based on a
single forward and
reverse speed power
takeoff for driving a
vehicle front winch.
This power takeoff
has a forward,

reverse, and
neutral shift
position.
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a. A cast iron case provides the housing and mounting for all of the
shafts and gearing of the assembly. A large flanged opening on the side of
the gearbox provides the mounting surface. The mounting flange will match
the mounting surface made on the side of the transmission or transfer
assembly that is to mount the power takeoff. Machined openings in the front
and rear of the case provide mounting points for the shafts. Some cases
contain a drain plug for the lubricant.
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(1) All shafts in the gearcase are mounted in line with the vehicle
power train, or from front rear of the vehicle. Output shafts may extend
outside the front or rear of the power takeoff case. Thoye driving the front
winch will extend from the front. Tapered or straight roller bearing may
be used to mount shafts in tat case. Shift shafts are made to slide forward
and rearward in a drilled passage in the case as in the conventional transmission. The shift fork is bolted or pinned to the shift shaft. A recess or
detent is made into the shift shaft for each shift position. A steel ball under
pressure is mounted in a passage at a right angle to the shift shaft and fits
into the recesses.

The power takeoff idler gear is mounted very near the large
flange on the side of the case. This method of mounting causes the idler
gear to extend outside the power takeoff case. When the power takeoff is
bolted to a transmission or transfer, the idler gear extends into the larger
gearbox to mesh with a driving gear. The idler gear is a double gear with
two sets of gear teeth. One set of gear teeth is designed to mesh with a
drive gear in the transmission, and the other will mesh with the reverse
gear in the power takeoff. The reverse gear is a double gear that is
mounted to one side and is in constant mesh with the idler gear. Straight
roller bearings are used to mount the reverse gear to the shaft. The
sliding gear, which is made to mesh with both the idler reverse gears, is
mounted on the spline of the output shaft. Tapered roller bearings at each
end mount (support) the output shaft in the power takeoff.case. The sliding
gear can slide to the front or rear on the output shaft. A part of the output
shaft extends to the outside of the case. An oil seal and retainer prevents
loss of lubricating oil where the output shaft passes through the case. A
propeller shaft drive yoke is mounted on the end of the output shaft, outside
the power takeoff case, and is secured by a metal key which fits into a slot
in the 'shaft.
(2)

When the power takeoff is mounted on the side of the transmission,
the shift lever extends up into the cab of the vehicle.
b.

(1.) A olot cut into the cab floor allows the lever to be moved back
and forth.

(2) A latch for(holding the lever in the neutral position, when the
power takeoff is not in use, is mounted to the cab floor.
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In the neutral position, the power takeoff idler gear is in
constant mesh with a gear on the transmission countershaft. The power
takeoff reverse gear is in constant mesh with the idler gear. The sliding
gear is in the neutral position between the idler and reverse gears. When
the vehicle clutch is engaged by the operator, the transmission countershaft
will drive the idles and reverse gears of the power takeoff. Since the sliding
gear is not in mesh with any driving gear, no power reaches the output shaft.
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c.

Now let's see what happens when a power takeoff used to operate
a winch is put into operation.
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(1) To wind in the cable the vehicle operator releases (disengages'
the clutch and moves the power takeoff control lever. As the top of the shift
lever moves forward, the lever pivots on the mounting pin and the lower end
of the lever moves rearward. The shift shaft, which is connected to the
lower end of the control lever, moves to the rear. At the same time the
shift fork mounted on the shift shaft is moving the sliding gear inside the
power takeoff to the rear. The sliding gear moves along the splines of the
output shaft into mesh with the idler gear. When the shift is complete, the
steel ball under spring pressure moves into the recess on the shift shaft to
hold the gears in position. As the engine clutch is engaged, the transmission countershaft drives the power takeoff idler gear, sliding gear, and output shalt. The output shaft drives the winch propeller shaft in the proper
direction to cause the winch to wind in the cable.

In order to drive the winch so that the cable will unwind from
the drum, the vehicle operator releases the engine clutch and moves the
power takeoff control lever to
(2)

the rear. This forces the shift

shaft, fork, and sliding gear to
move forward so that the gear
meshes with the reverse gear.
The steel ball under spring
pressure holds the shift shaft
in the selected position. As
the engine clutch is engaged,
the transmission countershaft
drives the idler, reverse, and
sliding gears. Since the sliding gear is splined to the output shaft, the shaft is driven in
the same direction as the gear.
The winch propeller shaft is
driven by the output shaft in the
proper direction to unwind the
cable from the winch drum.
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Power takeoff assemblies mounted low on the side of a rger gearbox are below the level of the lubricating oil. This construction allows the
transmission lubricant to flow freely in and out of the power takeoff. Proper
lubrication is assured for all power takeoff parts in operation below the level
of the gear oil. On those power takeoff assemblies mounted above the level
of the lubricant, oil is splashed into the assembly by the transmission cound.

tershaft.
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The heavy-duty type power takeoff is designed to mount on a standard 6-hole or 6-stud power takeoff opening. The unit is designed to mount
on
or right side of the driving mechanism. The shifter shaft extends
through each end of the case so that the shifting control linkage may be
attached at either end. The output shaft extends from the front of the case
and is provided with a woodruff key for mounting the winch propeller shaft
companion flange. Boots are installed over the ends of the shifter shaft to
protect the surface of the shaft. The input gear of the power takeoff is a
cluster composed of a helical gear, which is constantly in mesh with the
helical gear of the transmission reverse idler gear, and the driving gear,
which is of spur tooth construction. The power takeoff has two speeds forward, neutral, and one speed in reverse. A shifting mechanism provides
selection of the desired 'speed and direction of rotation of the output shaft.
The neutral position of the shifting mechanism disengages the output shaft
gears fr-im the driving gear.
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Note. - The reference letters in parentheses pertain to the following figure.
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Item
A

Shifter sshaft

B

Plain washer
Capscrew
Shifter shaft oil seal
Output shaft front bearing cap
Output shaft front bearing
Output shaft oil seal
Output shaft
Capscrew
Lockwasher
Input gearshaft
*.put gear thrust washer
Input gear roller bearings
Input gear
Output shaft rear bearing cap
Capscrew
Output shaft rear bearing

C
D
E
F

G
H

J

K
L

M
N
P
CI

R
S

Item

Key_

T
V

w
X
Y
AA

BB
CC
DD

EE

FF
GG
HH

JJ

Output shaft rear bearing spacer
Hex-nut
Eyebolt
Retainer
Spring
Bali

Fork
Output shaft sliding gear
Output shaft high speed gear
Reverse gearshaft front bearing
Reverse gear thrust washer
Reverse gear pin
Reverse gear
Reverse gearshaft needle bearing

Reverse gearshaft rear bearing
Reverse gearshaft

(1) Input gear. The helical input gear is in constant mesh with the
helical gear of the transmission reverse idler gear and therefore is in constant rotation when the engine is engaged. The input gear (P) is installed on
a nonrotating input gearshaft (L) and is mounted on the input gear roller
bearings (N). The shaft is pressed into the housing and secured with a cotter pin. A thrust washer (M) is located at each end of the input gear. The
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helical tooth portion of the input gear is in constant mesh with the reverse
gear (FF) which is installed on the reverse gearshaft (II) and secured with
the reverse gear pin (EE). The reverse gearshaft rotates in two supporting
roller bearings (GO).
(2) Output shaft. The output shaft (H) is supported in the housing
on two ball bearings. Two gears are installed on the output shaft. One is

the output shaft sliding gear (AA) which is moved forward and backward on
the shaft by the shifter fork (Z). The other is the output shaft high speed
gear (BB) which is free on the output shaft and is in constant mesh with the
input gear. The sliding gear (AA) is splinecil to the output shaft and may
mesh with the reverse gear spur teeth, with the spur teeth on the input gear
for low speed operation, or it may act as a clutch gear to couple the output
shaft high speed gear to the output shaft.

Shifter fork. The shifter fork (Z) is attached to the shifter
shaft (A) by meanstof a capscrew. The fork engages the circumferential
groove on the sliding gear.
(3)

SECTION In. CONCLUSION

12. SUMMARY. In this lesson we have discussed the construction and
operation of transmissions and power takeoffs. The knowledge you gain
here will prove to be very useful during the next lesson, which is on the
maintenance of the above gearboxes.
13. PRACTICE TASKS. Appendix B of this lesson contains a list of tasks
associated with transmissions and power takeoffs. They are representative
of the tasks you will be required to perform as a wheeled vehicle mechanic.
Perform all of the tasks listed. Be sure you are under the supervision of
an officer, NCO, or specialist qualified in the MOS when you practice the
tasks. If you find you are having difficulty in certain tasks, restudy the
appropriate training material and practice the tasks until you become proficient in each one.
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EXERCISE

Note. - Answer the following questions before continuing to lesson 4.
41. What is a disadvantage of cast iron gearbox cases?
`a.

Hard to repair

b.

Light in weight
High in cost

c.

42. Where is the front of the transmission input, shaft mounted?
a.
b.

c.

Front of flywheel housing
Rear of case
Center of flywheel

43. How is the sliding gear of a power takeoff mounted?
a.

On a bronze bushing

b.

On a straight roller bearing
On a splined shaft

c.

44. What prevents loss of gear oil around shafts that protrude out of the
transmission case?
a.
b.

c.

Oil Slinger
Oil seal
Gasket

45. What transmission shaft controls movement of the sliding gears ?
a.
b.

c.

Main
Shift
Counter
r

...,

-

46. Where is the power takeoff mounted on the conventional transmission
case?
a.

Side

b.

Rear

c.

Top

47. What is used in a synchronizer to make the two meshing gears rotate
at the same speed?
a.
b.

c.

)

Disk clutch
Centrifugal clutch
Cone clutch
3-35
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48. What type of gears is used in the conventional transmission tc make
it quieter?
a.

Bevel

b.

Straight spur
Helical

c.

49. How many shift positions will a power takeoff normally have to operate
a winch ?

a.
b.
c.

One

Two

Three

50. Where is a conventional transmission mounted on a wheeled vehicle?

'a.
b.

c.

Rear of transfer assembly
Rear of engine
Front of engine

51. What is used in the transmission control mechanism to hold the shift
shaft in the selected position?
a.
b.

c.

Control lever
Interlock plunger
Poppet ball and spring

52. What metal is used most often to construct the case or housing of a
power takeoff ?
a.
b.
c.

Cold rolled steel
Cast iron
Forged steel

53. What is true of the countershaft of a conventional transmission in
neutral speed with the engine clutch engaged?
a.

Will not turn

b.

Turns faster than the input shaft
Turns in the opposite direction of the input shaft

c.

/45#

54. What type of clutch is used to connect gears to the main shaft on the
constant mesh transmission?
a.

Friction disk

b.

Cone

c.

Sliding gear

55. What part of the conventional transmission prevents shifting into two
speeds at the same time ?

r

iit

a.
b.

c.

Interlock
Poppet ball
Synchronizer
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PRACTICE TASK LIST

Practice Objective

After practicing the foil" wing
tasks you will be able to:
1.

Locate the transmission on a
vehicle.

2.

Identify the major components

of a transmission.

1.

3.

Locate the power takeoff on a
vehicle.

4.

Trace the power flow in each
speed range of a transmission.

Using vehicles in your unit, do the following:
a.

Locate and identify the type of mounting on each.

Determine the shifting pattern of each and practice selection of
the various speed ranges.
b.

c. Locate the power takeoff on the vehicles and trace its drive litre
to the unit it drives.

Visit your support maintenance unit and inspect a transmission with
the cover off.
2.

a.

Identify the following:
(1)

Input shaft.

(2)

Main shaft.

(3)

Countershaft.

(4)

Reverse idler gear.

(5)

Reverse gear.

(6)

First speed gear.

(7)

SZI;oid speed gear.

3-39
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//, b.

Trace the power flow from the input shaft to the output end of the
mainshaft in each speed range.
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Wheeled Vehicle Clutches, Transmissions, and Transfers

Lesson 4

Maintenance of Conventional Transmissions and Power Takeoffs

Credit hours

Three

Lesson Objectives

After studying this lesson you will be
able to:
1.

Describe the procedures for
inspecting a transmission.

2.

Explain why lubricants may leak

from a transmission.
3.

List the procedures used to check
for leaking oil seals.

4.

List the procedures for checking
malfunctions in a transmission.

5.

Describe the procedures used to
check for a worn or damaged
synchronizer.
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6.

Desc.ribe the procedures for
re,.noval and replacement of an
M151 1/4-ton truck transmission.

7.

Describe the procedures for
removal and replacement of an
M35A1 or M35A2 2-1/2-ton truck
transmis sion.

8.

Describe the procedures for
inspecting a power takeoff.

9.

Explain the procedures used for
testing for a broken gear tooth on
the input or driving gear of a
power takeoff (PTO).

10.

Describe the procedure for inspecting a wrecker's rear power
takeoff (PTO).

11.

Explain the procedure for testing
.a malfunctioning PTO.

Text

Study Text

Materials Required

Answer sheet and response list

Suggestions

None

STUDY TEXT
FOR

Although transmissions and power takeoffs are well made and sturdy,
they can be a source of many maintenance problems. These components can
be quickly ruined if the driver, either through ignorance, abuse, or neglect,
fails to lubricate them or if he improperly shifts gears. Defects in other
vehicle components can also cause damage to transmissions and power takeoffs. If, for example, the clutch is improperly adjusted and will not disengage, engine power cannot be disconnected from the transmission and
gears may be damaged if the driver attempts to shift the transmission.
Regardless of what problems occur, the mechanic must be prepared with
the knowledge and skills needed to diagnose troubles and to make all repairs
authorized at his maintenance level.
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TRANSMISSION MAINTENANCE
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INTRODUCTION. This lesson is designed to acquaint you with the
procedures to be followed when inspecting, testing, adjusting or repairing
transmissions, and power takeoffs (PTO).
1.

a.

Remember, however, you should never be satisfied with just finding
and correcting the trouble. You should always try to find what caused the
trouble. If you find a transmission with broken gear teeth, don't be satisfied
with just replacing the transmission. Try to find out what caused the gear
teeth to break.
Whenever you find such components as the transmission and PTO
in an unserviceable condition, talk to the driver. He may be able to explain
exactly how the failure occurred and give you a clue as to the cause of the
failure.
b.

c. If you fail to find the cause, you will probably have to do the job
over because the same trouble will likely develop in the replacement
transmission or PTO.

Leaking oil seals and gaskets are
probably the most common causes of traesmission and PTO problems. If
such problems are not corrected in time, the gears, shafts, and bearings
can be ruined.
2.

INSPECTING THE TRANSMISSION.

There are many possible causes for oil seal or gasket failures,
so always look for causes whenever you find such failures.
a.

b.
Foldout number 1 in the back of this pamphlet illustrates the
transmission and transfer assembly used in the M151 1/4-ton track,
Notice the 18 numbered locations in the illustration where it is possible
for the lubricant to leak out. In addition to the 18 locations shown, a crack
in the transmission or transfer case housing can also allow the lubricant to
escape.
3.

CAUSE OF LEAKING LUBRICANTS. Now let's discuss some of the

reasons why the lubricant is likely to leak at any one or several of these
locations. First of all, a transmission (or almost any other gearcase) will
usually start leaking if the oil level is too high. To stiffen the oil used in
gearcases, soap and soda are usually added to the oil. As the gears operate
the oil is splashed all over the inside of the gearcase. Because of the soap
and partly because of the splashing and the heat, the oil starts to foam or
fill with air bubbles. Thus the oil expands and takes up more room. This
action creates excessive pressure inside the gearcase. If the oil level is
too high to start with, the pressure created inside the transmis3ion may be
4-3
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more than the heals and gaskets can resist and the oil will start leaking out.
Leaking can occur ac any one or several of the locations shown in the
illustration.
a. The transmission oil level should only be checked after the vehicle
has been parked for several hours or overnight. During this time the
bubbles or foam will cool and settle, as a liquid in the bottom of the transmission case.

(1) With the transmission cold, remove the fill plug. The oil
level should be at, or just below, the bottom of the fill plughole.
(2)

If the oil level is too high, allow the excess oil to run out the

fill plughole.
b. Even if the oil level is correct, it is possible that the foaming
action of th4loil will cause the pressure inside the transmission to become too high. To permit the excess pressure to escape, a vent
valve (item 9) is used. This valve
contains a seat and a spring-loaded
ball and has a dust cap over the valve
Assembly. To check the vent valve,
first make sure the area around it is
free of dust and dirt. Then try turning the dust cap with your fingers.
It should turn freely in either direction. If it does not turn freely, re`lace it.

Gaskets or oil seals will always leak if the bolts securing the
plates, covers, or retaint!rs are loose. All of the bolts should be tightened
uniformly with a torque wrench.
c.

(1) The bolts that secure the input shaft retainer (item 6), the
gearshift housing cover (item 7), and those securing the retainer seals
(items 2, 14, and 15) are all 5/16-inch bolts and should be tightened with
a torque wrench to 10-14 lb-ft. Do not overtighten.

(2) The bolts that secure the transfer case to the transmission are

3/8 inch and should be tightened to 20-25 lb-ft. If tightening the bolts fails
to stop a leak at this point, the using unit repairman should notify the motor
officer or motor sergeant because replacing the transmission or transfer
case gaskets is a job for a maintenance support unit.
4-4
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Leaks around the threads of the fill plug (item 4), the drain
plugs (items 3 and 16), or any of the bolts can usually be stopped by coating
the threads of the plugs or bolts with a lead-based paint.
(3)

(4) A loose gearshift retainer (item 8) will also allow the lubricant
to escape.
If there are leaks that cannot be stopped by tightening the bolts
and plugs, or by coating the threads, notify your maintenance support unit.
(5)

.

(6)

All of the seals need to be lubricated, otherwise they will be

ruined. Therefore, a little seepage around any seal is normal. A seal is

not considered as leaking unless enough oil is escaping by the seal to drip
on the ground and cause a small puddle.
LEAKING SEALS. With the
powerplant in the, vehicle you can
4.

inspect all seals except the input
shaft retainer seal (item 5). If
this seal. is leaking, oil will drip
out through the plughole in the
bottom of the pan under the flywheel housing when the plug is
removed.
-4*

t

-1'

.

r

.

If oil does drip out at the flywheel housing drain plug, examine the
oil closely. It may be engine oil leaking from the engine crankshaft rear
oil seal. The engine oil is much thinner (has less viscosity) than the transmission oil, so you should be able to tell which seal is leaking.
a.

b. An oil leak, either from the engine or transmission input shaft
seals, is serious because the oil can ruin the clutch. An oil soaked clutch
disk will almost always slip or grab.
5.

TESTING TRANSMISSIONS FOR MALFUNCTIONS.

In addition to the

leakage problems, there are other problems that can develop in the transmission used in the 1/4-tun truck. We can classify these as mechanical
problems.
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The best way to locate
mechanical problems in the transmission is to road test the vehicle.
Before road testing, however,
check for missing or loose bolts
and be sure the oil is at the proper
level in the transmission case.
Check the parking brake mechanism
for proper mounting and correct
adjustment. Check all moisture
seals or boots. Check the action
of the gearshift levers.
a.

"J.

1111Wl...1
'COMMA

b. The transmission is often blamed for problems that are elsewhere.
For example, with the engine running and the vehicle standing still, disengage the clutch and move the gearshift lever into first or reverse. You
should be able to shift into either of these gear positions without any gear
clashing or without the vehicle moving. If the gears clash or the vehicle
attempts to move with the clutch disengaged, the trouble is in the clutch
and not the transmission.

Check the clutch pedal free travel and adjust if necessary.
The clutch must be correctly adjusted before the transmission can operate
properly. The clutCh must fully disengage everytime the clutch pedal is
pushed all the way down, and fully engage everytime the pedal is released.
(1)

(2) With the transmission in neutral, the engine running, and the
clutch engaged, all of the constant mesh gears in the transmission will be
turning. There should be very little gear or bearing noise.
(3) If the transmission is quiet in neutral with the clutch engaged,
disengage the clutch. If a noise is now heard, the trouble is the clutch and
not the transmission. Usually, the clutch release bearing or the clutch
shaft pilot bearing is at fault if a noise is heard only when the clutch is
disengaged.

(4) Sometimes noises in other parts of the power train, such as
U-joints, propeller shafts, and differentials, sound as if they are in the
transmission. Misalinement of power train components usually produces a
noise that may sound as if it is coming from the transmission. So be sure
to check all mounting bolts on the engine, transmission, and differentials
before road testing the vehicle. Also check the propeller shafts and U-joints
for evidence of wear or lOoseness.
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Loose, bent, or shifted suspension system components will
cause misalinement of the power train components which can produce a
noise that may sound like a defective transmission.
(5)

(6) Noises that may originate in the transmission are difficult to
describe. A noise that may sound like a howl to you may sound like a squeal
to someone else. Other terms often used to describe gear or bearing noises
may include such words as "hum, " "knock, " "grind, " "whine, " and "thump."
(7) If a tooth is broken off of one of the gears, a distinct thumping
noise will be heard once during a complete revolution of the gear. The
thump will be more pronounced if torque is being delivered through that gear.

(8) Gears with worn, rough teeth will usually produce a grinding
noise, especially when torque is being transmitted through them.
(9) Bearing noise is usually described as a howl, whine, or squeal.
Actually, the type of noise made by a defective bearing will vary, depending
on the type of defect and the load the bearing iv supporting. In any event,
loud noises coming from inside of the transmission mean trouble.

Some whine or grinding noise can be expected, especially when the
vehicle is being driven in first or reverse gear. The first and reverse
sliding gear together with its mating countershaft dear and reverse idler
c.

gear are spur gears. Spur gears are always noisy, but, as you recall from
a preceding lesson, they are frequently used because they are cheaper and
do not produce thrust.

In the second, third, and fourth speed range's the transmission
should be much quieter than in first or reverse.
(1)

If, after a road test, you think the transmission is too noisy,
be sure and report it to the motor sergeant. Be sure to describe the conditions under which the noise occurs.
(2)

d.

)
Another common mechanical problem with transmissions of this

type iE slipping or jumping out of gear. Foldout number 2 in the back of

this pamphlot illustrates the six most likely reasons for a transmission
to slip out of first or reverse gear. The numbers in the illustration show
the order in which this trouble is likely to occur (1 is the most likely6 is the least likely to cause the trouble).
(1) Actually, the transmission is much less likely to slip or jump
out of first or reverse than out of the second, third, or fourth speed gear.
Second, third, and fourth speed gears are all helical gears, which, you
recall, produce thrust.
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Notice in A, B, and C that the most likely causes of the transmission slipping out of gear are worn detent balls or springs in the shifter
shaft cover. These spring-loaded balls hold the shifter shaft in position
and if the spring doesn't have enough tension, or if the balls are worn, the
transmission will almost certainly slip or jump out of gear.
(2)

Slipping out of any gear is most likely td occur when the driver
suddenly takes his foot off of the accelerator pedalespecially when descending a steep hill. The thrust produced by the helical gears will tend to move
all rotating gears and shafts to the rear of the transmission, as long as the
torque provided by the engine is being delivered to the rear wheels by the
transmission. However, when the driver takes his foot off of the accelerator
pedal, the situation is changed. The rear wheels now try to drive the engine
through the transmission. This reverses the direction of the torque being
delivered through the transmission gears, and the thrust is now toward the
front of the transmission. If this thrust is not controlled by the thrust
washers and bearing retainers, it is likely to force the shifter shaft to move
in spite of the spring-loaded ball that holds it. When this happens, the
transmission slips out of gear.
(3)

Occasionally a transmission slips out of gear because the
driver does not fully engage the gear when he moves the lever. However,
a transmission that slips out of gear fairly often should he replaced.
(4)

6.

SYNCHRONIZER DAMAGED. Notice in B that a worn or damaged

synchronizer is the second most likely cause of the transmission slipping
out of gear (in this case second speed gear). The third and fourth speed
synch.ronizer can also be at fault if the transmission slips out of third or
fourth speed gear.
Usually, however, there is another clue if one of the synchronizers
is worn or broken.
a.

Remember, the synchronizers use bronze or brass alloy cone
clutches to bring two gears to the same speed before the gears actually
engage (mesh). If these cone clutches are worn to the extent they fail to
bring the gears to the same speed before they mesh, a distinct grinding
noise will be heard as the gears clash together. Gears always clash if they
are in contact with each other while traveling at different tooth speeds.
b.

Let's suppose that the transmission can be shifted into first
or reverse without gear clash while the engine is running but the vehicle is
not moving. If we get no gear clash when shifting from neutral to first or
reverse, we know the clutch fully disengages when the clutch pedal is pushed
(1)

down all of the way.
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(2) Let's start the vehicle moving forward in first gear. At 10
miles per hour (MPH) we depress the clutch pedal and shift into second
gear. Now we get a distinct gear clash. The clash is not caused by the
failure of the clutch to disengage. We proved it would disengage when we
shifted into first. The clashing noise, therefore, indicates a defective
second speed synchronizer (probably the cone4,clutch in the synchronizer).

(3) Now shift into third speed. If we get no noise during this shift,
we can definitely assume that the second speed synchronizer is defective.
To correct this condition it is necessary to replace the transmission.
SECTION II.
7.

TRANSMISSION REPLACEMENT

REMOVE AND REPLACE M151 TRUCK TRANSMISSION. The organi-

zational mechanic is authorized to replace the transmission if permission
is given by the maintenance support unit.

a. To replace the transmission in the M151 truck, it is necessary to
remove the entire powerplant from the vehicle. Remember, in subcourse
63B202, you learned that the powerplant consisted of the engine, clutch,
transmission and transfer assembly, and the radiator.
REPAIR

STAND

Follow the procedures
described in subcourse 63B202
and remove the powerplant from
b.

the vehicle. Place the powerplant on repair stand.

IMPROVISED ENGINE
SUPPORT BRACKET

(1) Place an oil drain pan under the transmission and transfer
assembly. Remove the oil drain plugs from both the transmission and
transfer case. Allow the oil to drain out, then replace the drain plugs.
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(2) Remove the four
bolts that secure the transmission
to the flywheel housing.
ri111111,111JIGill

101.T

LOCKWASHER

(5) If the replacement
transmission and transfer assembly
is received without the speedometer
driven gear and bearing, remove
these items from the top of the
transfer case you removed from
the vehicle. Install the driven gear
and bearing en the replacement
transfer case.

fti

-

A
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,DD :38970

Use a rope sling or
floor jack to support the weight of
the transmission, then slide the
transmission to the rear until it
clears the flywheel housing.
(3)

TRANSMISSION

a

Ifftehb-

-44
ORE E10677

(4) Disconnect the parking brake lever rod from the
control linkage and remove the
parking brake lever.

(6) Clean the input shaft
retainer and lightly coat the sleeve
portion of the retainer with oil. Do
not oil the clutch splines on the input shaft, but put a light coat of
grease on the pilot bearing portion
of tt,e shaft.

4-101 ()I'

Check inside the engine flywheel housing.to see if the
release bearing is correctly mounted on the clutch lever fork.
(7)

clutch/3/

Mount the new transmission to flywheel housing gasket on the
flywheel housing, using a light coat of grease to hold it in place.
(8)

(9)

Position the replacement transmission in line with the center

of the engine flywheel housing, Slide the transmission forward, making

sure that the transmission input shaft and retainer sleeve go through the
clutch release bearing. Rock the transmission back and forth slightly until
the input shaft splines engage the splines on the clutch disk. Push the
transmission forward until it is flush with the flywheel housing.

(10) Install the four transmission to flywheel housing bolts and
tighten them with a torque wrench to 37-42 lb-ft.

(114 -Fill the transmission with the appropriate lubricant through
the fill plughole.
(12) Replace the powerplant in the vehicle. Be sure to install the
parking brake lever.

(13) Check the clutch pedal free play and adjust if necessary.

(14) Road test the vehicle. Note especially the action of the transmission in all speed ranges. Check to make sure that the front wheel drive
will engage and disengage.
(15) Finally allow the vehicle to sit for at least 2 or 3 hours and
recheck the oil level in the transmission. Add oil up to the proper level if
necessary.

8.

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT OF TRANSMISSIONS ON 2-1/2-TON

TRUCKS. The transmission used on the 2-1/2-ton truck, M35A1 or M35A2,
is somewhat larger than the one used on the M151 truck. The 2-1/2-ton
truck transmission has five forward speeds and one reverse.
a.

In general the procedures for inspecting and testing the larger
transmissions are the same as those on the M151 truck. However, thi
transfer case on the 2-1/2-ton truck is independent of the transmission.
A propeller shaft is used to connect the transmission and transfer.
b. Organizational maintenance personnel are authorized to replace
the transmission in the 2-1/2-ton truck if they first obtain permission from
their support maintenance unit.
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The transmission can be removed from the vehicle without removing
the engine. The procedures for removing and replacing this transmission
are as follows:
c.

.

(1)

Park the vehicle on a level floor and block the rear wheels.
GEAR SHIFT

Begin the removal
operation in the cab of the vehicle.
Raise the gearshift lever boot and
(Z)

itEvER
RUBREFIr.
ROOT

remove the screw, washer, and
nut holding the lever to the transmission. Remove the lever.
Remove the screws holding the
front and intermediate tunnels
and remove them from the floor
of the cab. It is not necessary to
remove the rear tunnel.

T.imEDIATE
NEL

TRANSMISSION
POWER TAKEOFF
SHIFTING LEVER

SCREW, WASHER%

AND NUT

RGID E21564

SCPVel"11

(3) Disconnect the clutch control rod from the clutch throwout
shaft lever at the clutch housing. Disconnect the transfer reverse shift
lever rod from the reverse shift lever at the transmission. You are now
ready to disconnect the transmission to transfer propeller shaft at the
transmission. However, before disconnecting the propeller shaft you must
always raise one front wheel off the ground to relieve strain from the shaft.
Failure to observe this warning may result in painful injuries. This precaution is necessary because the drive to the front wheels is automatically
engaged and disengaged and can cause a windup in the entire gear train.
This drive wi.l be covered in a later lesson.

0
3'

CLUTCH CONTROL ROO

TRANSFER REVERSE SHIFT LEVER ROD

.
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TRANSFER POWER-TAKE-OFF SHIFTING LEVER ROO
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(4) On vehicles equipped
with a front winch, disconnect the
front winch drive shaft. Loosen
the socket-head setscrew in the
stop collar at the power takeoff
and push the yoke off the power
takeoff output shaft. Also disconnect the transmission power takeoff shifting lever rod at the power

DRIVE SHAFT

END YOKE
POWER
TAKE -OFF

SE SCREW

0 Elf

takeoff.

(5) Drain the transmission
by removing the drain and fill plugs.
Allow the oil to drain completely.
Insta12. the plugs to prevent drip and
to insure against the loss of plugs.

(6) Loosen the screw holding the flywheel ground strap to the
flywheel housing and slide the strap
out from under the screw. Loosen
the top two nuts which hold the
transmission to the clutch housing.
Leave these nuts loose but do not
remove them at this time. Remove
the other ten nuts and lockwashers.
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Place a chain around
the transmission and install and
attach a hoist to the chain. Operate
the hoist to take up the weight of the
transmission. Now remove the two
nuts and lockwashers which you
loosened at the top of the transmission. Slide the transmission back
until the input shaft clears the clutch
plate and housing. Lower the transmission on to a low-wheel dolly and
remove it from under the vehicle.
Remove the power takeoff and transmission ventilating valve if the replacement transmission is short
these items. Install them on the
replacement transmission.
(8) Remove the clutch
release bearing support from the
old transmission. Clean and lightly
lubricate the inside of the bearing
support and install it on the replacement transmission. Do not wash the
release bearing in solvent or any
other liquid. The release bearing
is packed with grease and sealed
at the factory. It may be ruined
if washed because it cannot be relubricated.
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Installing the transmission in the vehicle is merely reversing
the removal procedures.
(9)

Be sure to fill the transmission to the correct level with the
proper lubricant.
(10)

(11) Adjust the clutch and transfer reverse shift linkage if necessary.
The clutch pedal free travel should be from 1-1/2 to 2 inches. The procedures for adjusting the transfer reverse shift linkage are explained in a later
lesson of this subcourse. They are also explained in TM 9-2320-209-20.
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(12) Road test the vehicle and note esTYecially the action of the
clutch and transmission.

(13) After the road test, recheck all connecting points and the
transmission oil level. Be sure to allow enough time for the oil to settle
before checking the level.
SECTION III. POWER TAKEOFF MAINTENANCE
9.

INSPECTION AND TESTING. Specific procedures must be followed

when inspecting, testing, and servicing the PTO and related parts.
a. On military vehicles, PTO's are most commonly used to drive
winches. The winches are usually mounted on the front of the vehicles,

although some vehicles, such as wreckers, also have winches mounted at
the rear. In the case of the wreckers, separate PTO's are used to drive
each winch.
b. The procedures for inspecting and testing PTO's are similar to
those followed when inspecting and testing the transmission.
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c. The input gear of the PTO
used to drive the front winch on a
2-1/2-ton truck is in constant mesh

<

.;APCIWKW.:k

TAKIE-OFP.36-

with the reverse idler gear on the
transmission countershaft. The
PTO input gear and driving gear
are turning anytime the engine is

Vc

BOOT

o
'tkol,

running and the clutch is engaged.
They are also turning if the vehicle
is moving. Therefore, worn or
broken PTO input or driving gear
teeth, or defective bearings, can
cause noises that sound as if they
are coming from the transmission.
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SHIFTER

SHAFT r
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SHAFT
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DRIVING
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d.

Leaking PTO gaskets or seals will also cause a loss of transmission
oil, because the PTO is bolted to the transmission and is lubricated by the
oil from it.
e.

The most likely places for oil leaks from the PTO are
(1)

mission.

The mounting flange gasket between the PTO and the trans-

(2) The PTO cover, capscrews, and cover gasket.
(3)

retainer.

(4)

The output and

reverse shaft rear bearing cap.

The poppet ball

GASKET
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RETAINER
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e

CAP SCREWS (6)
STAR'VASHERS (6)
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L

POWER TAKE-OFF
COVER

CAP SCREWS (5)
STARWASHERS (5)
ORD E21266

OW E212.63
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(5)

The output shaft

bearing cap, gasket, and seal.

/35 b.

The bellows-type
boots or seals at both ends of the
shifter shaft.
(6)

SHIFTER SHAFT
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CAP
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KEY
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SHIFTER FORK
4

FORK SCREW
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f. Any of the leaks around the mounting flange, bearing caps, or
cover gaskets may be corrected by tightening the mounting screws or nuts
to the proper torque. If tightening the screws and nuts fails to stop the
leaks, notify your support maintenance unit. Replacing the seals is also
a job for the support maintenance unit.

10. BROKEN GEAR TOOTH TEST. A broken gear tooth on the input or
driving gear will produce a thumping noise once during each revolution of
the gear. The noise produced may sound as if it is coming from the transmission instead of the PTO.
a. To determine whether or not the gear with the broken tooth is in
the transmission or the PTO proceed as f ilows:
(1)

Drain the oil out of the tranemiseion.

(2) Remove the PTO cover and cover gasket.
(3) With the cover removed, you can see about one-half of the
teeth on the PTO gears.

Have an assistant in the cab place the transmission in neutral
and apply the parking brake.
(4)
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(5)

With the ignition switch off and the clutch engaged, have th

assistant bump the starter switch.
Inspect all of the PTO gear teeth while the assistant bumps
the starter switch. With the clutch engaged the starter will turn all of the
constant mesh gears in the transmission and the input gear in PTO. However, the PTO sliding gear will not be turning.
(6)

To check the sliding
gear, shift the front winch drum
clutch lever to the disengaged
position by pushing the lever
toward the winch drum,
(7)

DRUM CLUTCH
LEVER
'44;t1

,36;41,
,

14M"it,

+fi

,ORD (42844

(8)

Shift the PTO shift lever into any of the engaged positions.

(9)

Inspect the sliding gear while your assistant bumps the starter.

If no teeth are broken on the gears in the PTO, it is safe to assume
the noise is coming from the transmission.
b.

However, if a gear with a broken tooth is found in the PTO try to
find the cause. Broken gear teeth are usually the result of improper shifting or putting too much strain on the teeth.
c.

(1)

Too much strain on the teeth can be the result of impact loads

or overloads.
(2) An impact load (also called a shock load) can be compared to
a hammerlike blow on a nail or a screw instead of a steady push.
Gears are subjected to impact loads whenever the driver races
the engine and, at the same time, jerks his foot off of the clutch while the
transmission or PTO is in gear. Such action causes the driving gear teeth
to strike the driven gear teeth like a hammer. If the clutch is released
slowly, the driving gear will push against the driven gear teeth and the
load is applied gradually.
(3)

-8

To protect the transrni,ssion, PTO, and winch against overloads,
a shearpin is provided.
d.

The shearpin is
illustrated in this figure. It is
usually made of aluminum or some
other soft metal and is designed to
be the weak link in the PTO to the
winch drive. The propeller shaft
delivers the torque from the PTO
to the winch. The U-joint (yoke)
on the propeller shaft is locked
to the winch worm gear shaft by
the soft metal shearpin. Because
this pin is the weak link in the
drive, it is supposed to break
before too much overload or strain
is placed on the'gears.

A? 7

(1)

WINCH ASSEMHYPir, ,7,54z,

r
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SHIM PIN
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(2) Sometimes, however, if the shearpin breaks and the driver
cannot find another one, he uses a steel punch Or bolt instead. Now instead
of being the weakest link, the steel punch is the strongest link. It no longer
protects the gears and the winch.

(3) .Always check the shearpin to make sure that the right one is
being used.

Gear teeth may alio be broken because they do not fully engage
when a shift is made from neutral to one of the gear driving positions.
Improper adjustment of the PTO shift linkage is the most likel., cause of
this condition.
POWER-TAKE-OFF
SHIFTING LEVER
e.

(1) To check the PTO
shift linkage on the 2-1/ 2-ton truck
for proper adjustment, remove the
pin that connects the yoke assembly
to the PTO shifter shaft. Grasp
the shaft and attempt to move it by
pushing or pulling. It should be
difficult, if not impossible, to move
the shaft. If, however, the shaft
moves slightly and then locks, the
detent ball is not seated in one of
the detent holes on the shifter shaft.

POWER-TAKE-OFF
SHIFTER SHAFT

LOCK NUT
POWER-TAKE-OFF
SHIFTING LEVER SUPPORT
.

YOKE
ASSEMBLY

POWER-TAKE-OFF
SHIFTING LEVER ROD
ORD E21644
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(2) Have your assistant'in the cab of the truck hold the shift lever
so it does not mcve.

Loosen the yoke locknut and turn the yoke in or out of its
threads until the yoke pin will slide through the yoke and shifter shaft.
(3)

(4) Now have your assistant move the lever to each shift position
in turn. At each position remove the yoke pin and make sure the ball drops
into the detent hole on the shaft.
(5) After checking in all shift positions, install the yoke pin
cotter key and tighten the yoke locknut.

Failure of the PTO to shift properly may also be due to a loose or
missing shifter fork lock screw or to a badly worn fork. If the linkage is
properly adjusted, remove the PTO cover and check the fork and lock screw.
f.

g. The drive shaft end yoke is
coupled to the PTO output shaft.
Notice the setscrew that keeps the
yoke from sliding endwise (back and
forth) on the output shaft. This setscrew must be kept tight, otherwise
the key used to lock the yoke to the
output shaft will wear rapidly and
probably break.

DRIVE SHAFT

ENO YOKE
POWER

T
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SE SCREW
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11. WRECKED PTO'S. In addition

SHIFT

to the PTO described above, some
military vehicles, such as the M60,
M108, M62, and M543 wreckers,
have a PTO that is mounted on the
rear of the transfer case.

LEVER

PUMP

CHECK VALVE
OUTPUT
SHAFT

PUMP

a. This PTO is a single speed
unit and on all wreckers,' except the
M108, it drives a power divider.

Notice that there are some
additional units on this PTO. The
oil pump operates anytime the PTO
is engaged. It draws the oil from
the bott)m of the transfer case to
lubricate the PTO and the transfer
input gearing.

CARRIER

NUT

b.

SHIFT
SHAFT

COTTER

PIN
GOVERNOR
PLUG

DRAIN
PLUG
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This unit also has a governor that overrides the regular engine
speed governor and limits the engine to about 1,700 RPM.
c.

d. Inspect this PTO for leaks, especially around the output shaft seal
and around the mounting flange gasket and bolts. Tighten the mounting
flange bolts if necessary.

e.

The shift lever has only 2 positions engaged (in gear) or dis-

engaged (out of gear).

f. When engaged, the sliding jaw clutch moves forward to mesh with
a mating jaw clutch in the transfer case.
g.

To engage the PTO proceed as follows:
(1)

Lock the brakes.

(2)

Start the engine and disengage the clutch.

(3)

Shift the transfer into neutral.

(4)

Shift the PTO lever into the engaged position.

(5) Shift the transmission into 5th gear on the M60, M62, and
M108, or into 4th gear on the M60A2, M543, and M543A2. (5th gear is

direct drive (1:1 ratio) on the 1st three wreckers listed, but 4th gear is
direct drive on the last three listed. )

Accelerate the engine to the maximum governed speed. If the
governor on the PTO is operating, it should not allow the engine to exceed
about 1,700 RPM. If the engine speed exceeds 1,80A RPM, release the
accelerator.
(6)

(7) With the engine running at 1,700 RPM or less, check the PTO
output shaft to see if it is turning.

12. MALFUNCTIONING PTO. If the engine speed exceeds 1,800 RPM, or
if the PTO output shaft is not turning when it is in the engaged position,
stop the engine.

a.

Have an assistant in the cab operate the gearshift lever while you
observe the PTO. If the shift lever operates properly, but the engine overspeeds when the PTO is engaged, notify your support maintenance unit.

4-21
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b.

Finally it is possible that
the PTO output shaft is turning, but
the propeller shaft is not. Notice
that the output shaft is tapered and
'that the end of the shaft is threaded.
Notice, too, that the output shaft is
slotted for a key. The key locks
the output shaft to the propeller
shaft companion flange to drive the
propeller shaft. The companion
flange is held tightly on the key by
the nut that is screwed onto the
threaded part of the output shaft.

REAR BEARING

GOVERNOR DRIVE GEAR
FRONT SEARING
OUTPUT SHAFT

c. If this nut is loose or missing, the companion flange may slide
endwise on the shaft and off of the key. Then the PTO output shaft can turn
without turning the propeller shaft companion flange. Be sure this nut is

tight at all times.

SECTION IV,

CONCLUSION

13. SUMMARY. We have only covered a few of the wheeled vehicles on
which you will have to maintain the transmission and power takeoff. The
procedures for maintaining the transmissions of other vehicles are much
the same.

14. PRACTICE TASKS. Appendix B of this lesson contains a list of tasks
associated with the maintenance of conventional transmissions and power
takeoffs. They are representative of the tasks you will be required to per-

form as a wheeled vehicle mechanic. Perform all of the tasks listed. Be
sure you are under the supervision of an officer, NCO, or specialist qualified
in the MOS when you practice the tasks. If you find you are having difficulty

in certain tasks, restudy the appropriate training material and practice the
tasks until you become proficient in each one.

EXERCISE'

Note. - Review the lesson exercise directions in lesson 1 before answering
the following questions.

56. The most frequent cause of trouble in the M151 truck transmission is
a.
b.

c.

loose mounting bolts.
lubricant leakage.
worn bearings.

57. The speedometer driven gear bearing on the M151 truck is threaded
into the
a.
b.

c.

left side of the transmission.
top of the transfer case.
bottom of the transfer case.

58. The M151 truck transmission is secured to the clutch housing by
a:
b.

c.
59.

four studs and nuts.
four bolts.
six bolts.

Before disconnecting the transmission to transfer case propeller shaft
on the 2-1/2-ton truck, it is necessary to
a.

jack up one front wheel.

b.

disconnect the transfer shift lever.
disconnect the parking brake rod.

c.

60. How many synchronizers are used in the 1/4-ton truck transmission?
a.
b.

3
2

c.

1

61. The input gear for the transmission mounted PTO is on the same shaft
as the
a.

reverse idler gear.

b.

low-speed gear.
driving gear.

ct
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62. What is used in the transmission to prevont the buildup of pressure
due to the foaming of the oil?
a.
b.

c.

Bypass valve
Leak-off tube
Vent valve

63. What is likely to be ruined by a leaking oil seal in the transmission
input shaft bearing retainer?
b.

Clutch
Power takeoff

c.

Pilot bearing

a.

64. The most likely cause of a transmission slipping out of gear is worn

a.' detent balls and springs.
b.

c.

synchronizer cones.
thrust washers.

65. The propeller shaft to the front winch of the 2-1/2-ton truck is secured
to the winch worm gear shaft by a
a.
b.
c.

nut and cotter pin.
shear pin.
snapring.

66. When using the rear winch on the M543 or M543A2 wrecker, the transfer should be in neutral and the transmission in
a.
b.

c.

third gear.
fourth gear.
fifth gear.

67. The PTO to the rear winch includes an oil pump and a
a.
b.

c.

power divider.
shear pin.
governor.

68. The transmission to transfer case bolts on the 1/4-ton truck should be
torqued to
a.
b.

c.

15-19 lb-ft.
20-25 lb-ft.
26-30 lb-ft.
4-24

69. With the powerplant installed in the 1/4-ton truck all of the transmission oil seals can be inspected except the
a.
b.

c.

input shaft.
counter shaft.
output Shaft.

70. Why should a vehicle be parked several hours before checking the oil
level in the transmission?
a.
b.

c.
71.

Permit the oil to cool and shrink
Permit the foam to cool and settle
Permit the pressure to escape

If the transmission is quiet in neutral with the clutch engaged but a
noise is heard when the clutch is disengaged, the trouble is probably
caused by the
a.
b.
c.

synchronizer. clutch.
drive gear.

release bearing.

72. The transmission is most likely to jump out of gear when
a.
b.

a load is applied 'co the engine while operating in fourth gear.
deaccelerating. geing down hill in fourth gear.

c.

operating in first gear.

73. The transmission should be much quieter when it is operated in
a.
b.
c.

reverse.
first.
third.

74. What should be used to tighten the gearshift housing cover of a
transmission?
a.
b.

c.

Box-end wrench
Adjustable wrench
Torque wrench

75. How is the drive shaft end yoke c 'iupled to the PTO output shaft?
b.

Set screw
Shear pin

c.

Snapring

a.
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APPENDIX B
PRACTICE TASK LIST

After practicing the following tasks
you will be able to:

Practice Objective

1.

Inspect the transmission of a
wheeled vehicle.

2.

Check a vehicle transmission
that is leaking lubricant.

3.

Check a vehicle transmission
using the procedures for a
leaking oil seal.

4.

Test a vehicle transmission to
locate mechanical malfunctions.

5.

Inspect a power takeoff (PTO).

6.

Test for a broken gear tooth
on the input or driving gear
of a PTO.

7.

Inspect the rear PTO of a
wrecker.

8.

Test for a malfunctioning
PTO.

The organizational mechanic will be required to inspect, test, and do
1.
some repair on transmissions and PTO's:. Here are a few of the things you
should practice on each type of vehicle in your unit.
a.

Inspect the transmission for:
(1)

Leaking seals and gaskets.

(2)

Loose or missing bolts.

(3)

Reverse shift linkage adjustment (if used).

(4)

Gear clash.

4-f
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b.

c.

(5)

Noisy gears or bearings.

(6)

Jumping out of gear.

(7)

Oil level.

I
Repair and adjust the transmission to include:
(8)

Vent valve.

(1)

Adjusting linkage (if used).

(2)

Tightening or replacing mounting bolts.

(3)

Replacing vent valve.

Inspect the PTO checking specifically for:
(1)

Leaking seals or gaskets.

(2)

Loose or missing bolts.

(3)

Sheared shearpin.

(4)

Loose drive shaft yoke mounting.

(5)

Gear or bearing noise.

(6)

Proper operation of the PTO.

Assist experienced repairmen in the removal and installation of a
transmission and/or PTO on a. 1/4 -, 3/4-, 1-1/ 4-, 2-1/2-, and 5-ton
truck. Because this is normally done by support maintenance personnel,
you arrange to visit your support maintenance upit shops or work with a
support maintenance contact team in your area. During the removal and
installation procedures pay special attention to the following for each type
2.

of vehicle:
a.

The work that must be done inside the cab and under the vehicle.

b.

Whether or not the engine must be removed.

c.

The lifting and holding procedures used.

The work that must be done on a replacement transmission or PTO
before it is installed.
d.

4-28
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The procedures for alining the transmission input shaft with th/4/7
clutch disk spline and engine flywheel pilot bearing.
e.
f.

The tightening of mounting bolts to the prescribed torque rating.
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Note. Key numbers show order in which troubles will most likely occur.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION: Tighten loose parts, replace damaged or worn parts.

Foldout number 1.
4-33.
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1 - Transfer shifter shaft seal
2 - Transfer front output shaft seal
3 - Transmission drain plug
4 - Transmission fill plug
5 - Input shaft retainer seal
6 - Input shaft retainer gasket
7 - Gearshift housing gasket
8 - Gearshift lever retainer
9 - Vent valve

10 - Low and reverse shifter arm pivot
11 - Shifter shaft seal
12 - Speedometer bearing sealer
13 - Transfer case retaining bolts
14 - Transfer input shaft seal
15 - Transfer rear output shaft seal
16 - Transfer drain plug
17 - Transfer case gasket
18 - Transfer shift cover plate
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Note. - Key numbers show order in which troubles will most likely occur.
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Wheeled Vehicle Clutches, Transmissions, and Transfers

Lesson 5

Wheeled Vehicle Automatic Transmissions

Credit Hours

Three

Lesson Objective

After studying this lesson you will be
able to:
.1.

Describe the construction of fluid
couplings.

2.

Explain the operation of fluid
couplings.

3.

Describe hydramatic transmission
construction.

4.

Explain the operation of a hydramatic transmission.

5.

Describe the procedures for inspecting the hydramatic transmission.
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6.

Describe the procedures for testing the hydramatic transmission.

7.

Describe the procedures for
adjusting the hydramatic transmission bands.

8.

Describe the procedures for
making a hydramatic transmissio:
linkage adjustment.

Text

Study Text

Materials Required

Answer sheet and 7 esponse list

Suggestions

Refer to the illustrations while readin
the text.
A

STUDY TEXT
FOREWORD

The performance of any vehicle and the lifespan of its engine and power
train depend a great deal on the selection of the transmission gear ratios
and on the smoothness of gear shifting. If the engine is run either too slow
or too fast it does not develop full power, so vehicle performance is reduce,
At the same time, engine parts are subjected to stresses that are much
greater than when the engine is running in the proper speed range, so engin4
wear is also increased.
'

With a conventional transmission it takes an experienced driver to
know which gear the transmission should be shifted to in all instances. In
addition, it requires a lot of skill to operate the clutch and disengage and
engage the power just right so the transfer of power to the driving wheels
is smooth under all conditions. Distractions created by other vehicles,
confusing road signs, and road conditions can cause even the experienced
driver to make an occasional mistake in gear shifting.

For many years passenger cars have had transmissions that select the
correct gear ratios and make the shifts automatically. In some instances
this type of transmission is also being used in trucks. Automatic transmis3ions prevent the inexperienced driver from inaking costly and sometimes dangerous mistakes in gear shifting. It frees the experienced driver
from the bother of gear shifting and lets him concentrate more on other
driving tasks.
5-2
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SECTION I. CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
OF AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS
1.

INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS. We commonly use

the term automatic transmission in today's language. However, the term is
not completely correct because there are no automatic transmissions as such.
All transmissions must be manually controlled. This means that to make
the transmission do its job it must be shifted by the use of a lever or a
series of levers and controls. For instance, when the engine is started the
lever is placed in a neutral or park position. In order for the transmission
to start functioning it must be manually placed into the drive or reverse
position. When this is done, the transmission is then ready to function
automatically. Se we say that automatic transmissions are manually controlled and hydraulically operated. The automatic transmission we will discuss here is called the hydramatic transmission.
2.

FLUID COUPLINGS. With cor ientional transmissions we studied how a
disk-type clutch was used to connect and disconnect eagine power from the
transmission. Tha hydramatic transmission uses a
coupling between
the engine and transmission. A fluid coupling uses oil for the connection
between the engine power and transmission.
a. We know that wind or moving air will make a propeller spin. As
the air hits the slanted portion of the blades, it causes the blades to move.

If we take two fans and place them so they are facing each other,
they can be made to form a coupling. If one fan is turned on the air it
forces out will cause the other fan to start turning. In this case the air is
the driving force.
b.

Afrik

TPIM
100*

ENGINE

TRANSMISSION
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A fluid coupling in its simplest farm is made up of the engine flywheel, two torus members (similar to the tiv fans), and a cover. The two
torus members are referred to as the driving and driven members. The
driving member is also referred to as an impeller or pump. The dAven
member is commonly called the turbine.

TYPICAL FLUID-DRIVE COUPUNG DRIVING
AND DRIVEN T0RU3 (DONUT SHAPED) MENOCRS WITH STRAIGHT VANES.

(1) When assembled, the :over is bolted to the flywheel and forms
a container for the driving and driven members and oil.
(2) The driving member is mounted to the cover and rotates anytime the engine is running.

(3) The driven member is mounted on a shaft that forms the input
to the transmission. It will only turn when the engine and driving members
are rotating fast enough to have the oil make the driven member turn, or
when the vehicle is moving whether under power or coasting.

The torus members in military vehicle fluid couplings are
heavy and contain many vanes. They are assembled as close together as
possible without touching so that the oil is forced through the vanes at all
(4)

time s.
d. Now lets see how it operates. When the engine is started, the
flywheel, cover, and impeller or pump turn as one unit. With the cover
full of oil, the oil is thrown by centrifugal force from the center to the
outside edge of the impeller between the vanes. This increases the speed
of the oil movement and also increases its energy.

/

DRIVEN
MEMBER

(DRIVING
?MEMBER

FLOW OF OIL

The oil then enters the turbine vanes at the outside and flows
toward the center. This causes the turbine to rotate just as air caused the
fan to turn. If the turbine was connected to a shaft it could be used as the
input to a transmission.
(1)

(2) Both members of the drive are much alike in their construction so that when the vehicle is coasting in gear the wheels drive the engine.
In this case the oil circulates in the reverse direction. The engine can
brake the vehicle as in a vehicle equipped with a conventional clutch.
(3) When the engine is idling, the energy of the moving oil is not
enough to turn the turbine if it is under load, so the fluid coupling is slipping.
The amount of slip is determined by the torque required to turn the driven
member. The slip is 100 percent when the vehicle is standing still and the
engine is running. However, the slippage drops rapidly as the vehicle
gathers speed. In some arrangements the slippage reduces to 1 percent
during normal operation above 30 MPH.
.

/4A

The main advantage. of the fluid couplir g is that it eliminates
vibrations from the engine and provides a smooth, jerkless acceleration
due to the cushioning of the fluid between the driving and driven members.
(4)

3.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE HYDRAMATIC TRANSMISSION. In an earlier

lesson we discussed the various types of gears and gear trains to include a
simple planetary gearset. Planetary gears are used in the model 303M
hydramatic transmissions. However, because the output of one planetary
set is often used as the input to another set, they are called multiple
planetary gear trains instead of simple planetary sets.

In this transmission two or more simple planetary gearsets are
mounted in series, with the output of one serving as the input of the next.
Each simple gearset provides two of the six gear ratios it could possibly
produce. Usually it provides for a gear reduction and a direct drive. The
model 303M hydramatic transmission will be used as an example in this
lesson. Two planetary units are used for forward speeds, one unit for
reverse, and one as a reduction unit for low range.
a.

Bands are used to hold drums which are attached to the members
to be made reactionary (held from turning). There are two bands used in
the 303M transmissions: one in the front unit and one in the rear unit. The
front band is wrapped around the drum which is attached to the front unit
sun gear. The rear band is wrapped around the drum which is attached to
b.

the rear unit internal gear. The bands are steel straps, lined with a fric-

tion material, secured on one end to the transmission housing by an adjusting screw. The other end of the band has a bracket that is acted on by a
servo to tighten the band around the drum.
OIL PRESSURE
ADJUSTING SCREW

A servo is a simple hydraulic device used to apply and release the
bands. There are several types of servos which can be used. The spring
released type releases the band from the drum by the pressure of a spring
against a piston. The spring applied type applies the band by spring pressure against a piston. In this case the band is released by oil pressure
against the opposite side of the piston. The third type servo has two apply
areas. A partition in the servo serves to separate the two areas. There
c.
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are various possibilities of applying and releasing a servo with two apply
areas. It can be oil pressure applied and spring released, oil pressure
applied and oil pressure released, or oil pressure applied and oil pressure
and spring pressure released. In all of the types of servos mentioned, a
stem attached to the piston moves against the band bracket to apply the band
against the drum. The 303M transmission uses tw,-) servos: an oil pressure
applied, oil pressure and spring released type in the front planetary unit;
and a spring applied, oil pressure released type in the rear planetary unit.
To increase the force applying the band a lever called an actuating lever
may be used with the spring applied, oil pressure released type servo.
This prevents having to use a very strong spring to apply the band.

a.

SPRING RELEASED

b. SPRING APPLIED

c. TWO APPLY AREAS

(1) Let's take a look at the operation of an oil pressure applied
servo. When hydraulic force, greater than the spring pressure, is applied
at point A, the piston stem will be forced against the band applying the band
to the drum.

RETRACTING SP ING
ANCHOR

OIL

ADJUSTING SCREW
...................411

PRESSURE
HOUSING

APPLY PISTONS

BAND

GEAR DRUM
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When hydraulic pressure equal to that applied to point A is
applied at points B and C, the piston stem will be forced away from the
band because in this case pressure is applied at two areas and is assisted
by the spring.
(2)

SPRING

ST M

AN HOR

GEAR DRUM
8

OIL UNDER PRESSURE

BAND

The spring applied servo operates in much the same way.
Hydraulic force acting on A and B overcomes the force of the band to be
released. To apply the band, the oil at areas A and B is removed. The
spring then moves the stern against the actuating lever applying the band
against the drum.
(3)

GEAR DRUM

BAND

OIL UNDER PRESSURE
ACTUATING

LEVER

STEM

PISTONS

OIL UNDER PRESSURE
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A multiple disk clutch is uzed to lock two members of the planetary
gearset together to cause the set to turn as a unit, resulting in direct drive.
A cone clutch is applied to a member in a planetary set to either cause a
reduction or a reversing action in the transmission.
d.

The multiple disk clutch
consists of driving clutch plates and
driven clutch plates, a clutch apply
(1)

piston, and release springs. The
driving clutch plates (B) contain
splines which enable them to be
splined to the driving members (A)
and move as the driving member
moves. The driven clutch plates (C)
are keyed or splined to the driven
members. This enables them to
drive the driven member (D).
(2) The driving and driven plates are assembled alternately. The
driving plates can rotate without moving the driven plates as long as the unit
is not pressed tightly together. During operation, oil under pressure flows
through a passage in the shaft on which the clutch is mounted, through an
oil delivery sleeve to an area behind a piston, and forces the piston against
the clutch plates. The plates being squeezed together enables the driving an
and driven members to move as a unit causing direct drive through the
planetary unit. When the oil pressure against the piston is removed, the
release sp'-ings cause the plates to again move apart and rotate independently, unlocking the planetary members. The 303M hydramatic transmission contains three multiple disk clutch assemblies: one is located in
the front planetary unit, one in the rear unit, and one in the reduction unit.

APPLY PISTON
APPLY OIL

CLUTCH PLATES

(3) A cone clutch consists of a driven and a stationary clutch cone,
clutch piston, and release spring. The stationary cone is anchored to the
transmission housing. One end of the driven cone is attached to the planetary member to be held, and it extends in the form of a cone to fit the
stationary cone and the clutch piston. In operation, oil pressure is sent into
a chamber behind the piston forcing the piston to press against the driven
cone. The driven cone in turn is bound against the stationary cone, holding
the planetary member stationary. When the oil pressure behind the piston
is removed, the piston release springs cause the piston to move out of
engagement with the driven cone. At the same time, a clutch release ,
spring disengages the driven cone from the stationary cone, unlocking the
planetary member. The 303M transmission contains two cone clutches:
one cone clutch is located in the reverse unit and one in the reduction unit
of the transmission.

CONE CLUTCH PISTON RELEASE SPRING

CONE CLUTCH PISTON
REVERSE CONE

CLUTCH
RELEASE SPRING
REVERSE CLUTCH STATIONARY CONE

REVERSE CLUTCH RELEASE SPRING

e. Now let's see how some of these components are connected together and also review a little of their construction. The 303M transmission consists mainly of a fluid coupling, front planetary unit, rear
planetary unit, reverse planetary unit, and a reduction planetary unit.
Connecting these units in the transmission are four different shafts.
These include the input shaft, intermediate shaft, transmission output,

and the red fiction unit output shaft.
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Intermediate Shaft
Input Shaft

Transmission
Output Shaft

Reduction Planetary Unit

Torus Co7er.

Driven Torus
Reduction Unit
Output Shaft

Power Input
from Engine

Li

9

Iteverse Plagetary Unit
Driving Torus

Rear Planetary Unit
Front Planetary Unit

i

I

(1) The fluid coupling consists of a torus cover attached to the
engine flywheel, a driving torus which is connected to the intermediate
shaft, and a driven torus which is connected to the main shaft.
%MP* of

Ptreemegt

%%Ma 011
WANG TOCA

°M IN TOWS

i

The front planetary consists of a ring gear assembly which
is connected to the torus cover of the fluid coupling, a planet carrier connected to the intermediate shaft, and a sun gear drum assembly. A double
wrap band is located on the sun gear drum. The unit contains a multiple
disk clutch, which has its driving disks splined to the planet carrier and
the driven disks keyed to the sun gear drum assembly.
(2)

(3) The rear planetary unit consists of a ring gear drum assembly
which is connected to the sun gear of the reverse unit, and a sun gear which
is connected to the input shaft. A single wrap band is located on the ring
gear drum assembly. The unit contains a multiple disk clutch, which has
its driving disks splined to a clutch hub connected o the intermediate shaft
and the driven disks keyed to the ring gear drum assembly.
(4) As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the sun gear of the
reverse planetary unit is connected to the ring gear assembly of the rear
planetary unit. The planet carrier is connected to the transmission output
shaft. The ring gear assembly can be locked to the transmission housing

by a cone clutch.
(5) The reduction unit contains a multiple disk clutch hub assembly, which is connected to the transmission output shaft on which the driving
disks are splined. The driven disks are keyed to a ring gear assembly.
A cor.a clutch locks the ring gear assembly to the reduction housing. The
sun gear of the reduction unit is connected to the transmission output shaft,
while the planet carrier is connected to the reduction unit output shaft.
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HYDRAULIC AND LUBRICATION SYSTEM. So far we have discussed

some of the mechanical components of the transmission and some of the
hydraulically operated components. However, there are more components
of the hydraulic system.

There are three oil pumps used in this transmission: the front,
rear, and reduction oil pumps.
a.

(1) The front oil pump is located in the front of the tralsmission
It
is driven by the front planetary unit internal gear which is concase.
nected to the torus cover and is driven at engine speed. The front pump
draws oil from the transmission oilpan and supplies oil for the operation
and lubrication of the transmission when the vehicle is standing with the
engine running. When the vehicle is moving, the front pump works with
the reduction unit oil pump to supply oil to the transmission.
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(2) The rear oil pump is a_reversible-type pump. It is located
behind the rear planetary unit and is much larger than the other pumps.
It is gear driven from the transmission output shaft, so it can only operate
when the vehicle is in motion. It pulls oil from the reduction unit case and
delivers it to the oilpan sump.
,

(3) The reduction unit oil pump is also a reversible-type pump
that only operates when the vehicle is moving. In addition to being able to
supply oil to the transmission when the vehicle is in operation, it can also
supply oil to operate the components when the vehicle is being started by

towing.
b.
The operation of the hydraulic components in the transmission is
controlled by the transmission control valve assembly. This assembly consists mainly of two valve bodies: an inner body and an outer body. The
inner body contains three shift valves, regulator plugs, and governor plugs.
The outer body contains a manual valve, throttle valve, detent plug, T-valve,
double transition valve, compensator valve, and an exhaust valve.

The shift valves direct oil from the manual control valve to
apply the bands and clutches in the proper sequence to upshift and downshift
the transmission.
(1)

The manual control valve is connected with the transmission
shift control lever by linkage and may be moved to any of four positions
(2)

N (neutral),F-1, F2, or R (reverse).

(3) The throttle valve is used to delay upshifts and to force downshifts. It is operated by linkage from the accelerator pedal.

c. The transmission governor, driven by a worm gear on the transmission output shaft, is used to supply oil at a variable pressure to operate
the shift valves.

The reduction control valve assembly controls the operation of the
reduction unit direct drive clutch and the cone-type reduction clutch. It
is operated through linkage from the trai smission shift control lever.
d.
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AExhaust body hole plug YT-8613832
B Exhaust body valve spring YT-8613833
'Exhaust body vale. YT-8613834
10 x % screw v lockwasher 454027
EExhaust body valve spring retainer YT- 8613858
FNo. 10 x 1 screw w lockwasher 454028
G-- Exhaust body YT-8613831

HExhaust body plate YT-8613857
JCompensator valve YT-8614012
KThrottle valve plug YT-8614002
L Compensator valve spring A4`.0036
MOuter body 8333710
NNo. 10 x 1% screw w/lockwasher 454031
PThrottle valve control lever shaft retaining pin ,87381
QThrottle valve control lever shaft retaining pin washer 8328349
RThrottle valve control lever shaft seal retainer 8328348
S-0-ring gasket 501219
TManual control valve lever assembly 7412625
UManual control valve 7411503
V"T" valve YT-8614013
WDetent plunger retainer spacer YT-8614004
XDetent plunger retainer YT-8614000
YDetent plunger spring 74:0981
ZDetent plunger 7410978
AANo. 10'c %. screw w /lockwasher 454029
BRNo. 10 x 1% screw w/lockwasher 454031
CCThrottle valve spring YT-8614006
DL -- "T" valve transfer pin YT-8614020
EEDouble transition valve YT-8614010
FFDouble transition valve spring YT-8617066

GGThrottle valve YT-8614009
HHThrottle valve control lever w shaft YT-8614015
JJInner and outer body spacing plate YT-8614089
KKNo. 10 x % screw wdockwasher 454027
LLNo. 10 x % screw w lockwasher 454029
MMNo. 10 x % screw w lockwashe- 454029
NNInner body cover YT-8613999
PPInner body cover plate YT-8613578
QQGovernor plug 7084173
RRInner body YT-8614014
SS-2-3 and 3-4 shift valve YT-8613379
TT-1-2 shift valve YT-8613380
UU-1-2 shift valve spring YT-8613865
VV-2-3 and 3-4 shift valve spring YT-8613867
WW-1-2 shift valve regulator plug spring YT-3613864
XX-2-3 shift valve regulator plug spring YT-8613866
YY-2-3 shift valve regulator plug YT-8614103
ZZ-1-2 shift valve regulator plug 7084174
AB-3-4 shift valve regulator plug A262296
ACFront body YT-8613997
ADNo 10 x 1 screw w, lockwasher 454028
AENo. 10 x 1'4 screw w lockuashe- 190163
AFFront body hole plug YT- R614088
AG"T" valve cutoff valve spring YT-8614242
AHNo 3 x ",pi screw 110809
AJ--"T" valve cutoff valve
AKFront body plate
ALNo 10 x % screw
AMNo. 10 x ,1,1 screw w lockwasher

Transmission control valve components.
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5IReduction blacker piston retainer YT-8614040
NReduction blocker piston inhibitor spring YT-8614033
PReduction blocker piston YT-8614039

TAccumulator check valve spring 7411466
UBody spacer plate Yr -8613686
VBody spacer plate gasket 7411468
W Detent ball spring 7411467
XDetent ball 169108
YBody YT-8613669
7,Pressure regulator valve 7411472
AA Pressure regulator valve spring 7411468
BBPressure regulator valve stop plug washer 74114c(
CCPressure regulator valve stop plug 7411261
DD Body plug YT-8614229
EEReduction control valve 7411471
FFReduction unit control valve gasket 7411459
GGDetent ball spring retaining ping 7411463

8Cover check valve gulee pin YT- 86'3687

JJAccumulator check valve 74'1470
KK Accumulator check valve seat 7411485

ACover gasket 7411467
BCover YT-8313681
C-141nch lockwasher 103319
x 1 Bolt 100110
EControl lever washer 7411473

FControl lever pin 443127
G-0-Ring gasket 501223

HControl lever inner seal A327516
JControl lever outer washer A321514
KControl lever inner washer A327516
LControl lever assembly 7411441

QCover check valve spring A410036
itCover cheek valve A262254

HHii-lnch pipe plug 103883

Reduction Itrut control valve components.
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The accumulator assembly is located on the reduction unit case.
Its purpose is to furnish enough oil at a pressure high enough to apply the
reduction unit clutches.
e.

=M
DD

RP
621140°.-T

11.2c1s11:12.5

AOUTPUT SHAFT ASSY-7411669
11-01t PUMP ORM KEY - 7014021
C- OUTPUT SHAFT mow RARI44G-700013

0-90, gm-741166

0SNAP 4194G-2411660

T-4?3A1N PLUGTT1614227
U-01A1N PLUG GASKET-120421

6-34 X 1 10I1-272491
6-0401 LOCI WASHER-103:321
0OUTPUT SHAFT FRONT REAJKING SUPPORT

7411672

i- OUTPUT SHAFT PEAR 114149040-700125

SCASE-741144
3/8 X 2.1/4 1011-71112626
W-311 X 1-1/4 1100-77249
X-44 24 NUT-103024

1-01L PUMP GASKIT-7411436

HACCUMULATOR ASSY-7411262
JCOYER GASKET - 7411438

K-1 8 X 24,4 104.1-272492
t-CONTROL VALVE AssY-74)1469
PACONTROL YU Y4 GASKET-74114$
N- OUTPUT SHAFT Ott SEAL ASSY-7411666
P SNAP RING-7411663

iOP. PUMP ASSY-7411437
AA-1/44401 LOCK WASHER-103311
36-0i3241401 CORE FIAT y6444,2-116102
CO-1/4 X 1.3/4 E0LT-272490
00 STATIONARY CONE KEY ASSY-4411634

OSSTATIONARY COW-741140

SECTION II. MAINTENANCE OF THE HYDRAMATIC TRANSMISSION

Before any tests are made on the transmission, check
the oil level to make sure it is not too high or too low. the transmission
dipstick is located in the oil filler tube. The dipstick has two level marks:
COLD FULL as the lower mark, and HOT FULL as the upper mark. The
cold full mark is used for checking the transmission oil level when the
vehicle has not been run for a long period of time. The hot full is used
when the engine and transmission has been run long enough to reach operating temperature. The transmission oil level is checked with the enb.--e
running and the transmission in a forward speed range. The engine must
remain at an idle speed with the parking brake firmly applied. As a
further precaution no one should be in front of the vehicle while the oil
level check is being made.
5.

INSPECTION.
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/ 7, 2a. To check the transmission if it has not been run for a long time,
apply the parking brake and start the engine. Move the transmission control lever into the Fl high-range position (forward) and run the engine at
idle speed for 3 to 5 minutes. Lift the floor plate in the driver's cab to
get to the transmission dipstick, Be sure and clean away any dirt that
might drop into the dipstick hole when it is pulled out. Now with the engine
still running, pull out the dipstick, wipe it off with z. clean rag, and stick it
back into the dipstick hole. Pull it out again and look at the oil level on the
dipstick. It should be about at the COLD FULL mark on the dipstick.
b.
When the vehicle has been run for a long time and the engine and
transmission are at normal operating temperatures, stop the vehicle, apply
the parking brake, and move the control lever to Fl high range. Let the
engine idle for 3 to 5 minutes. Using the same procedure as above, the oil
level should be about at the HOT FULL mark on the dipstick.

c. To replenish the transmission oil, place the transmission control
lever in the N (neutral) position, apply the parking brake, and start the
engine. Now move the transmission control lever into the Fl high-range
position. As before, clean off any dirt that is around the filler cap. Remove the filler cap and dipstick. Add enough oil to bring the oil level up
to the reading on the dipstick, depending on whether the transmission is
hot or cold. Do not overfill the transmission as this causes heating and
foaming of the oil which, in turn, will cause either too Last or too slow
shifting and will also cause oil leakage.
d.

The hydramatic transmission does not burn or use oil as an engine

does. If the transmission oil level is found to be low at different times

when it is checked, the cause will be leakage. The reason for the leakage
must be found and corrected or serious damage will result to the transmission.
Leakage checks of the flywheel and torus cover are as follows:
Remove the eight capscrews and lockwashers that attach the flywheel housing
cover to the flywheel housing and remove the cover, Now use a drycleaning
solvent and wash the flywheel and torus cover thoroughly, then dry them
completely. Next, spread a clean piece of white or brown paper under the
flywheel and torus cover. Now with the transmission control lever in the
N (neutral) position, start the engine and run it at a speed of 700 RPM for
several minutes or until the oil -spray marks appear on the paper, then
stop the engine. At this time check for leaks in the line with the spray
marks on the paper. Also, check carefully at the flywheel and torus cover
for any sign cf oil leakage.
(1)
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If oil is streaked along the front face of the flywheel, the 17.-3
leakage is between the flywheel and the crankshaft. If oil is streaked along
the torus cover, the leakage is occurring in one or more of the following
areas: between the torus cover neck and the oil seal, the front pump cover
and the transmission case, at the torus cover dampener rivets, or from
the front pump cover to the body bolts. If the flywheel or torus cover is not
streaked with oil, the leakage may be at the joint between the flywheel and
the torus cover.
(2)

(3) If leakage is found at the torus cover drain plug, first tighten
the drain plug. If there is still leakage after tightening the drain plug,
remove the plug, drain the fluid coupling, and add a thin coating of gasket
cement to the threads of the plug. Install and tighten the plug 15 to 15
foot-pounds of torque and refill the transmission to the proper oil level.

(4) For oil leaks of the transmission pan, first check for loose oil

pan to transr,-.:4ission case attaching capscrews and nuts. If any are found
to be loose, tighten them tc 10-13 lb-ft of torque. If the leakage continues

in this area, the cause may be a defective oilpan to transmission case gasket. If this is the cause of the leakage, replace the gasket.
For oil leaks of the transmission side cover, check the oil
pressure test plug, pressure regulator plug, and the external oil line fittings
for any looseness. Tighten any loose parts as necessary. Also check for
loose transmission side-cover-to-case attaching capscrews. If the capscrews are found to be loose, tighten them to 12-15 lb-ft of torque. If
the leakage is from the reduction unit drain plug, check first to see if the
plunger is loose. Tighten the plug to 35-45 lb-ft of torque. If there is
still leakage after tightening the plug, remove the plug, put on a new plug
gasket, reinstall, and retorque to 35-45 lb-ft. If a leak is found between
the rear bearing retainer and the reduction unit case gasket area, the
transmission will have to be taken apart to repair it.
(5)

If leakage at the reduction unit control valve assembly is seen
around the redu,:tion unit pressure regulator valve plug, tighten the plug to
35-45 lb-ft of torque. If the leak continues after tightening, remove the
plug, install a new fiber washer, reinstall, and tighten the plug to 35-45
lb-ft of torque. If a leak is found at the manual control, valve stop pipe
plug, tighten the plug to 25-30 lb-ft of torque.
(6)

7L

Use the following procedures to check for internal water leaks.
If the transmission oil level is found to be high at different checking periods,
the cause may be water leaking from the cooler core inside of the transmission. This cooler is a small radiator-type -?evice that gets its coolant
from the engine cooling system. It is located in the bottom and inside of
the transmission. As the transmission oil gets hot, the cooler carries
away the heat from the oil.
e.
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A check can be made by draining a small quantity of oil from
the transmission. Look at the oil to see if any water has gotten into it.
If you will recall in the lesson on liquid cooling systems, we told you that
if the oil had a cream color there was water in the oil. If water has gotten
into the oil, the transmission must be taken apart for repairs. If no water
is found in the oil, refill the transmission to the proper level.
(1)

If water leakage is found at the cooler core cover, the cause
may be loose cover -to- transmission- oilpan attaching capscrews or a
defective cover-to-oilpan gasket. Tighten the cover-to-oilpan capscrews
to 15-18 lb-ft of torque. If you still have a leak, remove the eight attaching capscrews and lockwashers. Now remove the cover and its gasket.
Throw the gasket away and c'.ean the cover and the oilpan mating surfaces.
Place a new gasket on the cover and secure the cover with the eight capscrews and washers. Tighten the capscrews to 15-18 lb-ft of torque.
(2)
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Check the oilpan water drain plug to see if it is leaking water.
If it is leaking, tighten the drain plug to 35-45 lb-ft of torque. If it still
leaks after tightening, remove the plug, put on a new plug gasket, reinstall
the plug and new gasket, and tighten to 35-45 lb-ft of torque. Refill the
engine cooling system.
(3)

REDUCTION UNIT
DRAIN PLUG

TO. $ COVER
DRAIN PLUG

rAi
OIL PAN
DRAIN PLUG

OIL COOLER
DRAIN PLUG

TESTING. The most common test you will make is the stall speed test
of the 303M hydramatic transmission. Stall speed is that speed which allows
the greatest number of engine revolutions per minute with the transmission
in gear and the .thicle stationary. The test is performed in the following
manner: The oil level and oil pressure must be checked and corrected if
necessary. The wheels are blocked and the brakes set, Both the engine and
transm;ssion must be allowed to reach normal operating temperature with
the transmission in neutral. Now with the cngine speed at wide open
throttle, check the following four positions: Fl, high range, Fl, low range;
reverse, high range; and reverse, low range. If the transmission :s operating at normal efficiency, the engine should have a minimum reach:1g of
1, 550 REM and a maximum reading of 1, i50 RPM in the four speeds. If
the engine speeds are quite a bit below 1, 550 .1-;PM, the engine is probably
rinot dev loping full power and should be tuned. If the engine speeds are
above 1,750 RPM, the transmission is operating at less than ncrmal
efficiency and slippage inside of the transmission is indicated.
6.

The following tools or gages are used to make the oil pressure
tests: a pressure gage having a range from 0 to 300 PSI ind a tachometer
dwellmetei test set. In oil pressure tests, the first test will be with the
vehicle standing.
a.

5 -21

First lift the floor plate to get to the pressure takeoff pipe
plug, which is located on top of the transmission case between the front and
rear band adjusting screws. Remove the pressure takeoff pipe plug. Now
install the adapter of the pressure gage into the hole in the transmission
case where the pipe plug was removed. Leave the gage on the floor of the
truck cab.
(1)

I

.--

:4 vz.,4,
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PRESSURE GAGE

I.
11,

0

06
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(2) Unscrew the small screw from the top of the engine distributor
cover and thread a tachometer adapter into the hole. Next, connect an
electric tachometer to the adapter. Start the engine and warm it and the
transmission up to normal operating temperatures. With the truck standing
still and the parking and foot brakes applied, speed the engine up until a
1,000 RPM reading is reached on the tachometer. Move the transmission
control lever into all four high-range positions (N, F I, F2, and R) and into
N (neutral) n the low-range position. When the transmission oil is warm,
the oil pressure should be 95 to 110 PSI in all positions except reverse.
The reverse pressure should be 180 to 220 PSI

5-22
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The oil pressure should also be checkei while the vehicle is in
motion. To do this test, use the electrical tachometer and the oil pressure
checking gage to check the oil pressure reading after each upshift as the
vehicle moves down the road. The pressure will be less at the instant the
shift io made, but it should return to normal after the shift is completed.
Be sure you have a competent driver behind the wheel as you watch the oil
pressure gage for correct readings.
b.

c. To make the reduction unit oil p mp pressure test with the pressure gage installed, have your driver move the truck forward at a speed
of about 30 miles per hour, then move the transmission control into neutral
high-range position. As the driver turns off the ignition switch, note the
reading on the pressure gage as the vehicle is coasting. The pressure
should be between 95 and 110 PSI. If the pressure is lower than 95 PSI
the probable cause is a faulty reduction unit oil pump.

7.

/7,BAND ADJUSTMENTS. To make a front land adjustment, first fold

back the companion seat. On late-type vehicles only, remove the four bolts
that attach the footrest to the floor, and then remove the foot rest. Remove
14 bolts attaching the floor pan to the cab floor and dash, then remove the
floor pan to gain access to the front band adjusting screw (item c1. Apply
the parking brake.

c

<'`..<=1-At:

I

D-OIL PRESSURE PLUG
E-REAR BAND STOP CAP
F-TRANSMISSION

A-LOCK NUT
I-INDICATOR PIN PLUG
C-ADJUSTING SCREW

Clean the indicator pin plug (item 131 and the surface of the transmission near the pin. Run the engine at idle speed with the transmission
a.

control lever

HIGH -RANGE
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b. Now unscrew the indicator pin plug (item B). The indicator pin
should be flush or even with the machined surface of the transmission case.
Use a straightedge to check the pin position. To adjust the band, loosen the
front band adjusting screw locknut. If the indicator pin checks out too high,
turn the adjusting screw in; if the indicator pin checks out too low, turn the
adjusting screw out. When you are making the adjustment turn the adjusting
screw until the indicator pin is EXACTLY FLUSH with the machined surface
of the transmission case. Use a straightedge to check the adjustment. While
holding the adjusting screw stationary, tighten the adjusting screw locknut to
40-50 lb-ft of torque. Recheck again with the straightedge to make sure that
the indicator pin is exactly flush with the machined surface of the transmission case. Install the indicator pin plug in the transmission case and
tighten the plug to 15-18 lb-ft of torque. This concludes the front band
adjustment.

,..

ADJUSTING
SCREW

STPAGHT EDGE'

REAR BAND
CAP

MACHINED
SURFACE
ir
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INDICATOR

PM

...LOCK
NUT

LINKAGE .A.DJI...-,TMENT. To make the throttle linkage adjustment,
first disconnect the t..rottle valve control rod from the throttle valve lever
by removing t'ie c.)tvt. pin and clevis pin. Hold the transmission throttle
valve lever gage ,gz:.iist the machined surface of the flywheel housing rear
half. Using the clevis pin that was just removed, check for free pin fit
in the closed position of the throttle valve lever (item c).
6.

Ltd

0TRANSMISSION SHIFT LEVER
EGAGING SURFACE

AFRONT BAND ADJUSTING SCREW
BGAGING FIXT"./RE
CTHROTTLE VALVE LEVER
.

If the clevis pin cannot be freely inserted through the hole in the
throttle valve lever and the hole in the gage, bend the throttle valve lever
with the bending tool. Place the bending tool on the side of the lever,
depending on the direction of the bend required. Turn the screw in the
tool with a wrench to bend the lever.
a.

rs

END WRENCH

THROTTLE}
VALVE

SENDING
TOOL

'-

LEVER

1

V
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After a correct adjustment is made, connect the throttle valve
control rod to the throttle valve lever with the clevis pin and cotter pin.
Next, disconnect the throttle valve control rod adjustable clevis from the
idler shaft outer lever by removing the cotter pin and clevis pin. While
holding the throttle valve lever against the stop, loosen the adjustable yoke
locknut on the throttle valve control rod and adjust the yoke on the rod as
necessary to obtain a free fit of the clevis pin through the yoke and idler
lever.
b.

After a free pin adjustment is made, shorten the throttle valve
control rod by one or two turns of the adjustable yoke, then secure the
clevis pin with the cotter pin and tighten the locknut against the adjustable
c.

yoke.

SECTION in. CONCLUSION

SUMMARY. In this lesson we have covered the construction, operation, and maintenance of hydramatic transmissions. As a wheeled vehicle
mechanic you may be required to inspect, service, test, and make the
required adjustments on these transmissions.
9.

10. PRACTICE TASKS. Appendix B of this lesson contains a list of tasks
associated with automatic transmissions. They are representative of the
tasks you will be required to perform as a wheeled vehicle mechanic. Perform all of the tasks listed. Be sure you are under the supervision of an
officer, NCO, or specialist qualified in the MOS when you practice the
tasks. IS you find you are having difficulty in certain tasks, ,restudy the
appropriate training material and practice the tasks until you become proficient in each one.
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EXERCISE
Note. - Review the lesson exercise instructions in lesson 1.
76. In what position should the hydramatic transmission control lever be
when adding oil to the transmission with the engine running?
a.
b.

c.

Reverse
Fl high range
Neutral

77. What will indicate that oil is leaking between the front oil pump cover
and the transmission case?

a. . Foam on the transmission side cover
b. Drops on the oilpan capscrews
c. Streaks along the torus cover
78. What is the MOST probable cause indicated if high oil level is noticed
at frequent checking periods ?
a.
b.
c.

Internal water leaks from the cooler case
Oil is foaming too much
Oil is leaking from the engine into the transmission

79. What is used with an oil pressure gage when making an oil pressure

test?
a.
b.

c.

Oil temperature unit
Tachometer
Throttle valve lever gage

80. What is indicated if engine speeds are above 1,750 RPM during the

stall test?
a.
b.
c.

The transmission is slipping
The engine should be tuned
The pressure takeoff plug is loose

-7!

81. What test is performed on the hydramatic transmission while the
vehicle is traveling forward at 30 MPH in neutral with the ignition
switch off?

a.
b.

c.

Front oil pump pressure
Fluid coupling pressure
Reduction unit oil pump pressure
5-218
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82. What is the main difference between the front and rear-bands in the
303M hydramatic transmission?
.

c.

The rear band is wrapped twice around the drum
The rear band is longer than the front
The front band is wrapped twice around the drum

83. Where are the two cone clutches located in the 303M hydramatic transmission?
a.
b.

c.

Reverse unit and reduction unit ,
Reduction unit and direct drive assembly
AccuMulator assembly and behind the blocked
.,

.

84. Which oil pump is connected to the torus cover through the front unit's
planetary gear
and is driven at engine speed?
.
.

a.
b.

Rear pump
Front pump

c.

ReduCtion pump

85. What is used to cause forced downshifts for increased acceleration?
a.
b.

c.

Throttle valve
Compensator valve
Transition valve

86. What drives the governor on the hydramatic transmission?
a.
b.
c.

Front pump_ input shaft
Reduction pump drive shaft

Transmission output shaft

87. How does the rear oil pump differ from the other pumps in the hydramatic transmission?
a.
b.

c.

It is located outside )f the transmission
It can operate in either forward or reverse speeds
It is a much larger pump than the others

88. What might happen if the transmission is overfilled with oil?
a.
b.

c.

Fluid coupling will overfill
Vehicle will not move forward
Transmission will shift too fast or too slow

195

89. What is one component of the hydramatic transmission that may be bent
by the use of a special bending tool when making linkage adjustments ?
a.
b.
c.

Throttle valve control rod
Throttle valve lever
Transmission shift lever yoke

\

90. What is used ill the hydramatic transmission to lock two planetary
members together?
.

b.

c.

Multiple disk clutch
Double wrapped band
Reduction unit piston

91. What is the first thing to be done before any test of the transmission
is performed?
a.
b.
c.

CheckliSr proper oil level
Warm transmission to operating temperature
Place transmi§sion in Fl low and set brakes

92. What should be done to the front band if the indicator pin is too much
above the machined surface of the transmission?
a.
b.

c.

Turn in the adjusting screw
Replace the band
Grind off the pin

(

93. What range position should provide the highest oil pressure reading?
a.
b.

c.

Neutral

Fl

Reverse

94. What is applied in the reverse unit when the transmission is in

reverse?
a.

Band

b.

Cone clutch
Multiple disk clutch

c.

95. Which oil pump permits the vehicle to be started by towing ?
a.

Reduction

b.

Front
Rear

c.
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APPENDIX B

PRACTICE TASK LIST

Practice Objective

After practicing 'the following tasks
you will be able to:
1.

Inspect the hydrarnatic
transmission.

2.

Make a stall speed test.

3.

Make oil pressure tests on
hydramatic transmission.

4.

Check and adjust the transmissio
and throttle linkage.

\

equipped
Note. - To perform the tasks listed below you will need a vehicle
vehicle,
with alildramatic transmission, the -20TM for the
general mechanics toolbox, pressure gage, linkage gage, bending
tool, and tachometer.
1.

Inspect the transmission. Look for the following:
a.

Oil leaks.

b.

Water leaks.

c.

Proper oil level.

d.

Proper throttle liakage adjustient.

e.

Working range selector linkage).

2.

Perform a stall speed test.

3.

Perform an oil pressure check with the vehj..cle standing and in motion.

4.

a.

Make tHeipressure check in all ranges.

b.

Notice pressure changes during shifting.

c.

Check for unusual noises during shifting.

Check and adjust the throttle linkage.
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Lesson Objective'

After studying this lesson you will
be able to:
1.

Describe the construction of a

transfer case.
r

2.

Explain the operation of a

3.

Explain the operation of a sprag
unit.

4.

Explain how the transfer case
assembly is lubricated.
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transfer case.

Describe the procedure for
inspecting transfer cases.

6.

Describe the procedures for
transfer linkage.

7.

Describe procedures for
replacing parts of a transfer
case.

8.

Describe the procedures for
replacing a transfer case.

Study Text

Text

Materials Required .. .

5.

M1.

/

.

Answer sheet and response list

i

Refer to the illustrations while
reading the text.

Suggestions

STUDY TEXT
FOREWORD

On most wheeled vehicles the transmission, regardless if a conventional
which
or automatic is used, provides power to one transmission output shaft
front
and
is positioned so it can drive the rear wheels only. When both the
the rear wheels are used for propelling the vehicle, two outputs must be
provided, one to transfer the power toward the front of the vehicle the other

to the rear. A gearbox called the transfer case is normally used to receive
the transmission output and distribute the power to the front and rear on all
wheeled drive vehicles, such as the tactical vehicles of the Army. Transfer
cases operate on the same basic principles as gearboxes that you have
already studied. There is enough difference, however, between transfer
cases and other gearboxes that a separate study of transfer cases is
required in order for you to gain the knowledge needed to maintain them
properly.

6-2
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SECTION I. CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF TRANSFER CASE'S

1.
INTRODUCTION. In the previous lessons we discussed how transmissions could provide various gear ratios so that the engine could develop
enough power for starting a vehicle, running at high speeds, and pulling
heavy loads. We also mentioned that military vehicles had to be able to
operate in mud, snow, sand, and other unusual terrains. To do this, driving
power has to be available at the front wheels as well as the rear wheels so
that vehicle won't get stuck. Therefore, tactical military wheeled vehicles
include a second gearbox called the transfer case. Its purpose is to take the
output power from the transmission and divide it so that it will drive the rear
wheels at all times and drive the front wheels when needed.

a. . The transfer case can be mounted in several ways in a vehicle. It
can be a separate component mounted to the rear of the transmission and
driv,en by a propeller shaft connecting it to the output of the4 transmission.
It can also be part of the transmission anFl driven by a gear on the 'output

shaft of the transmission. No matter how the transfer is designed, its
intent is to satisfy one or more of the following needs:

-

(1) To transfer the transmission power to a point low enough so
that a propeller shaft can be mounted under the engine and power the front
axle.
(2)

To provide an output to power one or more rear axles.

(3) To provide a high and low gear ratio for vehicles that do not
have the necessary gear reductions in the transmission.

6-3
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/94e) (4) To provide arrangements for engaging and disengaging front
wheel drive and high and low ranges when applicable.

From the purpose of a transfer case as listed in the above paragraph,
you can see that the shape, mounting, construction, and appearance of transfers for various vehicles will differ. In the paragraphs below we will discuss
the w eled vehicle transfer cases you will work with.
b.

(1) The transfer case used
with the M151A1, 1/4-ton vehicle is
also mounted directly on the trans-

mission. This transfer does not
provide a separate gear reduction

and has only a direct drive. It does
have a shift lever for engaging and
disengaging the front wheel drive.

o

The transfer case of the M56I, 1-1/4-ton truck is mounted at
the output end of the transmission. It transfers power from the transmission to the propeller shafts and differentials. Selections are high and low
operating ranges, neutral to disengage the case, and two- or six-wheel
drives. Two-wheel drive disengages the front and rear axles leaving the
center wheels only to drive the vehicle.
(2)

6-4
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(3) The 3/4-ton and 1-1/4-ton

trucks use the same type of transfers.
They are mounted behind the transmission and co nected to the output of the
transmission by a small propeller shaft. They contain a
h and low range.
Engaging and disengaging of front wheel drive and range selections e done
manually with shift levers.
`TRANSFER .,D4 DJ.? ,EAA
iHAFT FRCNT AALE :`,c*F0T SHAFT
LAND ShifTER PART',
BRAKE OUTPUT SHOT
SEARING RETAINER a S$y

REAR AXLE OUTPUT SNOT BEARING RETAINER, ASSY

The 2-1/2-ton and 5-ton truck transfers are similar. They
are mounted behind the transmission and powered by a propeller shaft. All
have a high and low range which is selected with a manual lever. On some
vehicles the front wheel drive engages automatically anytime the rear wheels
start turning faster than the front wheels. This is done with a sprag unit that
is similar to a bicycle coaster brake. On other models the front wheel drive
is engaged and disengaged with a manual shift.
(4)

c.

For our discussion in this lesson we will refer to the transfer cases
used on 2-1/2-ton trucks primarily. Most transfers work about the same.
However, morel organizational maintenance is required on 2-1/2-ton transfers
than most other models.
2.

CONSTRUCTION OF A TYPICAL TRANSFER. To understand how a
transfer case works it is best to first become familiar with the location of

the internal parts.

Note. - The foldout in the back of this pamphlet identifies each of the
components by letter.
6-5
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a. The typical transfer assembly has one input shaft and three output
shafts. Other transfers may have one input shaft and two output shafts: one
shaft for the front axle and one for the rear axle or axles. Their operations
will be much the same.

We will discuss the components as they are listed alphabetically.

b.

(1) At the top of the picture we notice gear (A). It is mounted on
the main input shaft (C) but is free to rotate without turning the shaft. It
has external teeth on the outside that are in constant mesh with gear (P).
It also has internal gear teeth on the inside. Gear (B) is also mounted on
the main input shaft (C). However, notice that this gear is splined to the
shaft and must turn anytime the input power shaft turns. It can slide back
and forth on the shaft between gears (A) and (D). This gear has external
teeth and acts as a dog clutch between gear (A) and shaft (C).

Gear (D), the rear axle (rear unit) drive gear, is fastened to
and turns item (E), the rear axle (rear unit) drive shaft assembly. Gear (D)
is in mesh with gear (F), the idler shaft constant mesh gear.
(2)

(3) Gear (F) has both external and internal teeth. It is mounted
on, and is free to turn on, item (C), the idler shaft. The idler shaft constant mesh gear is in mesh with gear (H), the drive shaft constant mesh
gear.

The drive shaft constant mesh gear has external and internal
teeth. It is mounted on item (J), the rear axle (front unit) drive shaft. An
external tooth gear, fastened to item (J), is in mesh with the internal teeth
of the drive shaft constant mesh gear (H). This gear turns item (J), the
rear axle (front unit) drive shaft.
(4)

,..

Gear (H) is in mesh with gear (K), the drive shaft constant
mesh gear. This gear has external and internal teeth and is mounted on,
and free to turn on, item (L), the- front axle drive shaft.
(5)

(6) Gear (M), the drive shaft sliding gear, has external teeth and
.internal splines and can slide on the splines of the front axle drive shaft.
When the external teeth of gear (M) are in mesh with the internal teeth of
the drive shaft constant mesh gear (K), the front axle drive shaft is engaged
and will turn at the same speed as gear (K).
(7) Gear (N), the idler shaft low-speed gear, is mounted on the
idler shaft. One end of gear (N) is in mesh or engaged with gear (F), the
idler shaft constant r.:esh gear. The other end is in mesh or engaged with
item (P), another idler shaft constant mesh gear. This locks gears (F),
fN), and (P) together so they turn as a unit. The idler shaft constant mesh
gear (P) is in mesh with the main shaft constant mesh gear (A).

6-6
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OPERATION. Now that you have seen how the parts of a transfer fit
together, we will take a look at what goes on when the transfer is in operation. WhF the transfer is operating in high range, with the front wheel
drive engaged, all wheels are pulling.
3.

a. Power comes into the transfer from the transmission on the main
shaft (C). When the main shaft turns, the main shaft sliding gear (B) turns
because it is splined to the main shaft. In high range the main shaft sliding
gear is in mesh with the internal teeth of gear (A), the main shaft constant
mesh gear. This causes gear (A) to turn.
(1) The external teeth of gear (A) are in mesh with the external
teeth of gear (P), the idler shaft constant mesh gear. When gear (A) turns,'
it drives gear (P).

(2) One end of gear (N), the idler shaft low-speed gear, is in
mesh with gear (P). The other end is in mesh with gear (F), the other idler
shaft constant mesh gear. This means that when gear (P) turns, all gears on
the idler shaft turn.
(3) Gear (F) is in mesh with gear (D). When gear (F) turns it
drives gear (D), gear (D) turns shaft (E) which sends power to the rear axle
rear unit.
(4) Gear (F) is also in mesh with and drives gear (H). The,internal
teeth of gear (H) are in mesh with the gear fastened to shaft (J). When gear
(H) is turned power is sent to the rear axle front unit.

(5) Gear (H) is also in mesh with and turns gear (K). When the
front wheel drive is engaged, gear (K) is in mesh with and drives gear (M),
the drive shaft sliding gear. Gear (M) is splined to shaft (L), the front axle
drive shaft. When gear (M) is turned poWer is sent through shaft (L) to the
front axle. The driver by means- of a shift lever and linkage can slide gear
(M) away from gear (K). When gear (M) is not in mesh with gear (K), no
power is being sent to the front axle.
the driver can
(6) When more torque is needed to move the
on some vehicles is made
shift the transfer to low range. The shifting linkage on
so that the vehicle must be in front wheel drive before shifting to low range.
This prevents the driver from sending full torque to the rear wheels only,
which might cause damage.
(7) When the transfer is shifted to low range, the mainshaft sliding
gear (B)is disengaged from the constant mesh gear (A). It is then engaged
with the idler shaft low-speed gear (N). Gear (B) is the driving gear and is
smaller than driven gear (N). This gives less speed and znore torque or a
gear reduction. From here on the power iflow is the same as in high range.
The transfer is in neutral while gear B is not in mesh with either gear A or
gear N.

207
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Some transfers contain an overrunning sprag unit (or units) on the
front output shaft. The operation of these -units is much like that of an overrunning clutch in the staffing motor.
b.

(1) On these units the transfer is made to drive the front axle a
little slower than the rear axle(s). During normal operation on good roads,
when-both front and rear wheels turn at the same speed, only the rear wheels
drive the vehicle. However, if the mar wheels start to slip, they turn faster
than the front wheels. If this happens, the sprag unit automatically engages
so that the front wheels also drive the vehicle. The sprag unit simply provides
an automatic means of engaging the front wheel drive whenever the back wheels
start to slip. There are three types of sprag units used with transfers. They
are a single-sprag unit, a double-sprag unit, and an air-operated double-sprag
unit. They all work in almost the same way. This type transfer is much like
the one we just discussed. The main difference is that a sprag unit is used
instead of the hand-operated sliding gear or clutch on the front output shaft.
(2) The sprag is a steel block shaped to act as a wedge in the complete assembly. Ln soile units there are 42 sprags assembled into an outer
race and held in place %y two springs. The springs fit into the notches in the
ends of the sprags and hold them in place. The outer race is in the driven
gear on the front output shaft. The inner race is on the front output shaft.
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(3) Now let's see how a single sprag unit operates. During normal
operation the front and'ear wheels are turning at the same speed. The outer
race of the sprag unit (in the driven gear) turns a little slower than the inner
race (on the front output shaft). This prevents the sprags from wedging
between the races. No lockup takes plibe and the front wheels turn freely;
they are not driven. However, if the rear wheels start to slip and turn faster
than the front wheels, the outer race tries to turn faster than the inner race.
When this happens the sprags wedge or jam between the two races. The two
races now turn as a unit and provide driving power to the front wheels. As
soon as the rear wheels quit slipping and start to turn the same speed as the
front wheels, the sprags release.

POWER HIM MINE THROUGH

THE SHAG UNIT IS

TRAPN.ANSSION AND INTO
TRANNER CASE DUNES

LOCATED N4 THE TRANSFER

CASE ON THE FRONT OUTPUT SHAFT

WHOPS AND MIN GEAR
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POOR TRACTION
AFAR WHEELS SUPPING

MAR WHIRS WM
ALL THE WORK

0000 TRACTIONNO SLIPGE

FRONT W14113.3

FRONT WHEELS

ARE NOW EXERTING

RUNNING FPIE-

DRIVING EFFORT

EYIRTING NO EFFORT

MONT %Wei MINE
rows THROUGH THIS SHAFT
WHEN SACK WHEMS TURN
FASTER (POOR TRACTION)
THAN MONT WHEELS

2. FRONT WHEELS MING

1. FRONT WHEELS RUNNING FREE

Principle of sprag-unit action.

(4) In reverse it is necessary to lock out the single-sprag unit.
The turning is reversed; this means that we cannot drive through the sprag
unit. The lockout is done through a linkage to the transmission that shifts
a reverse shift ,collar in the transfer. As the reverse shift collar is shifted,
internal splines in the collar mesh with external splines on the reverse shift-" "'
driven gear and on the front output gear so there is a solid drive around the
sprag unit.
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(5) The double-sprag unit operates the same way as the singlesprag An forward speeds. The difference between the two units shows up
in reverse. In the double-sprag unit, a second sprag unit has been added
which operates only in reverse.
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(6) When the shift is made to reverse, the forward sprag unit is
locked out, almost exactly the same as the single-sprag unit. However, the
reverse-sprag unit now comes into operation. The front wheels drive, in
reverse, when the rear wheels _start:to slip. The shift from one sprag unit
to the other is done by aslinkage to.the transmission. This shifts a reverse
shift,collar in the transfer. As the reverse shift collar is hifted, internal
splines (or teeth) in the collarunmesh from the external splines on the
outer race of one sprag unit. It then,rneshes with the external splines on
the other sprag unit.
(7) Another type sprag unit is the air-controlled dctuble-sprag unit.
-This unit does the same job as the double-sprag unit we just discussed. The
main difference is an air valve on the transmission -Low and reverse shift
shaft. This valve automatically shifts the sprag unit to forward or reverse
whenever the transmission is shifted to low or reverse.

210
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This illustration shows an air-control diagram of the trans-.
mission arkd transfer assembly using an air-controlled double -sprag unit.
This type is Used in the 5-ton truck. Now let's .take a; look at what happens
when there is, compressed air in the system, and the transmission is in a
forward or neutral position. The air cylinder control valve (item,A) will
admit air under pressure from the compressed air system into the shift air
cylinder assembly (item H). The air is then admitted to the forward-shift
side of the spring-balanced piston in the cylinder. This moves the piston
and causes engagement ,of the forward sprag unit. When the transmission is
shifted into reverse, the air cylinder control valve (item A) admits air to the
opposite side of the piston. This causes engagement of the reverse sprag unit.
When the forward sprag unit is engaged, the front wheels will freewheel or
turn only in a forward direction. If the reverse sprag unit is engaged, the
front wheels cannot be turned in a forward direction. A parked vehicle, with
air pressure in the system and the transmission in neutral, cannot be pushed
backward until the transmission is shifted to reverse.
(8)
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c. The transfer uses the dip or splash type of lubrication system.
The gears are in the transfer case and the case is filled with gear oinG0
90 in warm weather). As the gears operate, they turn in the oil and no
preisure is used. The turning gears will throw the oil onto the shafts and
into the bearings. The oil is kept from leaking from the case by seals

around the input and output shafts.
SECTION II. MAINTENANCE OF TRANSFER CASES

4. INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT. The upkeep that, will be done by the
organizational maintenance will be mainly maintaining lube levels, linkage
adjustment, cleaning, and tightening. Before any of these things are done,

the transfer case should be inspected to see just what is needed.
a.

The following is a checklist to be used as a guide when inspecting

the transfer:
(1)

Check the oil level and inspect for oil leaks.

(2)

Inspect for loose or missing bolts.

(3)

Check the linkage for completeness and operation.

(4)

Inspect for oil or grease leaks and plugged air vents.'

(5)

Inspect for damage to the transfer case.

(6)

Operate the transfer and check the shift.

(7)

Check for unusual noised' during operation.

b. On the M35A2, 2- I/2-tOn truck, check the sprag unit for proper
operation. To test the sprag operation, run the vehicle and bring the transfer

to operating tempt ature, then make the following tests: raise one front
wheel off the ground, shift the transmission into reverse, and turn the front
wheel backward. Next, try to turn it forward. The wheel should be free to
turn backward, but not forward.
(1) Shift the transmission into low gear and turn the front wheel
forward. Then try to turn the wheel backward. The wheel should be free
to turn forward but not backward. If these conditions do not exist, the
reverse linkage must be adjusted.
(2) Shift the transmission to neutral. During this shift watch to
see if the shift rod lever moves.

2 Lk.,r)
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assefa(3) If the lever moves, the transfer reverse shift lever rod
bly must be shortened. Shorten the rod by loosening theljam nut and turning
the rod into the yoke. If the lever does not move, the rod may be adjusted
properly. However, it is more likely that the transfer reverse shift lever
rod 'assembly must be lengthened.
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(4) Lengthen the.rod by loosening the jam nut, and screwing the rod
out of the yoke..., Repeat the above test procedures until the lever does not
move. It should be just on the verge of moving when the transmission is
shifted from first gear to neutral.

(5) Recheck the adjustment with the transmission in neutral by
trying to pry the reverse shift rod lever away from the transfer case with a
is
,screwdriver. If the lever cannot be moved, the forward epee I adjuatment
completed. If the lever moves, shorten the reverse shift lever_' rod assembly
as described above.
(6) Shift the transmission into reverse and turn the jacked up wheel
one-half turn backward, making sure the transmission stays in reverse. Try
to pry the shift rod lever toward the transfer. If the lever can be moved Ifonesixteenth of an inch or less, the reverse speed adjustment is complete.
the lever moves more than one-sixteenth of an inch, lengthen the shift lever
rod assembly and-recheck the forward and reverse speed adjustment. Rechec
the sprag unit operation.
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caPeO
PARTS REPLACEMENT. Some parts of the transfer case can be
replaced at the organizational maintenance Level. To replace the transfer
case air vent valve, remove the old valve by turning it to the left (counter=.
clockwise) until it is backed out of the transfer output cover. Install the C.new valve by turning it clockwise until it is seated properly on the transfer
output cover.
5.
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a. To replace the transfer cover
output seal (gasket) use the following

procedures: remove the gearshift lever
and boot, remove the screws and the
intermediate and rear tunnels from the
cab, remove the screws and lockwashers,
and remove the transfer output cover and
seal. To reassemble install a new seal,
install the output /cover and secure it with
screws and lockwashers, install the intermediate and rear tunnels and secure them
with screws, and replace the gearshift
lever and boct.
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To replace the flexible air shift line on a 5-ton truck use the
following procedures: from beneath the vehicle, unscrew the air shift
line connectors at the junction of the rigid and flexible air shift lines
and disconnect the lines. Tag the lines so there will be less chance of
getting them crossed. Should the lines be crossed,. it4vill cause power
train windup and damage may occur. Connect the new lines to the transfer
and the rigid air shift lines.
b.

4

RIGID AIR StektINES4.A.-1 ..

a
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-4

SHIFT LINES
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REPLACEMENT. Normally, transfer cases are not replaced at the
organizational maintenance level. However, when authorized by support
maintenance, a using unit can do this type of work if they have the necessary
tools available and the trained people on hand to do it. Support maintenance
will also send contact teams to using units to do this type of job. When they
do, the unit mechanics will often be asked to assist the contact teams.
Because of these possibilities, the organizational maintenance mechanic
should know the general procedures for removing and installing transfer
cases.
6.

a. The following procedures are used to remove the transfer from the
2-1/2-ton truck. As a word of caution, you must always jack up one wheel
of an axle before attempting to remove the propeller shaft from that axle.
The reason for this is that when turning a corner ti.; front and rear wheels
of a vehicle do not travel the same distpnce. As a result, a strain called
"wind-up" builds up between the axles. As soon as one wheel is raised the
strain unwinds.

(i) The first step in replacing a transfer is to remove the propeller
shafts at the transfer flanges. This includes the transmission to transfer,
transfer to front axle, and transfer to forward rear axle propeller shafts.
To disconnect the shafts, remove the bolts and nuts that secure the universal
flange to the transfer flange for each of the three shafts.
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(2) Remove the nut that secures the handbrake cable to the handhoe
lever. Loosen the retaining nuts of the U-bolt that secures the
brake
cable to the transfer case and pull the cable through the U-bolt. Lay the fre
end of the cable up on some portion of the vehicle frame so that it will be out
E,

of the way.

(3) To remove the high- and low-range shift lever linkage, remove
the two bolts and nuts that secure the shifter shaft link to the shift lever and
the transfer shifter shaft and remove the link. (Refer to the illustration witt
paragraph 413(3). ) Then remove the bolt and nut securing the shift lever to
the shift lever bracket and remove the shift lever.
(4) To remove the reverse shift linkage, loosen the locking nut on
the capscrew that secures the reverse shift rod lever on the transfer revers'
shift rod shaft. Remove the capscrew and slide the lever off the shaft.
Disconnect the speedometer flexible shaft from the angle drive
adapter on the transfer and remove the speedometer cable.
(5)
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(6) Drain the lubricant from the transfer. Using a hydraulic jack
or some other lifting device, support the transfer in the position in which it
is held by the vehicle.

(7) Remove the four safety nuts and screws holding the transfer
support bracket plate to the transfer support bracket on the right side of
the transfer. Remove the four safety nuts and screws holding the transfer
longitudinal support to the longitudinal support brackets at left of the transfer.
Lower the transfer from its position and remove it from the vehicle. Remove
the two bolts holding the right support to the. transfer case. Remove the hupport and support bracket plate as a unit. Remove four bolts holding the kft
support to the transfer case. Remove the left support and longitudinal support as a unit. Remove the transfer air vent valve from the transfer:
b.

To install the transfer, use the following procedures. Instal the

.air vent valve. Install the left support and longitudinal support to the transfer case Ath four self-locking hex -Bead bolts. Install the right support and
support bracket plate to the transfer case with two self-locking hex-head
bolts. Raise the transfer into position and secure the support bracket plate
to the support bracket with four hex-head screws and safety nuts. Secure
the longitudinal support to the support brackets with four hex-head screws
and safety nuts.
(1) Install the angle drive adapter on the transfer. Connect the
,
speedometer flexible shaft to the adapter. Install the transfer shift lever
and reverse shift rod lever on the transfer and make sure the offset end
of the leVer is toward the transfer.
.

(2) Connect the handbrake cable to the handbrake lever, using the

securing nut, and to the transfer case bracket with the cable to bracket Ubolt.
k

(3) Connect the froSt axle transmission and the forward rear axle
propeller shafts to the transfer.

(4) Lubricate the transfer according to lubridation order, LO 92320- 209-12.

(5) Check the transfer linkage adjustment. This must be done
anytime the linkage is removed from the transfer or a new transfer is
installed.
(6) Some 2-1/2-ton trucks have a power takeoff (PTO) mounted on
or driven by the transfer Case. The procedures for removing the transfer
case will be the same, except that the PTO linkage and propeller shafts must
also be removed.

ZocZ
The procedures for removing transfers of other vehicles is much
.

the same. The accompanying illustration shows the disconnect points fox
removing the transfer from a 5-ton vehicle.
4
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SECTION M. CONCLUSION

SUMMARY. In this lesson vie have discussed the construction and
operation of the transfer case used on wheeled vehicles, and the maintenance
that you, as a wheeled vehicle repairman, may be required to perform.
Although the transfer case is not a maintenance problem too often, you should
know how to,repair it when trouble occurs.
7.

PRACTICE TASKS. Appendix B of this lesson contains a list of tasks
associated with wheeled vehicle transfer case assemblies. They are representative,of the tasks you will be required to r-rform as a wheeled vehicle
mechanic. Perform all the tasks listed. Be sure you aze under the supervision of an officer, NCO, or specialist qualified in the MOS when.you practice the tasks. If you find you are having difficulty in certain tasks, restudy
the appropriate training material and practice the tasks until you become
proficient in each one.
8.
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EXERCISE

NOTE. - QUESTIONS 96 THROUGH 101 PERTAIN TO FIGURE 1.

96. What is driven by the main shaft constant mesh gear?
a.
b.

c.

Main shaft sliding gear
Rear axle (rear unit) drive gear
Idler shaft constant mesh gear
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97. In which drive range is the main shaft sliding gear engaged with item
(N)?

a.
b.
c.

Low
_
High

Neutral

98. What drives the main shaft sliding gear in the transfer?
a.
b.
c.

Idler shaft low speed gear
Main shaft
Idler shaft

99. When the transfer is in neutral the
a.
b.

c.

drive shaft sliding gear is disengaged from the drive shaft.
constant mesh gear.
main shaft sliding gear is disengaged from the main shaft constant
mesh gear.
main shaft sliding gear is engaged with the idler shaft low speed
gear.

100. Power flow to the rear axle unit, with the transfer in high range is
from
a.
'b.
c.

A to P to N to F to D
C to B to A to P to N to F to D to E
B to P to G to F to D to E

101. What drives the mainshaft constant mesh gear ?
a.
b.

c.

Idler shaft constant mesh gear
Drive shaft sliding gear
Main shaft sliding gear

102. What type of sprag unit is used on the 5-ton truck?
a.
b.

c.

Single sprag
Double sprag.
Air controlled double sprag

103. In a double sprag, when does the added sprag unit operate ?

aqd

a. In high range only
b.

c.

In forward gear only
In reverse gear only

104. The sprag unit in a transfer case engages when

the vehicle is in reverse.
the front wheels turn faster than the rear wheels.
c. the rear wheels t -it faster than the front wheels.

a.

b.

105. The sprags used in a sprag unit are

a.
b.

c.

steel blocks.
steel balls.

steel rollers.

106. A vehicle having an air operated double sprag unit, with air in the
system, should not be pushed backward until the

a.
b.

c.

transfer is shifted to high.
transmission is shifted to neutral.
transmission is shifted to reverse.

107. What type lubrication system is used in the transfer case?
a.
b.

c.

Full force
Dip or splash
Force ana splash

108. Whentesting sprag unit operation on the M35A2, 2-1/2-ton truck, with
the transmission in low, the jacked up wheel should
a.
b.

c.

be free to turn forward but not backward.
be free to turn backward but not forward.
be free to turn either way.

109. What must be done if the shift rod lever moves when shifting the transmission of an M35A2 2-1/2-ton truck, from low to neutral?
a.
b.

c.

Lengthen the reverse shift lever rod
Shorten the reverse shift lever rod
Lengthen the shift lever to shifter shaft link
6-21

110. If the reverse shift rod lever can be pryed away from the transfer case
with a screwdriver when checking the linkage adjustment of a 2-1/2-ton
truck transfer, the

a.
b.

c.

reverse speed adjustment is complete.
reverse shift lever rod should:be shortened.
reverse shift lever rod should be lengthened.

111. Which are normally replaced at the organizational maintenance level?
a.
b.

c.

Transfer output cover seal and air vent'valve
Transfer air vent valve and front output shaft seal
Air vent valve and sprag unit

112. What precaution should be taken before removing any propeller shaft
from a 2 -1/2 -ton truck?

a.
b.

c.

Remove the battery cable
Place the transmission in low
Jack up one of the wheels driven by the propeller shaft

113. Which item is removed and reused when replacing the transfer case
on a 2.1/2-ton truck?

a.
b.

c.

Air vent valve
Transfer cover output seal
Sprag unit

114. What would result if the air shift lines were crossed on the 5-ton truck?
a.
b.

c.

Sprag unit would not shift to reverse
Power train would wind up
Transfer would stay in neutral

115. Which of the following is NOT a purpose of the transfer case?

a.
b.
c.

Provide gear reduction
Provide reverse gear
Provide a means of driving the front wheels
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TM 9-2320-209-20,
w/C1-6

Organizational Maintenance of the 2-1/2-Ton,
6x6, M34, M35, and M36 Series Trucks
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TM 9-2320-211-20

Organizational Maintenance of the 5-Ton,
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6x6, M809 Series Trucks
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Principles of Automotive Vehicles
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APPENDIX B
:_1)512ACTICE TASK LIST.

After practicing the following tasks
you will be able to:

Practice Objective

1.

Inspect the transfer case.

2.:

Check the operation of the
sprag unit.

3.

Adjust the transfer linkage.

4.

Replace such parts as air vent valves, output cover gaskets,
and air shift lines.

TASKS

Note: - To peforni the following tasks you will need a 2-1/2-ton, 6 x 6 tick,
a 5-ton, 6z 6 trlek, the -20 TM for each vehicle, and a general
mechanic's toolbiix.

Perform an inspection on the transfer case of each vehicle.

1.

a.

Check the oil level and check for oil leaks.

b.

Check for loose or missing bolts.'

c.

Check the linkage condition and operation.

d.

Check the operation of the transfer case.

Check the operation of the sprag unit on a 2-1/2-ton truck.

2.

,

a.

Jack up one front wheel and check the operation of the unit in
forward and reverse positions.

b.

Check for movement of the shift rod lever.

c.

Adjust the linkage if required.

6-24
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There are some parts the organizational wheeled vehicle mechanic 'Must
replace. Here are a few to practi6e 'removing and replacing.
a.

Transfer case air vent Valve,.

b.

Transfer cover output seal (gasket) on a 2-1/2-ton truck.

c.

Flexible air shift line on a 5-ton truck.

113141Y -APC1. PID 25.04
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EXERCISE RESPONSE LIST
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RESPONSE
NUMBER

RESPONSE*

100

CORRECT. Low oil level or loose ban' ds could cause this.

101

Para 3d

103

CORRECT. This is one of the reasons for using this type
of gear; another is, it makes a small compact unit.'

104

Para 3a

106

Para 6a

109

CORRECT. Keep this halve clean and in operating condition.

110

CORRECT. All of these components are used in a plane-

tary gear set.
112

Para 4e

113

Para 4b

115

Para 3b

116

Para 2c

117

Para 6a

118

Para 6a and 613',

119

CORRECT. For this reason, the shafts on which the gears
operate are designed to prevent the gears from moving
sideways.

122

Para 3d

124

CORRECT. For this reason, they are used on heavy
vehicles.

127

Para 3a

*If your response is not listed CORRECT, refer to the indicated paragraph
for the proper answer.
1
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129

CORRECT. The clutch is not usually replaced at the
organizational level of mair.tenance.

131

Para 3b

133

CORRECT. The clutch can only connect or disconnect the
engine's poWer to the powei train.

134

Para 3a

136

Para 3d

138

Para 5d

140

them if
CORRECT. You should inspect these and replaCe
,
they are found to be defective.

141

CORRECT. Also, the engine should be running at an idle
speed when checking the transmission oil.

143

Para 10d

145

Para lig

147

.Para 7b

149

Para 5b

150

Para 4a

152

.

cc

t;ORRECT. This is splined to and turns the clutch shaft.
6

154

CORRECT. It can also cause oil leaks.
0.

156

Para 4

159

Para 3a

161

Para lOg

164

Para 4b

166

CORRECT. The torque applied to the bolt in this case
would be 120 lb-ft.

167

Para 8a
2
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1/0

CORRECT. This bearing only operates when the clutch is
disengaged.

172

Para 4b

173

Para 6a

175

Para 4c

177

CORRECT. If torqueing them to this does not-stop the leak,
support maintenance will have.to take care of it.

178

Par'a 3b

179

Ptira 4 and foldout

181

Para 4a

184

Para 5c

186

Para 3a

188

Para 4

190

Para 4b

191

Para 9a

192

Para 6a

,

t

\
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193

CORRECT. This will relieve any windup.

194

Para 6 and foldout

*195

CORRECT. It provides a mounting for the shaltri and

gears.
197

Para 9e

199

Para .3a

200

Para 5d

202^

Para 5

204

Para 2c
3

231

;la
205

Para llb and

206

CORRECT. By doing this, the speedometer will register
correctly when the transfer is in either high- or low-range.

207

CORRECT. Grease on the facing can cause the clutch to
slip or grab.

209

Para Sb

210

bolts may take care
CORRECT. Tightening the mounting
,
'
of this.

212

Para 3a

213

Para 5a.

215

Para 4 and foldout

,

v

218

-

Para 1 lg

220

Para Se

222. .

CORRECT. The lubricant is thrown or splashed to all
parts of the transfer by the moving parts.

223

Para.3b

225 ,

Para 8a

227

Para 5f

22R

CORRECT. This must be kdpt tight to prevent wear of the
key used to lock the yoke to the shaft.

231

Para 9e

233

Para 4a

235.

CORRECT. Twisting force is torque and it is measured in
lb-ft.

236

Para 2c

238

CORRECT. This will shift the sprag unit so the front
wheels can turn in the reverse direction.

\

,

x

4

232

242

CORRECT. The only time this bearing is working is when
the clutch is released, being released, or being engaged.

243

CORRECT. The bevel gear always has the face of the gear
cut at an angle.

245

Para 6c

247

Para 3a

248

Para 2b

250

CORRECT. At this time the other sprag unit is locked out.

253

CORRECT. This gear will also carry fairly, heavy loads.

256

.

CORRECT. This is one of the causes of incorrect clutch
free travel.

259

Para lla

262

CORRECT.' This is used to lock the ring gear to the transmission housing.

264

CORRECT. This is true on most wheeled vehicles.

266

Para 7b

268

Para 6

271

Para 4b

274

CORRECT. It is support

276

CORRECT. All the other components are either driven or
operating members.

277

Para Ila

278

Para 4
5
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here by a pilot bearing.

A20
279

Para 5b

281

Para. 3b

282

Para 4b

284

Para 3b

286

Para 3b

288

CORRECT. They absorb the shock of sudden loads and the
release of loads on the engine.

289

Para 9e

290

Para 9e

292

CORRECT. The clutch is located between the engine and
transmission.

293

Para 2b

295

Para 3b

296

Para 4b

298

CORRECT. They should be tightned to 20-25 lb-ft.

299

Para I la

301

Para 3a

304

CORRECT. It will only let one shifter shaft be moved at a
time.

307

Para 5d

309

Para 3d

311

Para 5a

313

Para 5e

316
318

CORRECT. This will relieve any windup in the power

train.
Para 3b
6

234

v

320

Para 4

323

CORRECT. The gears that run free on the main shaft can
be connected to the shaft by this type clutch.

324

CORRECT. Remember, proper adjustment of this has a
lot to do with the operation and life of the clutch.

326

Para 1

328

Para 3a

329

Para 4b

330

Para 2b

332

Para 3a

333.

Para 3a

335

CORRECT. Most transfer cases have a high- and lowrange and a means of engaging and disengaging the front
wheel drivebut do not have a reverse range.

336

Para 3b

339

Para 4a

341

CORRECT. Not enough pedal travel can cause the clutch
to not be fully engaged.

342

Para 9e

344

Para 6

347

Para 5

349

Para 3b

350

CORRECT. Some of these leaks can be taken care of by
the organizational repairman, others will have to go to
support maintenance.

352

Para 3d

355

Para 4b

r

7
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CORRECT. The driving members are attached to and turn
with the crankshaft.

358

Para ac

360

Para 3e

362

Para 3d

363

Para 5c

365

Para 3d

367

Para 3b

369

CORRECT. They may also be wet-type clutches.

371

CORRECT. If the oil level is too high or too low, the
transmission will not operate as it should so the tests
wouldn't 'prove much.

372

Para Sc

374

Para 3a

375

Para Id

376

CORRECT. This overrides the engine governor and limits
engine speed to about 1,700 RPM.

378

Para 111

379

Para 11

381

Para 5

382

Para 2r;

384

Para 6a

385

Para Sh

387

CORRECT. This pump is in operation whenever the vehicle is moving.

389

Para 7b

I

8

23G

/

St''

390

Para 3a

391

Para 3b

392

Para 4b

393

Para 9c

394

Para lla

396

Pars 4a

397

Para ha

400

C9RRECT; A contrautch could Le used for this in some
applications.

402

CORRECT. When tightening these they should b-torqued
to 37-42 lb-ft:

403

Para 8c

405

Pars 6c
Cl

407

CORRECT. Fifth gear is overdrive on these vehicles.
Fourth gear is direct drive..

408

CORRECT. Transmissions may use two or more of these.

409

Para lb

410

Para 3a

412

CORRECT. These are applied before the teeth of the
sliding gear and the main gear come in contact.

414

CORRECT. It is operating as it should in this position.

415

Para 4b

416

CORRECT. Larger power takeoff units may have several
forward and reverse speeds.

417

Para 10d

419

Para 3c
9
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420, .

CORRECT. This will happen if any two units are locked
tosethe_r;

421

Pima 34

422

CORRECT. In any case, it is not the job of the organisational repairman to make the required repair.

423

Para 3b

425

!era 7b

426

Para Ilf

427

Para 8

429

Para 4a

431

Para 3b

432

Para 3a

434

Para 4a

437

CORRECT. It is also easily cracked or broken by a sharp
blow.

439

CORRECT. The, lever should be just on the verge of moving when the transmission is shifted from first to neutral.

440

Para 3e

442

Para 5f

444

CORRECT. If water gets into the transmission, the
assenioly must be sent to your support' unit for repair.

446

Para 7b

447

CORRECT. The sprag unit would be in reverse when it
should be set for going forward, and for forward when it

should be iveverie.
448

Para 5b

451

CORRECT. It is also disengaged from the idler shaft low
speed gear.
10
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452

Para 2a

454,

Para 3.

457

Ears 2tt and foldoT:t.

459

CORRECT. Its operation is much like that of a double
sprag

'460

CORRECT. At this time, the front pump would, not be
delivering oil under pressure.

T\

462

Para I

463

Para 9.

465

-Para 4 and foldout

468

CORRECT. If this seal leaks it will leak into the flywheel
housing of the engine.

471

Para, 5c

474

CORRECT. This is done to make the throttle linkage
jadjustroent.

477

CORRECT. These gears will be turning any time the
engine is runnlng and the clutch is engaged.

480

Para 3b

482

Para 4

483

Para 4c

485

Para 2b

486

Para 3d

488

CORRECT. This. means the governor will only operate
wben the vehicle is in motion.

490

CORRECT. This is one of the reasons they are not used
on heavier vehicles.

491

Para 4c(1) and foldout

v

11
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41140

Para 4b
-

493

.

CORRECT. It is bolted to the rear of the engine and, on
some vehicles, it is supported entirely by the flywheel
housing.

496

CORRECT. This is one of the things thatwill have to be
checked during your learn an maintenance.

4,7

CORRECT. Transmission oil has a tendency to foam When
the vehicle is in operation.'

498

CORRECT. This is always true When one external tooth
gear drives another external gear.

500

Para 11

501

CORRECT. This gear also tends to be noisy during
operation.

504

CORRECT. If this breaks be sure and replace it with the
proper type of pin.

S05

Para 5a

507

Para 3b

508

Para 5d

510

Para 2a

512

CORRECT. At this time, the rear wheels would be slipping so the front wheels help drive the vehicle.

513

CORRECT. When the pin is flush with the machined surface, tighten the locknut and shift the transmission to neutral, then back into Fl high-range, and recheck.

516

CORRECT. It should also be quiet in second and fourth
gear as helical gears are beipg used at these times.

518

Para 4a

520

Para lla

521

Para 3b

,

.
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522

CORRECT. Here the idler gear will mesh with edrive AQ 7
gear In the transmission.

523

Para 3a

524

CORRECT. The linkage is also an operating member.

526

CORRECT. By connecting it in this way it will deliver oil
any time the engine is is operation.

527

CORRECT. The speed will be decreasedbut the torque
is increased.

529

Para 4e

531

Para 6

533

CORRECT. Weak springs or worn detente can be the cause
of a transmission jumping out of gear.

535

Para 5

536

Para 3a

537

Para 5a

539

Para 6

541

Para 4b

543

CORRECT. The pressure should be 180 to 220 PSI. In all
other positions the pressure should be 95 to 110 PSI.

545

Para 4b

547

Para 9e

549

Para 5d

551

CORRECT. While gear B is smaller than gear A, it is in
mesh inside gear A so they turn as a unit.

553

CORRECT. If either of these is defective it can cause gear
clash.

,555

CORRECT. At this time, the thrust of the gears is such
that it tends to force the gears out of mesh.

$

13

d4.7,
556

Para 6a and 6b

5.37

CORRECT. As sear B is smaller than gear N there is a
gear reduction.

559

CORRECT., The test should be made with the engine running at 1,000 RPM.

561

CORRECT. The/ act as wedges to lock the sprag unit when
front wheel drive is needed.

362

Para 9e

563

CORRECT. This is splined to the transmission main drive
pinion.

565

CORRECT. Another of its purposes is t. 'clay upshifts.

567

Para 3c

569

Para 5 and 5a
..xotive--

570

Para 9c

572

Para 5

573

CORRECT. The bottom of an oilcan, when pushed in, will
spring back out when the pressure is released. The same
is true of a diaphram spring.

575

CORRECT. Its purpose is to move oil from the reduction
unit case to the oil pan sump.

577

Para 8b
soriP

578

CORRECT. We can have this only when none of the units
are held or locked together..

579

Para 10d

580

Para 1 lb and c

581

Para 5c

582

Para 3d

14 2i2

__....

4,-

584

CORRECT. It is connected from the clutch release arm'6)7AY
g
pullback spring "screw to the clutch release bearing eeve.

587

Para 3a

590

Para 2

591

Para 4b

594

CORRECT. This is moved by the clutch release bearing.

595

Para 3b

597

Para 1

600

7.

CORRECT. The rest of the clutches are multiple disk
type.

601

Para 3c

603

Para 3c

605

CORRECT. In turn, this gear drives the rear axle (rear
unit) drive gear which is apart of the rear axle (rear unit)
drive gear assembly.

607

Para 3b

608

Para llg

610

CORRECT. Many repla ement transfer cases are issued
without this valve, whic means the one from the old case
will have to be used.,

611

CORRECT. If the lever does not move, the rod may be
adjusted improperly or it may be too short.

612

Para Id

614

CORRECT. Also, the main shaft constant mesh gear
drives the idler shaft constant mesh gear.

615

Para 10d

617

Para 5b

15
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621

to the main shaft sliding gear.

CORRECT. It is

619
r

Para 3c

623

Para 3

624

CORRECT. This is sometimes called a self-energizing
type band. When the band is applied, the action of the
druid aids in keeping the-band from slipping.

627

Para 2a

628

CORRECT. This type works well orr a light vehicle.

629

Para Ila

630

CORRECT. Either the sun gear or the ringtgearcan be
used as the input at this time.,

631

Para 2

634

CORRECT. This is one of the driving members.

635

Pa a lb

636

CORRECT. This is one of the reasons for using gears.,

637

CORRECT. When the clutch is engaged the driven member
is clamped between the driving members and can then turn
the-transmission main-drive pinion.

638

Para 8c

639

Para 3b

642

Pira 9a

643

CORRECT. This contains the release bearing.

644

Para 3e .

647

CORRECT. A part of this shaft extends to the outside of

410

.

tv.z. case.

16
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648

Para 4b

651

Para 5c

.654

Para 6

657

CORRECT. This gear is not only fairly quiet, but it can
also handle a heavy load.

659

Para 4b

661

CORRECT. This will also be true if the sun gear is turned
and the carrier held.

662

Para 8c

665

Para 5d

667

Para 6a

669

Para 4

672

Para 8a

674

Para 5c

677

Para 7b

679

Para lla

682

CORRECT. They should be torqued to 10-14 lb-ft.

684

Para 4c

685

CORRECT. This will be true if either of the other two
members is used as the output.

687

Para 4b

688

Para 6a

690.

Para 8a

691

Para 8b

693

Para 3b
4
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694

Para 3a

696

Para 5c

699

Para 6

N
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Wheeled Vehicle Clutches, Transmissions, and Transfers
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One

Objective

To test-the students's overall
knowledge of material covered in
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lessons in this subcourse.
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(Do not nevi these pages in - use the answer sheet provided for recordin
and mailing your solution.)
.

Reqttiremeni (40 Questions)Weight 100.All items are weighted equally.
MULTIPLE CHOICE

(See instructions on answer sheet provided)
Organizational maintenance persotinel are normally allowed to replace
the air vent valve and what other component of the trinsfer case on
2-1/2-ton vehicles?

1.

Sprag unit
Output cover seal
c. Rear output shaft
d. 'Front output shaft seal

a.

b.

The conventional transmission usually has the power takeoff mounted

2.

on the

a.

rear.

b.
z.
d.

top.

side.
bottom-.

Which oil pump supplies lubricating oil to the hydramatic transmission
when the vehicle is not moving?

S.

I.

a.

4.

Engine

c.

Front
Rear

d.

Reduction

b.

The movement of the conventional transmission sliding gear is
controlled by the
a.

reverse idler shaft.

b.
c.
d.

main shaft.
shifter shaft.
counter shaft.

OS 638205, E-Z
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The

one clutch in the conventional transmission synchronizer is used

to

a.
b.
c.
d.
6.

Organizational maintenance of the clutch is normally limited to
a.
b.
G.

d.
T.

b.

c.
d.

b.

c.
d.

Sun gear held with a planet carrier, input
Planet carrier held with a ring gear input
Ring gear and sun gear locked together
No members held or locked together with a sun gear input

What outptit will result in ac planetary gear cet if the sun gear is turned
clockwise as an input and the ring gear is held from turning?
a.
b.

c.
d.
10.

Push the interlock in place
Keep the shifter shaft setscrews tight
Aline transmission top to the calm
Hold the shifter shaft in a selected position,

Which condition in a planetary gear set will produce a direct drive?
a.

9.

pressure plate and disk replacement.
release and pilot bearing repair.
linkage adjustment and repair.
disk refacing and replacement.

What is the purpose of the poppet ball and spring used in the conventional transmisaion control mechanism?
a.

8.

change the direction of all the gears.
stop the movement of the low and reverse gears.
match the speed of meshing gears.
slow down the speed of the idler gears.'

Clockwise rotation and reduction
Counterclockwise rotation and overdrive
Direct drive
Neutral

What planetary gear set members must be turned, held, or locked to
make the unit operate in reverse reduction?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Planet carrier held, sun gear input
Sun gear held, ring gear input
Ring gear held, planet carrier input
Planet carrier locked to sun gear
OS 63B205, E-3
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11.

What coMponent prevents the conventional transmission from shifting
into two speeds at the same time?

a.
b.

c.
d.

Slide rail
Interlock
Synchroniser
Poppet ball

Not enough clutch pedal free travel can cause the clutch to
a.
b.

c.
d.

drag.
grab.
chatter.
slip.

13. , The clutch pedal movement, before the

clUtch starts to disengage is

called the
a.
b.

14.

c.

pressure start.

d.

final spin.

In the hydramatic transmission the unit that is driven at engine speed
in all ranges is
the
a.

IS.

release distance.
free travel.

rear pump.

b.

planet carrier.

c.
d.

sun gear.
front pump.

In planetary gear systems the ring gear is sometimes referred to as
the
a.
b.

c.
d.
16.

bevel gear.
helical gear.
internal gear.
pinion gear.

What part of a conventional transmission is mounted in the center of
the engine flywheel?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Countershaft bushing

Front part of the input shift
Shifter shaft guide
Rear part of the input shaft
OS 63B205, E -4
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17. What is the purpose of the springs in the clutch disk?
a.

To prevent uneven wear.
To smooth out the power flow
To strengthen the disk
To reduce clutch slippage

b.

c.
d.

18. What hydramatic transmission pressure test is made by moving the
vehicle forward at 30 MPH is neutral with the ignition switch off ?
a.

Front oil pump
Fluid coupling
Reduction oil pump
Governor

b.
C.

d.
19.

Which of the following is a driven member of the clutch?
a.

Pressure plate

b.

Flywheel facing

c.

Clutch di'k
Release lever

d.

20. The priniary purpose of the accumulator in the hydramatic transmission is to furnish enough oil
a.

-o position the two apply pistons after release.
for proper lubrication of bands and' clutches.
at a pressure high enough to apply the reduction unit clutches.
to move the double transition valve to the open position.

b.

c.
d.

21. What will NOT, be caused by too much pedal free travel?

Gear clash
Clutch drag

a.
b.
C.

d.
22.

.

Clutch slippage
Clutch grab

What is a disadvantage of using spur tooth gears ?

a.
b.

c.

4.

They cost more than other gears
They are harder to lubricate
They can only be used on angle drives
They.transmit force on only one tooth at a time

OS 638205, E-5
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23., When refacing the transfer mile on an M3SA2 2:1/2-ton truck, the aith
Vent valve on the defective-transfer case is
a,
b,'

c.
d,

cleaned and reused._
removed and discarded.
Jett on defeetive'case.
sealed and painted.

What is used in the hydramatietransmission to lock two planetary
\ members together?
.

-Multiple disk clutch

Doublwwrapped band
\ Cone clutch
d. , Single wrapped band
\
b

c.

,.

.

.

25. During the inspection of a vehicle you find there is too much clutch
pedal free travel. What worn component could cause this condition?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Clutch disk'
Pressure plate
Clutch linkage
flywheel

26. What supplies the oil at a variable pressure to the shifter valves. of
the hydramatic transmission?
a.
b.
c.
d.

T-valve
Double transition valve
Reduction pump
Governor

27. Most military conventional transmission cases are made of
a.
b.
c.
d.
48,

aluminum alloy.
forged steel.
cast aluminum.
cast iron.

Oil should be added to the hydramatic transmission when the engine is
running and the control levet is in
a.
b.
C.

d.

Fl low range.
neutral.
reverse.
Fl high range.
OS 6313205, E-6
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a37
29. The reverae and reduction units of the hydramatic transmission each
contain a
a.
b.

double wrapped band.
cone clutch.

c.

mechanical stair.
disk clutch.

d.

30., The throttle valve lever is one hydramatic transmission component
that may be
a,
b.

c.
d.
31

bent to fit properly.
replaced by the driiter.
installed in any position.
adjusted manually or automatically.

The air controllecidouble sprag unit transfer is used on the
a.
b.

c.
d.

1/4-ton truck.
3/4-ton truck.
2-1/2-ton truck.
5-ton truck.

32. The purpole of an idler gear is to
a.

change torque and speed.

b.

reduce vibration.
allow for a neutral position:
change direction of rotation.

c.
d.

33. By what method of lubrication is the transfer case without a power
takeoff lubricated?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Force or splash
Force
Full force
Dip or splash

34. Which is, a major cause of the hydramatic transmission shifting too
fast or too slow?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Bands too tight
Clutches worn
Governor weights worn

Transmission too full of oil
OS 6313205, E-7
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35. If the conventional transmission Input shaft bearing retainer oil seal is
leaking it will cause damage to the'

a., starter motor.
b.

e.
d.
36

input shaft.
clutch.
release bearing.

What causes the most problems for the organization repairman on the
M151 truck transmission?
a.
b.

Loose mounting bolts
Worn bearings

C.

Driver abuse
Lubiicant leakage

d.

37 If the detent balls and springs of a shifting mechanism are worn it
will cause the transmission to
a.
b.

c.

slip out of gear.
make unusual noises.
shift hard.

d. ',leak oil.

3R. In the M151 truck, which transmission oil seal cannot be inspected
with the powerplant in the vehicle?

a.
b.

c.
d.

Parking brake drum
Rear output shaft
Front output shaft
Input shaft

39. Which clutch will be slower to engage?
b.

Wet plate
Wet multiple disk

c.
d.

Dry single plate
Dry multiple plate

a.

A

OS 63B205, E-8

40. Which statement is true in regards to types of gears?

c.

Two helical gears in mesh try to slide in opposite directions on
their shafts
Spur gears are stronger than most other types of gears due to
their tooth design
Herringbone gears are actually two spur-type gears mounted side

d.

by side
Conventional transmissions use bevel gears in the first and second

a.

b.

speed ranges

-er
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